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By JOHN GREEN 
Saanich Teachers’ Association 
has agreed to the deduction of 
three days salary from each of its 
members by Dec. 17 of this year, 
and Saanich school board has 
agreed to allow the teachers to be 
absent from school on three non- 
instructional days.
As a result there will not-need 
to be any teacher layoffs to allow 
the board to reduce its budget to 
the leyel set by the provincial 
government.
Discussion at Monday’s board 
meeting indicated the three days 
will probably come at the end of 
the term, giving teachers and 
students an extra three days of 
Christmas vacation, but this has 
not been settled.
Non-instructional days, 
normally spread throughout the 
term, are holidays for the 
students but not for the teachers, 
who use the time for such things 
as attending seminars, and 
meeting with parents.
Sidney elementary school 
principal Gene Jacobson raised 
the question of time for parent- 
teacher interviews, and board 
chairman Gerry Kristianson had 
no answer, pointing out that the 
ministry had refused to allow a 
reduction in teaching days.
■ He expressed thanks to the 
teachers and other employees for 
accepting cuts in their salaries 
“to allow the education system to 
function.’’
The agreement was reached on
Sept. 22 and had already been 
ratified by the membership of the 
teachers’association.
It solves the financial problem 
only until the end of the year. For 
1983 the board is under orders to 
cut another $260,000 out of its 
budget.
Public meetings will be held in 
Saanich, Central Saanich and 
Sidney-North Saanich at which 
board members will be prepared 
to explain the restraint program 
to parents. Dates have not yet
been set.
Meanwhile the board has 
received notice from the teachers’ 
association that it will be 
presenting proposals for changes 
in the collective agreement. This 
is normally the first step in 
seeking a pay increase for the 
coming year.
kindergarten class at Saanichton 
elementary school for the rest of 
1982 rather than require five 
pupils to be transferred to 
McTavish elementary.
With its financial problem 
solved temporarily, the board 
decided it could afford to hire a 
half-time teacher aide for the
There are 29 pupils in the class, 
while board policy allows only 
24. It had been indicated that 
parents of the children involved 
would not have been able to 
transport them to McTavish and 
they would actually have to drop 
out of kindergarten.
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
Everyone wants to be involved 
in something good — that’s why 
Thursday’s elections at Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce 
didn’t lack candidates. Roy
Spooner said although “positive 
attitudes won ’t solve • all the 
problems we have, being negative 
won’t solve any of them. ’ ’
And there was no “free ride’’ 
for the chamber which, he added.
Spooner was woted president, v must be mnemeumbered and 
Margaret Porialdson, Jim ; “free to attack^ ■ V ;
Robertson and Glen Douglas we want.’’
Vice-presidents and a ( dozen
others were elected directors at a not takenj a penny from docal (, 
dinner meeting which surpassed government and “I feel we have
all others for its gaiety and set a good example.’’
upbeatmood. Total membership involvement
Central Saanich guest Aid. was essential to the success of the
Dick Sharpe captured the spirit organization, he pointed ^ut,
when he>the chamber adding, he encouraged the
%.! “You’re on the move!’’ Sharpe concept of every single member
' said the meeting had given him being assigned to a committee.
“real insight” and voiced The chamber must set the pace 
“at coming into contact for the community — and it can 
with such an uobeaterouD.” affect srowth^ i
You seem to be saying “Times things, ,he said,
are tough but we’re making it Earlier, reporting on the 
work” — and it’s good to hear economic development com-New chamber executives, left to right, Mark. Dickinson, Rogers, Loyd Johnso
Lykel Hoekstra, Art Critchison, vice-president Glenn Jennifer Ward, vice-i
"^mglaSj president Roy Spooner, vice-president Jim Robert- from photo, John Eckford, RA^,'Ward, Tim Perkins, Lor-
n, past-president Hank Vissers, Frank Malerby, Dave raine Worsley, Wayne Fletchel Tom Cronk Photo . “The best place to find a helping to the EDC. Purpose of theson.
hand is at the end of your sliirt commission would be to review a 
^ sleeve.” number of things' on the
And bvervnnp. ReemCd excited nehinsiila: he addede ryo e s e i p ni ul ,  , 
at the direction the chamber Much discussion had taken
seemed to be taking, Frank place, he said, at a lunch meeting 
Malerby, later elected a director, between himself, Sidney Mayor
Vernon R. Gunn is part of a the eye of the camera — if a why Gunn couldn’t have a copy in the working papers for the ^ part of Norma Se^^^Y and chamber
group which wants to know person had access to these of stage four or five. ordinary person on the street but what pm ws e a vita manager e er re ge . pooner
what’s going on in the cbm- deliberations council was not Gunn said late Monday night Gunn doesn’t agree. organization. sai he was oo mg orwar po
tnunily - especially where bound to provide working copies. he likes to know where money is reasonably in- waT vew’"tamessed Peni3a nrayors.°
^ bemg spent and pontjed out M .eUigen. people as taxpayers in IS be^onH^the aT reminded the
Aldermen John Caldei and been given p'cess to the 1981 Sidney,” he said. “Who were chamber and I want to help ” gathering “If we’re not working
Sidney ^uncil Mondaymghl for Ipyd Burdon agreed Gunn budget by Sidney a year agm ,hesc people before they were olen Douglas said he’d b Jomc fowards economic developing
I'iZn saTif h raT^rtTnlutlS “v!"^ Iht dlfuSrd -Hused wth wha, had been
move^utm be i„™,ved him sit.h,g:;down and : If' coming ,
access; to “level one” breakdown. waji piling. Calder said the breakdown of its 1982 budget/ ' *
- Lting argued biidget delibefations budget was now an official Mayor Norma Scaleppbinted continue to press that 1982 
/ ^ t^^ place in public/ and under /doctiincnl and he saw no reason / out there would be little meaning-
part in its success/’’^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
In a speech to the chamber ( dealing pp / some/ significant 






// the south side bf Keating Cross y 
Road tip year docs noli sit well i 
with some parents of children 
who have to cross the busy road 
twice while walking to school.
The matter was raised at 
Monday's meeting of Saanich 
ir ■ ■’H-.schbor(,board/an(|/; iV.'wp^’agreed/'p 
representatives of the parents and < 
the two schdol triistces from 
Cenlinl Saanich, PaF^ M 
and Esther Galbraith, will attend 
a council meeting to see if money 
for the sidewalk cannot be found 
; /'■ sorfiewhcre,.S.:.',;:: /'//:'■/://;:('
•v/'/.'..Thcre/'is,('a:; sidcwnlk/nn;'the 
hortli side dr Keating through the ; 
Indiistrlal P
Newton School and rnuen of the 
-/population/If serves;-arC; on-the 
south side of the road.
'(/r/Xsked^"'-about-”the.: /'school's v-; 
ftitiire, board chairman Gerry 
Kristianson said there is no plan 
'”40 (replace-/ it r,: and'„.jf/would' be//-:
the site to buy land lor a new 
;(/(('School :clsewhcre.-/'-',- / /■:■".,('■
f'--''board:''"””-'//-"
t:.(/, •Decided ;-.’/(ci(. move,'ahoiut /.lO'//
The Review hu.s a new look today as it expand,s, changc-s its format 
and moves forward to meet an ever growing desire for more news and 
greater coverage in the Saanich Peninsula and Saanich areas,
For the last nine months Gehtral Saanich residents have been
news. Our coverage of events
For Htofc than 70 years this paper Has covered news in the three
/',///Saanieh',/;Penhi8iila''/'inuhiciiplities//'-~'/Sidney-,;^Central/:Saahlclf/arid/
Nnfflr/Shnrilfti (Nnu/((Wft*f'f' iiifir(»iislnu {orth aanich. ow, we're increa i g our circulation and expanding 
,-(”/./-ihtd:,'Saahich/”Thls/wcek/i4}sidehts/ih’:Sbrnohreas!wlll'.:be-rcil:eivihg'Thc'/(:'i///;;/^/-' 
Review, while next week will see the introduction of some news,
In fact we’ve already made a/start , Clarcrriont school in Cordova 
Bay joins Parkland and Stelly’s schools today ( vyith a column^ on 
student happenings and octiyitics, And North Saanich middle school f 
« .. j, plans soon to make its contribution In the form of fcgtilar newsy
;iiiiilli:/”;/«choo)'iicms,
Along with the new format, jnereased clrculntlbn and greater news* 
coverage. The Review is making another move ~ this timfc to bigger 
new premises at 2367 Beacon Avc, We’ll be Inviting cvcryorie soon to^ 
/:/',anoptthhpuse,/
CoiHlmicd on e 'A3'
'y.Blc}>cle"made./prLi'PjsjmlihcJoiffor)icl(itig'arouitd^forjhW^
JlaymXodgeon/Milk:Hwid.^A^[dignified,and\f martyr dressed:M»yenr'Oh^^
yx,^^ in comfortable rick Shaw-type cart,
■”(", -''''"KelllfSuiherlaml l*h«n<»
-, i(. ’









Conliiuied from Page A1
problems — among them, the 
proposed construction of a 
Sidney breakwater/harbor and 
Tod Inlet.
With the chamber mood still 
boyant and upbeat, Tredgett said 
membership had been increased 
from 50 to more than 200 
members with consequent im­
provement to the chamber’s 
financial status. But we can’t sit 
on, our butts, he added, e.x- 
plaining the chamber had 
planned a Small Business Week 
with shopping sprees set for 
Sidney, Brentwood and Keating.
“Collectively, we can do some 
extraordinary things in this 
area,’’ Tredgett said, vowing 
chamber staff “will do 
everything it can for the chamber 
and incoming executive.”
hr an opening speech vice- 
president Margaret Donaldson 
moved final approval to a 
changed constitution and bylaws. 
Members also approved 
financing and construction of a
T:™iLY;:,RESTAIiraf^^'^
Corner Beacon Rvfc 
& 2nd Street, Sidneji






6 p.m. - PdIDNIGHT
— FULLY LICENCED —
Eat in or Take Out
^)REDDI-CHEF,;:^
TAKE OUT
9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEYy
»Sott Ice Cream : ,y, -
MON. - FBI. 11 - 8 
Sat. 11:30-8 Sun. 12-8
SCE CREAM PARLOUSI
m"
rH •Soil let* Cre.ini •SuiMni t
T' ffi ' * •HiCi Loiig.Hoi Cogs 'BaiWoo
OPEN-10 a.m. - 10 p.m yday
,K;TiiR:RESTAUHANT
Specializing in 
Chinese & Canadian Food
OPtW Moil • Thins <1 JO ■ Mihmgh', 
.hicSiirY30;y:3p'lli!i/, ^ Sun, .i,a0;83piim:
Delivoiy with niiinmuii' citiei








I i - located at
1 Van Isle Marina
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm — 656-6521
?,,|f;iaHEy
“CAFETERIA STYLE”




Open for Lunch and Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday
(Closed fo( Limcti Tuesday)
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 
The New Sunday Brunch 
Reservations 656-3541 ^ "
for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon to F"' 9 am ■ 9 pm 
Sat.9nm-10pm ■ Sun. 9am-9pin-





Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Suntlay Brunch 11:30 and 1)30 m
7172 Brentwood Drive
; Cuisine'fr6n<;aise/:' . ■ir'Ty'y.i
Evening Dining from 5 p.m, 
(Closed Tuesdays)
West San nif.h Rd by 
Royal Oak Shoppiny Ceniro 
fl'e se rva 1 i on's: 479-2123
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
Joan & George
k OPEN DAILY Tuosv lhrii Saturday 
11:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
9807- iitli St., Sidney 
TAKEOUT 656-6722
I c>rl:UM\ui^.uMu iiN or.7sruv;u cv v
CRABS AVAILABLE EVERV DAV: 
OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH & pINNER :; 
(Closod Tuesday)
2558 Bevan, Sidney





DAII.Y LUNCH KITClAl 
I’ICK UP & lAKI mil
2470 Beacon 656-18l!2
I Enjoy oui 24mum Salad ‘ ^ 
TAKL-Oin ORDERS 
y IN THE BEACON PLaM MALL ; 
2321 Doacon Avo. Sianey
jg fAMILY RESTAURANT:
F, OPEN DAII Y II AM loi 
Fino Canadian & Chinoso Food
y;k 'DINE'IN Ol^lLTAKi; OUTk'V 
812 Verdior Rven Bieitlwooil Bay
T^'k,:vTk::'k.652-3622-,^r;;':T^'
permanent home for the chamber 
office at the new tourist booth at 
Pat Bay Highway and .1 ohn Road 
where a year-round information 
service will be provided.
Donaldson, who was elected 
vice-president for another one- 
year term, paid tribute to 
Tredgett and Margaret Jamieson 
— “these two tremendous 
workers” — for their work in 
helping to increase membership.
In a report to the' meeting, 
treasurer Jennifer Ward said the 
chamber \vas some $6,000 in the 
black and had collected $14,000 
in new memberships fees this 
year. There were no outstanding 
accounts and the John Road 
booth Was “virtually self- 
sufficient”. Ward was re-elected 
treasurer by acclamation.
New directors include Art 
Critchison, Mark Dickinson, Bob 
Ward, John Eckford, Lykel 
Hoekstra, Wayne Fletcher, Lloyd 
Johnson, Frank Malerby, Tim 
Perkins, Dave Rogers, Fran 
Spooner and Lorraine Worsley.
Y'4-i-i
SEA BREEZE CAFE
1 9776 - 4111 SI,, Sillnov
1 i iHiinii II liH IS'M Oilin'
1 breakfast- LUNCH - DINNEH
1/m;!’Open; pai ly 8; 00/a. It 1L/Ti30 ■ p: 111 .M,d
1: /'/'/:/; iitllos Holidays
{M CntnplelD Take Out Service 056 1621
GOODFORTUNE
leicliililwg In Chlniii* 1 Wtiinn foMi
OPEN ! DAYS R WEEK
DINNER;;,,MONB»t-tMimSWtM»‘1(1 (im M ■ ,; // / ':./llllPAV A S/UIIIIIJAV il IZ itm/: ;/‘'/■ V RIINliAV 4-111 )tm /r,"
TAKE OUT SERVICE 10% OFF 
9838 v 3rd St Sidney 656-5112
COUNTRY
KITCHEN
1 SItAKi HIZiiA & SPAbHkU 1 HUUSL
1 ,/ . Evfininn Olninu lA / ' Con^t^HT A BilkingI Fine MflUllerfancan Trailitipn 'd'''at did I Fashinitfid Prico's:”'"
1 t< f 7 Y. f j pv ? ‘'Itf
H , ^fit ^ ti 0»*tN T'OAVS'AWEEK'"-;;;;-"
■ // ««h»iiiii8n:wfi'6SBs';/''///'/tiH'iiuuSiie^sMF f flllll* Iw ,#LICLNSLO 652-li92;v
YOUR PROfESSIONAL BARBER & HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling ' 
Perms (Bo^^ Waves), Colouring
COUilT; 0^
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
■( ibliniib m'l Mn.H PM'' liuy Rm; LiVniMuM 'ri."i ■ t ; PPm;',’ F' $,Vpmi,H )„ 'iip.jH u ,i‘.,! i-upLi
.■'■IT-'miW til'ip '‘'1 rV ■■ 'm ■ i ■. '■
ALLIANCE
ANGLICAN
•SI Amittw''. II'. I>'.i'’I iiiji' , , ' '
; I'M 'll ■ li" i
.•81 M.iiy » '"’ll ' ;
•.SI 5l»|ihiiil I III. ‘I.' I ' ' '
:j/Bti!nlw(wii I’tililli CIiuk.IV''m,III t;' "(I M t'lil tM.ilHii..:,'; Il•^■,l.l.v.i^li lUv ., ‘,
,J •Huiy tiiniiy.I'MiMiiiik M'i'’‘ikii‘ JjiU'iiMiiTi'if. .C'K'U I'v'-,i
BAPTIST
l•llnlhl'l (iillDwyhli) ri'lii'IJli 'Mf'i ", „ . , '
'■,‘,'lflN’iil,Mil '.I'.v', • i' , ,
■•riliiii(jstil|jnii(i|iuniiiii(:li I'U'V.tra i'ri''iii':Mit'i'(/,Yi5{L'flYs;5,|s|i^^ Siy'Tf' 
i'»s’iii(l(iiiji WiMiiiiiiil ni|iiiUiV':M,;iiurvVfr5:iiTi"ih~.H'iiiji!5!«!«'! ))",:■? 'ii/i'ijii'i'MiHv,":
•[IMiikvCoiiiniitiillyCliiiiili/I' " a ii ‘ H M'i ii . h m" i
CATHOLIC
1 V "I III' 111""'''/
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A REVIEW READER’S 
assumption (letter to the editor, 
Sept. 22) that a Socred party trip 
to China is being paid for by the 
provincial government is in­
correct and has angered MLA 
Hugh Curtis. The finance 
minister said Friday the group — 
led by North Saanich Mayor Jay 
Rangel — is made up of Socreds 
who have the time and money to 
make the trip and tlicre is no 
government a.ssistancc.
Curtis says the only items 
provided by the government on 
such trips would be small 
momentos such as B.C. pins, 
pens, buttons or books. “1 hope 
they have a good trip,” he says, 
but stresses, “the government 
isn’t involved at all.”
THE CHAMBER MEETING 
at the Travelpdge Sept. 23 hit a 
new high with everyone ready to 
tackle the coming year with 
enthusiasm and energy. Among 
many new faces seen at dinner: 
Central Saanich veterinary Dr. 
Ellen Guttormsbn, San wood
; Farm agfblogisl Alex Hall, and 
Sidney lawyer Lloyd Johnson.^ ^ 
STILL ON THE CHAMBER. 
'Pi reel dr" V TWay ne' k' l'Fletcher;
" (CytDruss Disposal) has put: tip: 
$ 100 towards cost of cohtrlictipn 
of the permanent chamber office 
to be built at the Pat Bay High­
way tourist booth and is 
challenging other businesses to 
do the same or better .
woman to make vice-president of 
the chamber, has just completed 
one year in the job and has been 
re-elected for another term. 
Hardworking and personable, 
Margaret ran for president at 
elections last week but was beaten 
out by Roy'Spooner. Maybe next 
year Margaret. . .
WORRIED ABOUT MOR-
to attend a meeting 7-9 p.m. Oct. 
27 at Sidney-North Saanich 
Library, 10091 Resthaven Drive, 
for a free class on this .subject. 
It’s sponsored' by the People’s 
Law School and the library. For 
pi e-registration call 656-3? 13:t 3
^ :that 'well KNOWNMbubi 
Chuck Harvey and Eric Sher­
wood v/ill be entertaining again in 
liicif inimitable way at 2 pmi. at 
Silver T h r e a d s t o d a y. E r i c 
tinkles the ivories and plays the 
accordi an (a present for his bi rtli- 
day in April) while Chuck sings. 
And very well, too,
I’HE I WESTERN: XANADA 
CONCEPT party Has a clei'in ite 
daic set this time for nominaiing 
tv candidate for Saanich and the 
Islands constituency* Time i.s 7:30 
p.m, Oct, 5 in the Kniglils of 
Pythias Hall, 9760 - 4lh St., 
S i d n e y. Bn t w h be v cr ’ s
iidininatcd might have a long 
wai t v Oil r sou i ces say i here wi 11 
hot be an election this fall.
M ::;T*AT‘ T'HYINNEMS'lJScaping'ib 
Reno this weekend with 
Neville. . .
mispelling your road as Pattison 
and designating you Brentwood, 
and more apologies to Jim 
Dunlop for describing him as a 
developer in a cutline last week.
Jim, who look on the con- 
siruclion of the new library on 
Rest haven, was praised by Mayor 
Jay Rangel for keeping his costs 
so far down he didn’t make any 
money on the deal.;
UNITED WAY has fallen on 
hard time. The recession spells 
ever increasing demands with 
ever diminishing reiurns, so this 
year UW has restructured the 
organization making it more 
cost-efficient and more energy- 
clTicicnl — and there will be no . 
separate campaign in Sidney and 
North Saanich as there has been 
in previous years, says campaign 
chairman Mike Falkin.
And there will be ho canvassers 
door-to-door and no mailers. In 
1981 out of 100,000 mailers sent 
out only 4,000 people responded 
with donations. So mailers will be 
sent only to those 4,000 who will 
be asked to donate again;
People will be / canvassed at 
their workplace and the only folk 
UW will be mising are those hew 
in the community or'some who ■ 
would like to be first-time givers: 
Falkin says he hopes these people : : 
will be reached by an advertising 
promotion in nevvspapers starting 
T)cL T . So if you haven’t donated 
but want to, look for the coupons:
: in ihe/paper and rnail in your cash: / 
or cheque to United Way. This 
' year, the organization heeds; it 
more than ever.
Goal i.s 21 per cent higher — 
$1,482 million — than last year’s 
achieved result — $1,256 million.
As of Sept. 24 donations in the 
campaign — wh.ich started Sept.
18 and runs through to Oct. 31 — 
total $242,136.
SINCE WE'FIRST wrote-July 
14 about a Parkinson’s support 
group started ^iip by Cliff 
Erickson, 949 Yerdier, mem­
bership of the group has grown to 
at least 48 people who meet once 
a month in Belmont United 
Ch.u I ch. Erick son says most 
: j-)cople afe age 60 dr more butphe;
: youiig man ih Jiia early 30s has ; 
joined the group.
; [it’s devastating; when you’re 
first diagnosed as havingi 
Pa I k ill S’qn ’ s, Erick son says, but 
he explains that; with! advaheedM^ 
medical Cdtc aiVd self-help; it’s;
/ possible id alleviate ihe/chronic, ' 
disab 1 i ng'disordcr of thc nervous, 
system and live fairly edm- 
IbrlablyJ And a support group 
; provides a lot of help and 
;■ com rorL;/;/;:''
some 25
; members of his group Ayill be 
attenditig a Parkinson’s Disease 
Syhiposiuin : Oct. 10: ;inY Van- 
/eduyer,A^ if you/ thouj^lu 
KiitheriHf ilcjihurn suffered 
;;.t;M't:d)u;y:'J'Yii'kitisdii’s.;;:'—“, ;;;;yott’i'ci; 
\vroiig; She juis h lienign lrei^m^ 
(John Dlufcnhuker luul the same 
piohlem) hut defii'iiiely - not 
div Paltcrsmi in Saaniclilon, fot Eaikinson’s, slie.says,
'•(inr l.«Ay pj-l|ii) A\4iii|1iiIiii|i/>:-,,/|/•:!,,.AVi'/i'ti|i.i»«,!i;jii,.^.,' V,; /"////,♦SI r.ll/iilMlIi'S Rluiitir iflMn'1""!'-iii'i't ()Sri.7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
/•siiiiiiiytiiiitiAiiiiii ciiiiriii;/M/t'.iiT';i«'";ivi'/'’/‘/i" /'"/:'' t/i'/v ';;;■./'//' •/:■//■//: *'/B»M871i"
V'"ii|?'i>i/;()(';i//'i,iiMi:t;' ;/'"I, : /;/ /./,:' ";'■,/■ '/'/" '/'■// tisiii3S44'./
INDEPENDENT FUNDAMENTAL
^•flClilCJlIl Hlllhl iillllltt. ' /‘'’/'/I' ''’"'/'/Mm ; .l7.Mr,4Ei
'LUTHERAN m'd' -^
•PlUIMllllllllfilllChlllltl " l’:(!,!n!'!'l/lMiu,i ■-l//,i///.'l,HV,';" 1 :hM.f77i:A5fl.74B4:,
PENTECOSTAL
•oiiHifidwo,i(Hi(i«(i(iir,ti,iiii'i I’li"'i’ '"'Ill'll '.I'l ii 111" 1/ '"III I ’■':'// '''Mri'S?:)?;/
.•Siiiltltv ponlufllllill /,/ ('li'' Vl'.'"t:"l!|liii/'!';i;/l'til','i»!'M!! 'V'M/,/ ■■ /': d/':/,, ',;■/
PRESBYTERIAN
•SI AmliCini*/'i/ni','; M/ii/v ■'li-r.’"ri'.itT', fisfi.fflss'"
SAANICHTON niniE FELiOWSMIl'
tA.l tM Fit :/';:h<ViH,ri';'iVh' f i■"d.vVi'd;
OrurklYir'f\ AV ■AtTl/ClilTltliT:" " .■.•a,;
:'dd/d:/'d :/'.!jW47M^;.
, St.Vl:NTI1 U Ajj AUVr: N11 a 1
yy 8!iS:7d(rtit,fi.7?7li ^
:Tll£:CHURCH:|LJTSU3T!in|T;,;LATTCn^ '*
ipUNlTrn L(HUIu/M ilr UANAflA
* /?(■'"■'/"/■ x'Jil m/. :://'//.'// M '/(/(isfintj-ijj/.
t'/ ■:///;// ^ t;///' /:"/'■' '■'■■/ ;//' / .■ ///'//'r- /' /'■'’/.'" //. ■’"/ v"//'V//"./" 'MIM711/
• Si.liiiiiu 1,
' ''t I ^ I.t .If /, •' 4. '■ ■ ■ 1 i|' y id ' 'h * ' . 1 '
''/ IlSAiIMB,:.
»AnriYiv '“ifVr'ii m mh '’am v-.u-/■■■.■...■t.'i'n ■/ .
. f , \l ',44^ 14 f f ».|
J‘ t 1 ,1
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Small ferry-type boat carrying oil delivery truck had an 
explosion aboard 8:30 p.m. Friday when it was moored 
at Sidney wharf. Sidney volunteer firefighters were 
quickly on scene to tackle fire reported to be in engine 
room under the bridge. It was believed fire was caused 










r;: :ByGRANIAXITWIN - 
Residents of the Oldfield Road 
area don’t want Bryn Road re­
located so that it intersects with 
Old fiel d —-1hey de sc ribed such a 
rriove as bri nging; a commercial 
venture right into a rural setting 
when- a delegation of about 25 
residents came to Monday night’s 
meeting - of Gehtral Saanich 
council.
“I’d like ; to see that Butler 
Brothers pit cleaned up before 
Considering any alternate^ road 
patterns,’V said-Terry Armour of 
Oldfield.
“The first priority of this 
council should be to see to the 
pit’s reclamation. . . it is not 
council’s job to help mr. Butler 
with his business, you don’t help
us run ours,” she Said. '
Butler Brothers general 
manager Alan Wright wrote 
council recently with a study and . 
drawings for proposed 
realignment of Bryn Road so the 
company could have access to;; 
gravel lying on the Pat Bay 
Airport side of the property:^^^^ ; C
Die k Toml in, al so of Old field 
Road,.agreed with Mrs. Armour 
the pit is a “blight’ ’ on the neighT 
bourhood and : v it will take 
“millions of dollars to get it 
back” into an acceptable state, 
but said work should begin 
nevertheless.
Public works chairman Aid. 
Dick Sharpe told the delegation 
restoration of the pit is not called 
for until the extraction of
minerals is complete and it is 
“hard to determine when work 
ends and restoration should 
begin.”-:
ResidentsT countered That 
restoration should have occurred 
as Butlers moved through the pit 
and ond spokesman said ? the
hot be determined until Butler 
cleans up the pit.
Municipal clerk Fred Durrand 
:: told [delegates that “we’ve: had:, 
nothing : but [coTjperation^ f 
that company” (Butlers) adding 
Tie was sure the concerns w'ould 
be dealt with by the firm.
“Well, it’s your job to see that 
it’s done — so do it,” said Mrs. 
Armour.
Residents were emphatic: they?"f, I »’
want no move of Bryn to in- 
Oldfield even after 
thepit is reclaimed.
[ Why not tunnel under Oldfield i 
Road, was one suggestion^ 
Mayor Dave Hill suggested that 
he would like to see an alternate 
road off Keating and within the 
[industrial area —- this proposal 
was greeted with applause.
[Hill added the residents should 
[circulate a petition' and write a? 
letter to council so their concerns 
will be “on file.”
Butler’s management told 
council at earlier meetings that 
access to the new gravel area will 
be necessary within two years.
Hill told the meeting council 
will continue to negotiate with 
Butler’s during coming weeks.




may have to spend as much as a 
quarter of a million doIlars[^o 
repair serious drainage problerns - 
at Merchant and Sluggett Roads 
but council decided Moriday 
night to wait for further staff 
reports and [engineering[ in­
formation.
Aid. Dick Sharpe, chairrhan of 
the public works committee, told 
council a Targe stream is eroding 
private property and a quick 
solution might be to extend the 
culvert at a cost [ of perhaps 
[SIS.OOO.";:,
[A complete repair: job could 
run" as high as $200,000 or a. 
quarter million. ? [
millions to drain the whole
area.
[The cheaper solution would be 
a bandaid, [ according to Aid.
::Ruth'Arnaud,[[[' ■?[T;’[:hv'?:
“ 1 f we w to [make the 
dollars count we’ve got tp[st6p 
this bandaiding [and had [better 
get [ some long: range [plans in 
place.”
But Aid. Earle Tabor argued, 
“We are going to have to use 
bandaids [hecause it will oost
[ Aid. George; MacFarlane 
agreed [with Ald. Arhaud tha^ 
bandaids [ ,arc expensive I and 
ineffective. “Sections of this 
route have been done twice and i 
three times: [Let’sitry and do it 
right; this time — let’s use some [ 
technical advice before we spend 
$15,000.
TTie rnatter [ was[ referred to
Taff lor more information and a





Continued from Page Al 
students from Norllt Saanich
[ secondary:;' ParH*«nd [ is staffed ‘ 
for slightly more students than ; 
arc registered there, while North . 
Saanich is staffed for less,
[ ^Approved sketch; plans i’pr ai 
major addition to peep Cbye 
elementary school.
»Approved a field four-day 
trip for, 80; grade 6 pupils f
[[ Thunderbird [ at Glintz? Lake; 
i [ Sbokci for “outdpbf education 
.;i; .;;cxperience.’’;;.i[;
This year the full cost of llie 
trip will be paid by parents^ but 
Kristianson; expressed concern 
that i\yo students wlib wanted to 
go would be unable to, for 
[financial ; reasons. He said this 
was contrary to previous policy, 
t^hd mviqurited to creating ‘Hwo 
.■[■viClasscsof kids;:T;[''i: ''[i,;
;[There ? jrc[ ;67;,';who, /arc '.mot'.; 
gdinBr and trustee Joe Lott 
con n men ted t h a t i f t h e fi eld t r i p 
[ jiad cthtcaiional Value, whic he 
; ‘ thpughi it did, then ail should gpf
in lilt? Lounge 
Thursday - Friday

















We do all the work in our own shop!
Como in bolore Oct. 15, *82, 




your favorite leisure activity 
;;[; ['there's' ;a'''partner'''for[yoti ''at' the;[['' 
;;r;T;,Pcnif'isulft;:[;''Rccrcatipn;''[[.,Cenirc.::;[; ? 
Intermediate and advanced levels 
offered this fall. Call 056-7271,
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It has become almost habitual in these grim clays for political and 
economic commentators to speak of a “crisis of confidence.” The 
expression has a suitably heavy ring to it, like the bells of doom.
It has also proved to be a convenient device for explaining away 
problems for which there is no other obvious reason. As a catch- 
phrase, it has the merit of being at once both resounding and vague.
Its wording might be confusing to anyone who has not heard it 
before. It actually means the reverse of what it says. It refers not to 
confidence, but to the lack of it. This lack of confidence in the 
economic future stands in the way of efforts to pull the Canadian 
economy out of its present slump.
Similarly, there is some co^nfusion over the word “crisis” in this 
context. Viewers of television news programs, hearing the word two or 
three times a night, may be forgiven for mistakenly believing that a 
crisis is a problem that won’t go away. ‘ ^ ^
But it is not what many journalists seem to think it is. A crisis is a 
turning-point at which a condition either gets worse or better. Doctors 
use the word advisedly. A patient in a crisis can be expected to recover 
■> ordie.
Chinese people have a clear idea of the nature of crisis because of 
their lexigraphy. Sociologist Saul Alinsky observed: “The Chinese 
write the word ‘crisis’ with two characters. One means rfa/igerand the 
other means opportunity. ” If we think of a crisis that way, a crack of 
daylight appears in the picture.
If people are able to clutch the opportunity, they might be better off 
than ever once the danger has passed or been overcome.
The question is, does this encouraging thought apply to the peculiar 
State called a crisis of confidence? The answer depends on what kind 
of confidence we are talking about. The Oxford English Dictionary 
lists no fewer than seven definitions of the word, three of which have a 
direct bearing on the question.
The first definition in the 0;c/brcf is Vthe mental attitude of trusting 
in a person or thing.” yy
This is not, however, a trusting age. It sometimes looks as if the 
guiding principle of rhodern journalism, literature and high education
is that everyone is guilty until proven innocent. The relentless scep­
ticism with^w mass media views the world lias come to be
reflected in public attitudes.
Scepticism is a healthy enough trait up to a point, but when it 
becomes a dominant state of mind, it can develop into outright
letters
If one does not feel confident /n something, it is hard to be Con-/p 
fident o/ something. Specifically, it is hard to be confident of a secure 
economic f uture when one does not feel confidence in the leadership ; 
of the nation or the world.
/ Here is where the second definition of confidence comes in: “The 
feeling sure of a fact or issue; assurance; certitude; assured ex­
pectation. ” This variety of confidence now appears to be in short
In these shifting times, it is virtually impossible to be certain of any 
eventuality. The only people who are sure of what they think are the 
inveterate pessimists who declare that the situation can only grow 
worse. To some extent,, this is self-fulfilling prophecy, because 
negativism is contagious. “To believe a business impossible,” said 
Jeremy Collier, “is to make it so.” ,
Between Calls, a publicatiori'of Industrial Sales Development Inc.; 
recently recounted a little parable to this effect entitled “The Man 
Who Sold Hot Dogs.” It, evidently dates back to the 1930s, but it 
bears repeating today:
There was a man who lived by the side of the road and sold hot 
dogs. He was hard of hearing so he had no radio. He had trouble with 
his eyes so he read no newspapers. But he sold good hot dogs.
He stood at the side of the road and cried: “Buy a hot dog, 
Mister?” And people bought. He increased his meat and bun orders. 
He bought a bigger stove to take care of his trade.
He finally got his son home from college to help him out. Then 
something happened.
His son said, “Father, haven't you been listening to the radio? 
y Haven’t yoilbeen reading the newsim 
terrible. The domestic situation is worse. ”
Whereupon the father thought, “Well, my son’s been to college, he 
reads the papers and he listens to the radio, and he ought to kno w. ’’ 1
So the father cut down his meat and bun orders, took down his 
fsigns, arid ho longer bothered t^^^^ the highway and sell his
Much has been written about 
the £/reduction Tn : provincial 
government grants to schools but
■; 'liitle''on'; the level;of;spending,;,pnv/' 
B.C. schools. In a Canada-wide school district employee has to be products of B.C. have not irn- 
comparison of 1982 total laid off because of the grant proved so private sector workers
operating costs per pupil in full- reductions of $37.5 million. The have had small, in comparison to 
time enrolment, B:G. ranks; reductions are approximately 2 previous years’ increases, or no
^ second to Albertav In a Canada-t; per^^c school district - ^
• wide comparison of the /iiictst rcyenties;^^^^^ . : V ^layoffs.
recent available figures (1981) for .Some B.C. Teachers’ Taxpayers cannot afford to
salaries, wages, and fringe Tederation representatives have pay higher taxes to make up for
; benefits as a percentage of total threatened to have teachers the falling corporate tax, sales
operating budget, B.C. has the unilaterally withdraw their tax, and resource royalty
highest percentage. services. This action is not an revenues. We have seen what
Spending by .school districts insurmountable problem if the happens in Ottawa or with the
has increased by 17.8 per cent in .school board designates the days Quebec Government when a
1982 over 1981. The average that the teachers are out as non- , government borrows heayily to
teacher salary as of September,' instructional, days. If a school fund operating expenditures.
1 mi .> io .•o.-.t n^i do this or if the The' -orovincial eovernment -
Cromar had asked for repairs to 
the road surface and control Of 
the dust from it. What they got 
was an invasion of surveyors, ; 
heavy machinery, big trucks and 
chain saws which proceeded to 
destroy / receritly installed 
culverts, to tear out ancient and 
treasured hedges and trees, and 
to knock down mail boxes. :
The result will: create a costly, / 
fast-lane thoroughfare to replace 




Nancy Drake, directors 
Deep Cove and Eastern District 
Property Owners Association
of instructional days of 193 and a The school trustees and the students but it does not want to' 
minimum of 188. School boards provincial iVlLAs have been raise tax rates or borrow to do so.
can designate five days as non- elected to direct the school Instead, the provincial gover-
instructional days; the siudents .'system. The B.C. Teachers’ nment is trying to make the
arc not in the classroom on these Federation cannot unilaterally educational system more efficient
days. close the schools whenever it feelsdow'n the cost




“You ’re right, sbri, “said the father to the doj'. y 
“lEe certainty are in the middle of a great depression.’’
what is ahead of them. They naturally hesiiaie to move into the 
unknown. They want reassurance that they;will not stumble—- or fall 
and,break their necks —before they comil theniselves. ;
They — and the economy —iiare suffering the pangs of uncertainty. 
Uncertainty is associated witi^a lack of confidence, l3ut the two are 
/ not necessarily synonyntous. Uncertainly will stop Siome people in 
their tracks, while others will take it in stride as a normal pan of 
''"''.Sd'livingr:^ '■ ■//.//.■/.// v/.- ,.;-/ //.../■,//
like it. of it a bit.
within school budgets to achieve Fhe BCTF cannot take over ; If we pitch in aiKl;help today, 
the cost saving goals which have decision-making in the schools. wc will be stronger tomorrow.
- £ been set: by/tiie provincc./Schdol/i v’ SludeiUs are supposed to gain ah:^^// /V William N. Vander Zalin 
// boards w'Cre asked to subrnit : // understanding: of the; need for:
/ expenditure reduction plans by . 'discipline and order; from tho :
/ iSept . 15 . Qf tlic 72 school boards £ school : systeni. / 'rcachers; \vho ; ; 
that have submitted plans which^^^;'
can be analyzed, 36 have table and involve themselves in 
ihanaged to achieve the cost ian illegal strike are not setting a 
saving goal set for them without. £ v good example lor their students. £ : . i /
/ resorting to layoffs. £ I have previously nientioned : As promised in letters \o The
^; ££^ include the salary hike that teachers were
agreements bctw'cen teacher given fpr this year. CUPE cm- lor this
locals and school boards on ployces of school districts were ^ Golden , f leece A ward.
teachers not being paid Ipr some given, in many eases,percentage oypopmitr acclaim it goes to:
'rFirstyGifldeny
Fleeceytiwdrd^
With respect to Mr. Ait- 
£ chiSbri’s cbmmehts; regarding the/,
;: trip : tp; China spbnsbreci by the£ 
Sbeial Credit Party (which leaves 
tbday)—^ it is sponsored in no 
way by the government of British 
Cbjumhia or by any public funds.;
^^ i'or; en t irel y by
niembers participatihg in order to 
give/ sbme understanding / of a 
/major nation, a Pacific neigh-: 
bbtir and a political partner in/ 




Noil h Saanich public worksor all of the nondnstruciional increases in/ the mid-tecns£ .
M,.,. vr .1, . . ,iv/..vii a •cominittcc and stafi for their
„:/./Decision,£,£;/: 
not demdcratic
clays,//Most of the icmaining Doctors, dentists, / MLA’s,
ridiculous and insensitive waste,school districts are negotiating BCGEU’meinbers, ctc.,;havc/all: ' , .
...i ../. .ct. ot tax dollars on Cromar Road; w'ith their chVpIoveegrotips aboiii; : been /askcd^^£b ^ ,
n o n - i n s i r u c t i o n u 1 U a y govei nmcnl Jo take a bit less ; ^
agreements. today. Madrona.
There is no teasoii why one The offshore maikets for the Kesuleiits along this stieieh ol
Driving back along McDonald : 
Park Road the othci liiglu, I was , 
astonished jo sec that the road
was already being widened to
In fact, a person may well tcel uncertain and confident tu the same 
lime.
That is, he may have doubts abut his prospects in the short run, but 
still bo confident of reaching thc goals he has set for hiinsclf in the
( oniinnod on Page Alit
Ibng/fithvUe r 
hut he has not forgotten that it is there.
He docs not ask for certainty at any time, because he knows that 
“sure things” do not exist in real life any moie than they do at a 
racetrack, jjhcre are no certainties, only probabilities. He calculates 
that tliose probabilities will work in his favour over time,
Thi.s is a munifcsialion of coitfidchce 
definition of the word: *’Assurance, boldness, fearlessne.ss, arising 
frtnh
Cbnlinued on Page AS;:/.;
feaiurc address “Contributions Sidney is today an incorporated lhan 180 stiuleiiis, including M
of Britisli Science,” given by Dr, village. The Review learns that liom Sidiuys tind North .Sa.inich,
A.D, Buchanan, dean of the the government of British 'fini leccmly iciurned hum a
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The Review ..... . ... ... . ... ......... ^... .. ........................... .................. .....
annual fall faciihv cd’ afu:and science of thb/ Qbluthbin ; on Tuesday of:
c.xhibiiion of the North and Univeisiiy of British Columbia. week endorsed the letters paieiii conniiics.
J;!ouih .Saanich Agrieiiliural * * * which created the “Cotporation
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cj.” Note the ditference between this and the other two. With this 
kind of confidence, you do not depend on something or somebody 
else; you do not depend on ^ guarantee of security. You depend on 
yourself, on your surroundings, and on the things you believe in. You 
make your own way.
At the crossroads of opportunity and danger, you clearly recognize 
the danger. You also recognize, however, that there is a fighting 
chance that danger can be overcome. For societies as for individuals, 
the worst danger of all lies in the loss of this cool assurance.
In warfare, it is what turns an orderly withdrawal into a bloody 
debacle. “Self-distrust is the cause of most of our failures,” wrote 
Christian Novell Bovey. “In the assurance of strength, there is 
strength, and they are weakest, however strong, who have no faith in 
themselves and in their own powers.”
We all occasionally lose faith in our ability to cope with the world, 
especially when we are not feeling well. To people who are used to an 
active life, the sudden loss of strength due to illness conies as a distinct 
shock. They are likely to wonder whether their strength, or at least a 
significant part of it, has permanently deserted them.
Their doctors may tell them that the loss of strength is only tem­
porary, but there are dark moments when they feel that they will never 
be the same again.
Economic problems are often likened to physical ailments (in­
vestment analysts like to refer to a falling market as “sick’ ) and they 
have much the same psychological effect on people. They experience 
periods of depression when it seems that all is lost.
To hear some Canadians talk about the present slump, one would 
think that the reserves of streng.th in this young and basically robust 
nation have been almost exhausted. This is simply not so; our basic 
strengths are intact, but they need more exercise.
Still, it is fair enough to ask just what those strengths might be, 
considering all the signs of weakness around us. Our standard of 
living relative to other countries has slipped in recent years, a large 
proportion of our labour force is unemployed, and our dollar cer­
tainly is not what it used to be.
The answer is that the strength is dowm so deep that it is not im­
mediately apparent. It lies largely in things which we take for granted, 
but which are greatly envied in other parts of the world.
For example, we are accustomed to living with generally high 
standards of health cafe and education, with political stability and
democratic institutions. These might be considered mere social 
niceties from a hard-headed economic poiiu-of-view.
But think of what our economy would be like without them — if 
our labour force were not adaptable and trainable, if we were 
regularly subject to civil violence, if people did not feel that they had a 
stake in the system. Things like these make up the tissue of a fun­
damentally healthy body politic — one that is able to rally and recover 
from its periodic economic ills.
In strict economic terms, Canada has pronounced underlying 
advantages. It is an advanced country technologically. Its 
manufacturing plant and equipment, on the whole, is reasonably up- 
to-date. Its agriculture is highly productive, its financial system 
functions well, and it has excellent transportation and com­
munications facilities. In other words, its economic infrastructure is 
sound.
Then there are Canada’s abundant natural resources, which con­
tinue to hold great potential for the future.
To discover the reserves of strength in themselves, present-day 
Canadians could do worse than look back to those who have come this 
way before them. These were the people who shot the rapids, climbed 
the mountains, cleared the forests, dug the mines, broke the sod and 
built the dams. They did not let adversity get them down for long—■ 
how could they in a land of such ruggedness and loneliness, such cruel 
weather, such endless distances to conquer? They had an abundance
“Let us confess the truth: in self-confidence and self-confidence 
alone, we have gone downhill since 1867,” Bruce Hutchison wrote on 
Canada’s centenary. It is strange that the people of a nation that was 
founded on boldness, hope and very little else should from time to 
time show a serious lack of faith in themselves.
But this “is a goodly land, endowed with vast recuperative 
powers,” as early Liberal Party leader Edward Blake once com­
mented. Through the best and worst of limes, Canada has always 
managed to make real progress— progress being, in the memorable 
words of 'Will Durant, “the domination of chaos by mind and pur­
pose, of matter by form and will.”
In the long run, the land has more lhan repaid the hope and faith
into it. No doubt it will
continue to do so as long as Canadians have faith in it — and faith in 
themselves. : '
letters
Continued from Page A4 
accomodate Bob Wright’s 
proposed marina expansion. He 
doesn’t even have all the federal 
approvals yet to my knowledge 
—- meantime the municipality of 
North Saanich forges ahead with 
road widening and undoubtedly 
in due course,water mains and ■; 
sewers.
Has the mayor of North 
Saanich really costed this out — 
how many taxpayers’ dollars will 
this cost Mr. Rangel and by what 
system of priorities does this road 
get all the money spent on it while 
other roads go unpaved and 
untended?
It was only three or four years 
ago $'/2 million or so was spent 
widening that section of road.
The mayor might well be 
advised to take his priorities to 
the municipal polls. The decision 
to go ahead with marina ex­
pansion in Tsehum Harbour wasi 
not a democratic one, but 
perhaps c they may have ■ the 














The Jewish Community of 
; British Colurnbia joins with all; 
people of humanity in expressing 
horror and indignation at the 
shocking slaughter of innocent 
victims in West Beirut. We too 
hope the Israeli government will 
e s t a b I i s it a com mission o f 
enquiry to establish the facts of 
what actually happened,
i if
misgiiided, to say the least, to 
focus condemnation on Israel 
rather than on the actual per- 
“ietratbrs. No one cyen suggests 
dfsincii forces participated in the’ 
iL.as.Y killings.
If in fact any Israeli force.s 
were guilty of errors in 
judgement in permitting 
fehanesc Forces to enter the 
camps, or if there was any 
dereliction of duty in allowing 
these deeds to go undetected, wc 
have no doubt Israel will deal 
promptly and severely with those 
responsible, "
: But surely it is unfair to vililyt
Israel prior to those facts being 
established. It is far more 
credible to suggest, even at this 
Stage, as Israel has said, that in 
the absence of Israeli defense 
I'orccs the slaughter would have ^ 
been multiplied manyfold.
; While everyone must agree the ■ 
actions of the Lebanese forces are 
absolutely indefensible, it is also 
impcrt|jive lb understand these 
cts:;;''of:f'::A'engcbitcc:f’—cre;^ 
retaliation for almbst a decadeof 
terror perpci rated on t hewi 
; Lebanese by the PLQ and which/ 
were / largely unreported and, 
i;//','y nebndemned; by/ the, 'yery: p'cbple//, 








Call-Monitor Feature ALetsy You 
Screen All Incoming Calls
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•Dual-Cassette Operation 
Makes it Easy to Store and 
Replace Menage and An­
nouncement tapes
OOQ-Qg-
: Take—rtaVision: wherever you gof Only 6-1/2:pounds.' "//
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Color Supreme II really pulls 
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Enjoy your favourite radio programs/ : 
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•"Announcement Only'' Setting 
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lisfening pleasure. Uses 9V cell.
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sound output (in 7 frequency 
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Accurate quartz car clock
High-contrast fluoresconl display Is easy 
to read af a glance, dims for night driving.
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DELICATESSEN
HARD ICE CREAM -CHEESES 
LUNCHEON MEATS -HAMS 
B-B-QUE CHICKEN 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
2527 BEACON AVE. (next to Sidney Super Foods)
Central Saanich council moved 
to adopt its new anti-noise bylaw 
Monday night but has already 
instructed staff to prepare an 
amendment to it.
The decision to amend the 
bylaw came after a spokesman 
for Keating Industrial Park
Association pointed out it would 
cause hardship there.
Staff recommended council 
adopt the bylaw but give con­
sideration to, exempting the 
industrial area from it because of 
constraints such as morning start­
up time. Staff was asked to 
prepare such an amendment.
Court
Lewis Underwood, 2498 
Tsawout Road, Central Saanich, 
was fined $200 in Sidney 
provincial court Tuesday after 
pleading guilty to impaired 
driving.
Michael William Ross, 2006 
Runnymede Place, Victoria, was 
fined $250 for operating a 
motorcycle without insurance 
and $15 for not wearing a helmet. 
He was charged by police at
Pender Island, and pleaded 
guilty.
Patricia Rose Schnarr, 
Toynbee Road, Salt Spring 
Island, was given a suspended 
sentence and six months 
probation after pleading guilty to 
theft under $200.
On Thursday Daniel Williams 
Pederson, Saturna Island, was 
fined $50 after pleading guilty to 
possession of marijuana.
Saanich school board Monday 
received a plea for help for 22 
siudents from Pender Island who 
attend Parkland senior secondary 
school, but was unable to 
respond.
Pender Island is in Gulf Island 
School District, but there is no 
public transportation that would 
enable the students to travel daily 
To the senior secondary school on 
Sailspring Island, they would 
have to board there all week.
The board received a letter 
from Christina Roach pointing 
out that this year the ferry 
schedule makes it impOsible for 
siudents to attend for the full 
school day, they must arrive late 
and leave early, and must make 
their own way between Swartz
Ba^ ferry terminal and the 
school.
Last year parents paid for taxis 
to take them to and from the 
ferry, but this year there are more 
students and six taxi runs would 
be required.
Saanich district does not 
provide transportation because 
the students are from outside its 
area, and the Gulf Islands board 
does not provide it because they 
are attending school in a different 
district.
Chairman Gerry Kristianson 
commented that the Gulf Islands 
district is one of the richest in the 
province and suggested writing 
the board there asking that the 
parents be given some financial 
help.
WESIEHM CANADA XOHCEPT:
SAAHICH AHD THE ISLAND CONSTITUENCY
NOliiNATiON JflEETiN^
M©t©r, radio stolen
A 10-horsepower Honda 
outboard motor was stolen from 
a boat at Canoe Cove Marina 
sometime overnight on Sept. 20-
Police also report a pair of vice
grips and a radio were stolen 
from a vehicle parked in the
Hotel Sidney parking lot 
sometime in the 24 hours before 
4:30 a.m. Saturday.
KNIGHTS OR eYTHSAS HALL
9760?)-i4t!i Street^ Sl^
speaker: Clary Greenwood. 
mRYom wELCom --y
B78S " 2!1cI street 656-7535







ENTER OUR AUTUMN FREEZER PACK DRAW (SEPT. 30/82)
yis:':
What are the solutions to our 
country’s economic woes? That’s 
what C-FAX’s public affairs 
department will be asking experts 
acros.s the country Oct. 4-8 
Program director Terry Spence 
says the midday talk, shows will 
be?“on the road” that week in 
cities across Canada) asking the 
Country’s experts what can be T 
done to turn Canada’s economy 
.i-around.' ?
‘‘We won’t be looking :for 
^ excuses ar explanations, ;just 
solutions.’’ Spence explains. ^ ?
;‘‘The key question Twe’llTb
asking allweek will be ‘ What can 
be done? Not 10 years from now, ■ 
or after) the next election, but
s woes
right now. ’ Not only Will we be 
broadcasting from the major 
population and financial centres 
of Canada, but our program 
guests in each city will field 
questions from our listeners back 
hortie in Victoria.
:“We’ll be conducting our 
usual talk show format, but on 
location. It will give our listeners 
the chance to ask some tough 
questions, and get answers from 
the very people who make the big 
decisions. It should be a 
fascinating week.”
The “solutions” series will be 
heard 10 a.m. - 2:30 p.ni. daily,
' ^beginningWetW."'::?):;':'?),'.-':
Sidney council approved in 
principle only Monday night an 
application for rezoning four 
acres of industrial land to BI 
townhouse. R.W. Hancock, 
project manager for Imperial 
Ventures, told council the 
planned, development — a two- 
; Stq rey ; t owit h ouse W d’qr?
affordable housing of which 7
per cent would be Tor 
dicapped units.
The site was close to amenities 
such as schools and .shopping, he 
argued, and intimated beautiful 
) dak trees on the? properly wenild 
he preserved.
; Lang said /since
council’s committee of lire whole 
intends to discuss possible 
a 1 n e n d m e n t s t o t h e ? town’s 
community plan next Monday
night, it might be better to delay 
or table the application. But 
Mayor Norma Sealey explained 
the property was originally 
designated for residential pur­
poses in the community plan and?; 
only at the request of the owner 
did it remain industrial.
asked council :for 
“sympathetic consideration’* so 
K thd plan be moved forward down 
the line to the advisory planning 
cbmmissipn and the design panel 
and noted there were several steps 
5 along the Avay? where council 
could reject the development. :)
given approval of the final 
project, he said. Any amend­
ments to the community plan can 
be reflecled in the project, he
.'^■■■V'added.
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SIDNEY movies and
T.V., VIDEO, STEREO Ltd.
Sales Service
Top value in a good-looking, easy-to- 
use Video Recorder
High Performance 4 head VTR
COI: (as shown but in stereo)





"Auto focus eMotor driven 200m leiis
“High resolution •Electronic viewfinder
•Instant Review / ;
¥16800A - 4 head porta ble VTR
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By LYALL RIDDELL
Bowlers in all leagues ar^ 
starting this season with higher 
individual scores " than other 
years. Already there are five 
ladies with overTSOO games, lead 
by N. Smith (Ladies’league) with 
331; and six men, lead by L. 
Riddell (Legion) with 365.
The YBC this season has 76 of 
a possible 80 bowlers, 37 on 
Saturday and 39 on Sunday, the 
largest enrolment since the league
.started three years ago.
The Golden Agers entertained 
,the Parkesville senior bowlers on 
Thursday and I'elurned the visit 
on Friday.
Top bowlers this past week:
Credit Union: R. Tripp 718 
(260); S. Fox 713 (311). Ladies: 
N. Smith 633 (278); M. Ro.ssiter 
630(231): L. Blow (301).
Tuesday and Thursday 
Commercial: G. Parker 799 
(304); G. Hill 720 (318); Sue
Luscomb 656 (270); Legion: L. 
Riddell 757 (365); K. Oliphant 
750 (301); Golden Age: G. 
Dumont 655 (253); G. Read 634 
(269); E. Madsen 627 (255).
YBC senior: Mike Pearson 528 
(214). Junior: Randy Merkell 514 
(208); April Nunn 574 (218); 
Barb Coldwell 515 (220). Ban­
tam: Jeremy Kuebler 495 (202); 
Graham Elson 479 (191). Pee- 
wee, 243 double (157); Craig 





!N THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
New rage on water is Zodiac Football, a game where two teams of four boats each attempt 
to force gigantic ball through opposition goal by any means possible. Tournament was held










Men. to Thurs. A Sat'9:30-5:30 ’
' Beacon Plaza, 2317 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Friday 9;30-6?
SS@~33i4
Third annual Thanksgiving 
Amateur Golf Tournament will 
be held at Ardmore Golf Course 
on Oct. 9 and 10.
Fifty' men and 50 women play, 
nine holes on each of the two 
days, competing for a wide 
variety of prizes. As of Monday 
afternoon the men’s entry list was 
all but full, but there were still 
places open for the ladies. ;
The tournament has a unique 
system of prizes. Twenty-one 
" Sidney merchants have hon- 
C tributed items which; can be won > 
in ;various ways while the main 
prizes consist of credit notqs good 
at i any of the-supporting stores ;; 
: ; and paid for out of entry fees; - ; 
TWifhl. prizes TfoC ;.then’|; a 
ladies •; low gross . .andj Jow net, ;;; 
there are four; Erst place a;wards: 
of S350, four seconds of $250 and 
four thirds of $150each.
Wally du Temple notes the 
men’s entry has been, full each 
year, but the ladies seem less 
attracted by the valuabl'e-prizes. 
He can’t explain why. - 
I Once they win they obviously 
like the idea. AIL. last year’s 
' winners . are coming back to 
defend their laurels.
'The roof fell in on several 
peninsula teams in the Lower 7 
Island Youth Soccer League on 
the weekend.
Despite scoring first and 
havinig theibest of the game for 
the first 15 minutes of their 
division^^^^ 5^^^ contest; Rovers 
went down;to their biggest defeat 
in three yearsf losing 11-4 to Juan 
de Fuca Legion 91.
T The Legion boys were fasterbn 
; the ‘ball. and shot; better. Pet^^^^^^ 
Buifendyk; got ; tw for;
Rovers and Trevor Tesluf and 
iDan Haladik one; each. Mike 
Ritzer at right half also played 
well.
f Tornadoes in division 7A inade ; 
"a good effort but were outplayed 
by Sooke Royals who got four, 
unanswered, goals in the first. 
Tialf. Tornados played better in
r ’ The Harlem Clowns basketball 
■; and comedy team will be back at 
. Parklaiid secondary school Oct. 6 
by popular demand.
Panther coach Joe Milligan 
booked the Clowns last year with 
the idea of having them appear 
every second year, but changed 
his mind when they drew a sellout 
crowd of 600 and their antics
the second half but couldn’t 
penetrate to score, while Royals 
added a fifth goal.
Strikers . in division 3A were 
outscored 4-1 by Gordon Head 
lums, with Ron Budisa getting 
the only Striker goal.
United, in division 5A, fell 
behind Juan de Fuca Elks 2-0 in 
the first half, fought back to tie, 
t he gam eat 2-2 and then gave u p 
two more goals for a 4-2 loss.
; Jason; ; Bonneau; and James
;Redfern got the goals for U n ited 
w h i 1 e ;; ; g oal keeper; ; T od d 
Jakobowski, in spite of the score, 
was chosen; player of the game. .
; Gpugafsv ;playing a fast-;: 
mpvirig gaime against a short- 
handed Prospect ; Lake i Eagles 
team; in division 9, ;gOt nhany 
shot so n go al but; fai led; to score 
; Eagles ;played \vell as a t^^
putting up a strong defence, and 
scored the winning goal in the 
final quarter.
Raiders, in division 6B, got 
two goals from Warren Brander 
and one each from Mark Jones 
and Ian Banfield to defeat 
Cordova Bay Eagles 4-0.
Scott Werhun played well to 
get 7 the shutout, and; Ryan 
Donald and Terry James were ' 
strongpn defence; ;;
Wildcats were also winners, by 
a 3-1 margin over Juan de Fuca 
Clippers in a; division 9 contest. ; 
Clippers took the lead early in the 
; first quarter, but Mitchell 
;; We f h u n . s c o r e d t w i c e f q r 
; Wildcats before; the quarter i; 
en de d. ■ .
. ; ; ; ; Jeff Gordon got wildcats’ goal; 
in final the third quarter. Ryan 
Hope played an outstanding 
;' garne in the midfield.
resulted in many requests for a 
repeat performance.
This year’s game, with the 
Panthers in the role of straight 
men, is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. 
Cost is $3.50 for adults, $2.50 for 
siudents and $1 for children 
under 10. Advance tickets are 
available at the school office 
St aft in g: tomorrow. : A n y o ne
All Breed Dbg Grooming 
; Professional Clipping 
Bathing and; Grodming 
Personality Trims 
Toenail Trirnming 
Ear Cleaning s F "
isitA'SEAlCOW'(Beacon. Plaia),; SI0WEV,7BiCf'. 656-0622
wanting . information should 
phone 656-5507.
Milligan is looking forward to 
a good season, with five players 
returning from last year’s team 
and half-a-dozen strong players 
coming up from junior ranks. 
Two of the juniors, at six foot 
four and six foot three, will 
provide some height under ; the 
basket. Tallest Panther last year; 
was six foot one.
; Practices havqalready started,; 
S hut teams; are ‘allowed only one 
; fund-raising gme prior to ; the 
start of league play the last week 
in November.
Playing the Clowns isn’t likely 
to give Panthers'much chance to 
hone thtif basketball skills, but 
should do a lot for their fiances.
iA
I
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THIRD DRAW WINNER MRS. FRAnInIIITE
Home of SUPER savings! 
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
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From time to time regional 
health officer A.S. Arneil gets 
phone calls about bats acting 
strangely. The latest was of a bat 
“buzzing” pedestrians at the 
corner of Douglas and Johnson 
in broad daylight. That’s unusual 
behavior for a bat, Arneil says.
Some bats on Vancouver 
Island have rabies. Although 
rare, such bats could infect 
humans by biting them. With this 
possibility in mind, steps should 
be taken to avoid being bitten by 
a bat. Do not pick up a bat and 
tell your children not to do so 
either, the health officer warns.
If someone is bitten by a bat;
»Try to capture it without
risking further bites. Put in tight 
container.
•Contact the health unit (field 
offices are listed under regional 
district on page 9 of the blue 
pages in the telephone director).
•Wash the wound out 
thoroughly with water and soap 
or detergent.
•Contact a physician regarding 
any further treatment advised 
(such as tetanus immunization, 
rabies immunization, further 
treatment of wound, etc.)
Rabies can almost always be 
prevented by immunization: it 
can rarely be cured once it has 
developed, Arneil says.
A new breathalyser has been 
invented by Dr. Werner Adrian, 
an optometry professor at the 
University of Waterloo. The 
device detects not only alcohol in 
a person’s breath but also other 
chemicals which might have 
nothing to do with being drunk 
but could indicate medical 
problems.
Dr. Adrian’s main concern is 
preventing deaths rather than 
prosecuting impaired drivers.
He said a person who smells as 
if he had alcohol on his breath 
might actually be giving off a 
ketone, indicative of diabetes, the 
acute effects of improper diet or 
a fall or head injury. “Until
recently, there has been no simple 
way to diagnose these 
problems.”
Called the BAG Breathalyser, 
the device detects alcohol and 
other substances in a breath 
sample by absorption of infrared 
light. The computer in the BAG 
calculates the exact amount of 
the substance.
The ballon type breathlayser, 
currently in use, relies on colour 
changes in a chemical solution to 
measure the quantity of alcohol 
in a person’s breath. The BCA 
breathalyser can also be used on 
unconscious accident victims or 
hospital patients who are in­
capable of blowing into the
“blow in the balloon’ 
breathalyser.
type
Dr. Adrian’s device is also 
capable of storing breath samples 
which can be reanalysed later, if 
hospital diagnoses must be 
confirmed or if impaired driving 
cases are disputed in court.
Dr. Adrian began work onhis 
breathalyser in his native Ger­
many, encouraged by a police 
officer friend, to develop “a 
more effective technique to 
characterize breath samples.” 
His invention is currently being 
used in the U.S. but not in 
Ganada.
The Silver Threads Gentre at 
10030 Resthaven is open 9 a.m; - 
4 p.m. Monday to Friday, 7-9 
p.m. evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. Lunches, 
teas,‘ coffees, cards, library, 
billiards, wide variety 
classes, recreational activities, 
languages, trips and more. ;
If you are 60 or better Silver 
Threads wouldjike to hear from 
you- just call 656-5537: G 
^events: Oct. 5 - Gruise oh 
SPriricess ;M -
Thanksgiving 
dinner; Oct: 14 — carnival and 
dance; Oct. 20 — Silver an­
niversary tea;;Oct^28---Pig and 
Whistle trip; Oct. 30 -— Klondyke
Saanich Peninsula 4H Goat 
and Fodder Glub will be having a 
garage sale 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Oct. 2 
at 7961 East Saanich Road, 
across ■ from Saanich to 
fairgrounds. Homebaking, 
flowers, fruit, plants, 
miscellaneous items. Proceeds to 
be used for redecorating the 4H 
clubroom. Goffee and donuts 
available at reasonable cost all 
day. Anyone who would like to 
donate items please call 656-6166. 
Beer and pop bottles appreciated.
Burglars didn’t have much to 
show for their efforts in Sidney 
RCMP detachment area last 
week.
Someone forced their way into 
the sea cadet hangar on t 
hirport Sept, 18 or 19 and stole a 
small quantity of liquor from the" 
officers' mess.
On the morning of Sept, 21 
: three businesses at the corner of 
Amelin and Bowerbank were 
found to have been entered ^ 
: during the night, but - the only 
thing missing was a sntall aihpunt .; 
of money from Scapower l .td.
On Sept. 24 residents who had 
been away: for two months from 
, their home on West Saanich 
Road found It had been entered 
in their absence, through a small 
window, and some liquor was 
taken.
New executive
Thepew,,: ':exbbutive^^^;;; for:^^', Xi 
Gamma Alpha includes Sharon 
Driver, president; Erika 
^ushnirak, vice-prcsidciit; Ki| 
Peterson i recording iccrctaryi 
* A h11a Lawsbn and Erika 
^ : K a k, c b r r c s p bh ding
secret ary; Sue ; Williarns, 
treasurer; Dorothy Player, ex­
tension officer; Anita Lawson, 
city council representative.
--'■■"The ncxi'mccting of ihe'l..adics '■■■'^'■' 
"■''AtiyiHary,';X'rmy^"'Navv "■ftnd;:Air;j''';" 
Force Veterans, unit .302, will be
''■■'■held ■'^bcL-'i' 3:'/All ■■ members'Xic'::/,, 
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By JOHN GREEN 
Most of the new owners of 
Sidney Island turned out 
Saturday for work as a 
planting crew, putting in 2,000 
four-year-old Douglas fir trees 
on eight acres of the open land 
in the centre of the island.
All of the island south of the 
provincial park at Sidney Spit, 
about 1800 acres in all; is 
owned by Sallas Forest 
Limited Partnership, and is 
being operated as a tree farm.
The plans approved by the 
provincial forest ministry call
for planting most of the open 
areas to produce trees. A 
previous planting was quickly 
de.stroyed by browsing deer, in 
spite of sleeves of plastic 
netting that were supposed to 
protect the young trees, so the 
area planted Saturday was first 
enclosed in a high wire fence.
More than 30 people share 
owmership of the island, and 
there are sites provided for 25 
summer cabins, but so far 
there are few sites cleared or 
cabins built.
In the afternoon the group
toured the island looking at 
the work that has been done 
since the tree farm plan was 
approved at the end of last 
year. ■ , -
A logging contractor has 
built eight miles of road, 
constructed a booming 
ground, log dump, dry sorting 
area and wharf, and has been 
logging for the pst five weekSj 
putting six booms in the water.
Another crew, made up of 
unemployed loggers, is 
thinning younger Stands to 
increase future growth.
Forrester Darrell Frank, in charge of crew thinning second growth on Sidney Island, points 
out larger growth rings before trees grew big enough to compete for food and sunshine.
■ Parice;: 
^to-Telax,’
Need to relax, lose weight or 
do you have a mild cardio 
vascular complaint? Scottish 
country dancing will help keep Remember the M;e aritime have portholes for windows. ihe operating costs for "1983
ice the amount"'lo I
use of an area grant I
wbiildiftither reduce [
dancing as she did six years ago decided to start the Rehabilitation Assistance Calder said various options were
“strictly as an exercise.” A year museum and share their treasures Program —■ better known as, open to reduce the shortfall. The
later she was teaching a class and public but it never RAP — gives homeowners a committee has been asked to
staying one page a^ of her worked out financially and the S5,000 free grant to renovate prepare a provisional budget.
pupils. And she v^as fashioiiably ‘^’'’f'*hsioned couplcv finally their homes if they earn $13^
■ moved their operation south of or less annually, Aid. .Tohn
, ' the border wdierc; they said, the ' Calder told cpuncilf ^ ^ ^^ d d^
Lucy says dancing IS rarely,(?ver appreciated and “1 can think of hundreds of
mcmionecl as being valuable as pensioners who can benem from
an exercise bul she expla^ins u s ^ adding he had I
r ra!ed,hiBhest::on.the benefit:scale ; .1^- 3 Mortgage and ’
tor eardio yascu ar jcomplaims,, eouhcil for a pizza parlour in part : Housing Cbfporalidh (GMHC):
weight control and relaxation, e lA.T.,;. i ,e of the house, used formerly for which adnunisters the program
A^^ Scotdsh country dancing die museiirn. The small sducturc through municipalities, Tdivmdfe
is also intellectually stimulating, lacing Bevan I Ave; will be information. An estimated $1.000 damage
: she assertsv It’s more complicated deniblished with a small to qualify for; the was done to ah RCMP ghost car . ;
than most dancing and there’s added to the north end of the grants the municipality, has to be in a collision at Fifth Street and - .
lots to remember. It’s; close to remaining structure vyliich will be the governing body and must IJcacdh fAycnue in Sidney at F
square dancing — a group of renovated as a restaurant. I implement a ' bylawV Calder p.m. Friday,
eight dances together-- arid steps " . Aid. John Calder p^ ; explained. It was agreed Calder
arc siniilar to highland dancing for the eatery, including the would bring further inlbrmation thbound on Fiftly hit the right
“but not quite as demanding,” interior decorations, Tiffany before council soon. rear of the police car as it made a
lucy says. lamps and said pasfavvill be made •Calder report eel tdcoiincil the left tiirtv off Beacdn to go south''
There arc already two well on the premises. Vancouver y J«ln'id C Rcgiona
osiahlished dancing classes in He also said the rcstmirant will Library has a shortfall of was estimated at $500. The aC'
Sidney (sponsored by Peninsula conform to nautical style, It will $525,000, A 5 per cent increase in cident is still under investigation.
■; ^.•™yC-/:Rceidati6nX'onurussidn)'huVhdw||;Cn:
iMcy M7»/7r’/»o//vt' and Ron hell demonstrate pleasures oj vaneouver Island Scottish ^
' ■:l;^Sc(}l(islycpun(ry:ylanidng,% " ,':;''':'Cbuntry::d3ancing.Soctcly in co- 
iMuiio operatidn with Central Saanich ;
K ee r e a t, t d n 1;;:' C'o th mi si o h: i s 
sponsoring a new class Wed­
nesdays at 7;30 p.m. in Moose, ,
Hull on Fast Saanich Rond, 
across from the agricultural hall.
Lucy will he instructing 
beginners, who should he adult
'meii'laridlwontcdlliii^:;j981,.jXhc::,'d
I pfcliniinary certificate in Scottish
Sidney RCMIC have received docs not have to be lenccd,:^;^^^^ cmintry dancing and will be
several complaints of trespassers People questioned by the final within the next
hunting j|lcer oh Sidtfey Island, owner or his agent on private
and on Saturday a podnitlain property arc required to give their The group!i< also enjoy some^ y
jtian who had shot a deci Was names.,and addresses, police sayi, 'pleasant social occasions^,
charged with failing to cancel his.^ can be charged |With there's a ball every year, ustially
deer tag pro|scrly. lie and two trespassing., ftt the Empress, and dancers
companions inay also lace There atxj many fallow deer conic from Ad oscr the P^ific,
.a Ih.* idnna North AVest, Lucy says.desviassing charges. I hcdcct was and some blacktails on t e sla d; .i
' ^ Police pohit out that wldle.it is III,,: damage ^
legal to shoot the deer in season it yoiim! trees, biit give permission long dresses,” she says. , ,
•here’s a get
unless pennlsslon is inst oh- ga,,,g guides Jint and together at the agricultural liall
. , . . , , Bruce Halter. Witlv dancing JOp thd/ i
fiuiir,ihc,'Pio>,inuitfp,iul , Harter"'Tetired''dircC'lor of;-:ttter,na,i,ioiia,lly.^,v-',,: fa,maus
tts> , ’ Schiehtillion Band from Vanliimiin.r k allowed all df the B.C. hislv and Wlldhfe X'^-OHOaiuoir »anu i.om mi
island belongs to dallas Forest ; Branch, was . v iniv>iFoed In inmlnc*
I,.muted fhirincrslup. It IS private o! the wdaiifc on Anyone inieiesied in jnininy
V ' 1 . : I' ' 1 lllm itMu'iirtjrl fkirtwl 4 >v n it # iit/ f ^ pronhrty. poided wiili no island, and (d bring about a the Central . Saanich ctiih coloun w
trespassing signs; ' Because the nroiser halauee fhroimh selective groups should calL 656-21211 or Xp i'v iU'C t ug
shore,forinsa natural boundary it hunting.;' i.,., r'V,'';::"" 'A','':’'.d56-l,555,.
Riwnnh; presideid DehnR Fnrga presents IJ, (ibv. elect Pete Mfl ean ssith hlnzcr in focal
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Paul Pears (PauPs House of Portraits) loads film into Sidney's first one-hour photo- 
processing machine installed recently in his Beacon Ave. store. TomCronkPhoto
Sur^lwlni
in'li^rd fleties
|: . • . SIDNEY, B.C.
I 1 iiei ^ B
A series of public discussions 
entitled — Survival in Economic 
Hard Times — will be offered 
free to all interested persons 
Tuesday and Thursday evening at 
7 :30 p .m . until Ocf. 19, at the 
audjt ori u m , 2334 Ttent; St. ; ’
; A? ' number of agencies: in 
Victoria, concerned about the 
■hardships Treated ? by unem­
ployment and economic restraint, 
have: sponsored the discussions 
which are being led by experts in 
their field.
Topics includes Coping with 
V:;t iovernnicnt:; :.Kcd; ' Tape,; IVlpr- 
tgage and Tenant Problems, and
legal and Medical: Service. For
mtore informatk3n:?call :383-9721 
weekdays from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Canadians are not driving as 
far and are holding onto their 
cars longer, according to the 
national vehicle durability survey 
recently conducted by the 
Canadian Automobile 
Association.
The survey was conducted by 
the two million member CAA to 
provide information for the Used 
Car Buyer’s Guide 1982 edition. 
More than 22,000 survey 
respondents indicated an average 
distance travelled of 18,300 
kilometres per year, a significant 
drop from the average of 20,300 
kilometres reported last year.
B.C. drivers travelled less than 
the national average — 
respondents from B.C. averaged 
only 15,870 kilometres per year.
Another significant finding is 
that Canadians are holding onto 
their cars longer, as the average 
age of automobiles reported in 
the 1982 survey was nearly five 
years, compared to an average 
age of only four and a half years 
reported in the 1981 survey.
And the private sale of used 
cars is gaining popularity.
The majority of Canadians 
who purchase a used car choose 
to deal with a private individual 
rather than a new or used car lot.
A surprisingly high 42.6 per 
cent of used vehicles were pur­
chased from a new car dealer’s 
lot and a low 20.5 per cent were 
purchased from a used car lot.
B Q. survey results of used car 
purchases correspond to the 
national figures: 43 per cent from 
private individuals, 33.7 per cent 
from a new car dealer’s lot and 
only 23 per cent from a used car 
''Vlotj:VT':■;'.'T V'
The CAA guide contains a 
' /wealth of key information: that 
fwill help/Veduce the frustration 
: and uriexpected . expense /often: 
associated with the purchasing of 
;a /used automobile.
Only in the past few decades 
have the rights of children been 
considered for legal intervention, 
and even more recently that the 
medical profession has been 
required to report suspected cases 
of child abuse.
There doesn’t appear to be any 
agreement on what constitutes 
child abuse or neglect. Some 
professions see it as a problem of 
individual children, and others 
see it as a social-moral problem, 
and the reaching of a concensus is 
further complicated by the dit- 
fering child rearing practices 
within a given culture.
Each culture must define for 
itself (and does) just what is 
meant by child abuse and neglect, 
dependent on what its super­
stitions and folklore happen to 
be. All cultures definitions are 
largely based upon what it does 
or does not accept as being (good 
for the child).
Physicians upon examining 
new injuries of a child are 
confronted with information or 
suspicion of “old injuries” that 
may or may not have been treated 
— such as eye injuries, broken 
bones, burns, scalds, etc. ;
Sdrne children receive a single 
violent injury, other children are 
su b j ected to b ot h mi ho r and 
major injuries or neglect over a 
/ lengthy period of time:
V / GhU^^
the paxenis intentional failure to 
meet the: child’s/basic needs for 
/psychological or physical sur­
vival, such as food, shelter, 
medical care, protection from 
physical harm; etc. One of the 
most* important and difficult to
establish factors in considering 
abuse is intent on the part of the 
parent.
One other aspect of abuse is 
sexual abuse of children and 
although it is not a new problem, 
it has received and will likely 
receive more attention in the 
future.
There are probably as many 
causes of child abuse as there are 
abused children but the most 
prominent theory prevalent today 
is that the abusive parent is one 
who is immature and unable or 
unwilling to assume an adult role 
in a child-parent relationship.
The fact that most abusive 
parents were also abused as 
children themselves is just not an 
adequate and complete enough 
explanation. Though one’s child- 
rearing practices are often those 
which were practiced on one, it 
does not totally explain, for 
instance, those parents who were 
abused as children who do not 
abuse their own children.
It would be very simple and 
easy to use our parents and 
grandparents as scapegoats, but 
social morality and teaching 
methods have come a long way; 
to some extent each individual 
must shoulder his or her own 
share of culpability .
Do you have a problem, are you
riage,: the be ha viour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
KurbatoJJ is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. 445 a cpinmunity 
service, he invites fetters from con- 
cerhed readers. Replies will ;be, given 
through his regular,: weekly :^
Write: George Kurbatoff,cc/oyThe, 
^Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P^O. Box 2070, V8L-3S5._
1:0: rr
k-::.!:/. ''■T'';,.'.:-y. ^ :.-A/ TT■i' . '
Last year, it meant buOding a new wharf for Point au Gaul, 
Newfoundland. Renovating an education centre 
in High Level, Alberta. And improving a salmon fishery 
in the Skeena region of British
-'ll
’hb Icdeml lidycrmTicnl's Canada 
Dcvclopnicni; PiMjecU (CCDn) will provide
that hviprove tlte comhiunitics ipisyhich they live. 
Mning jxtfplc, nieh and women/and ciishbled 
Canadians, vvill be building their work skills anti ■ 
cx[>enenee, while biiilding theit/cpmnvum^ ;
;TConbmie:dr social JileT)l’;'your:edniinuiiit|:^^ 
cnipIby tlireb tM’ nioivitk/al people fuilaime, 
''■Misit;>Miir]i')eih'Canadik:pmpl^^yiYient.<"e^^ 
'/Appliait ions' tmd, prtfgrmii'inf omkihoir^ are',':/: ^-■'///
available lor sponsor organizations, loatl’ 
corporations antr cooperatives who’w got 
(jhe experience to (Tgani/b and coordinate 
conimiinily-bascd employnicnt prograiiis like 
Gei)P. Job civaiittn is a yjtal cornptment ok. ^ 
the leileral gcwenancnt's six iind live econontic 
,rccovci*y plan.'/V;/,'^ i/^'p': / //'/'":/''//'// :■
detTlopnicnt can nietuite yota’cttmmiinity^ 
andlill the people who live and work there,
Employment and Emploi et 
Irrimigratipn panada Immigration Canada
•Marketa Mellows; 
cupational therapist/ is anxious 
to contact a person in the Sidney 
area />vhb would as^st her 
Mdnday mornings from 10 a.m. y 
until/1 p.m/working in a activity 
programme at the Margaret 
Vaughn-Birch Halt, / Volunteer . 
will get “on the job guidance” 
/working / with/ mentally han­
dicapped adults. If you are 
reliable and patient, please call 
//Markcta at 658-5414. /Personal 
satisfaction guaranteed.
^^4 / Godwin/ at the
/Community Gbunsclling Centre 
would appreciate hearing from 
volunteers to be “on call” ay 
office fcccpiionists. Graining 
given by Donn.'t could be an asset 
// for/riuiirc job ar>plkHtiqhs as this 
wxnild htpvicl^
work cxperiehcc. Call T/)qhna at 
656'’;I 247,,,- y,
/ • Ip you ‘ipVe children in/small / 
do.scs why not call Shirley Lyon 
/ / (G/ the New iMrcnls/ Piw 
// Grcitiip This group/nceds^^^s 
/://' t t:v,/cni/e/: l/or/. t ItC'; lilt I e" ■ o’ncs /w jti le///:; 
moms partici|»atc indisciission 
groups, rommiitment can be two 
,,//;h(MJrs/MsTjh'CTflsoncc'a'^yycgk,/or::/::: 
/ as scldbm as once a monthbCnII 
Sliiilcy at 656-4.396,
•Volunlecr drivers for PGa arc 
still urgently /needed/ /CouIdnT 
you set/aside several hours a week 
to take tin elderly persbn Io a 
/necessary appointment? Mileage 
is paid and further rewards arc in 
personal/ satisfaction and // the 
opportiiniiy to help soineone wlto 
4 /is reliant! on the canng concern of
1/ a member ol/thc cotntnunii;/. tall 
656-0134 if you can help.
/ •Il yoii venjoy meeting the 
public and want clerking ex-/; 
// / fKficiive,ts!an:'','<'ltc'',rON:''Slu)p,//' 
656-3511V riiey ebuld use ad- 
(I i f in na I h e I (S ai f H1 s H u s y 
///^Voliuncer/shpp,,/:/'':''////::/;/:/}"://''//^//:/'!/'
• The Cbuiinunity ; Christmas
■/;■'/' :Faii'// Is:/:, ge It i n g:,: ,1 tp o ■: I'll, II,:,.//'gc a rv,/
txlewe>'it guptp to rcsci VC a tabic ts 
//.i/ihe'' /''Sidney/:'/; preschool /'/ grotip,': / 
■^'■;' ''Their''■/■-'table ■;'l'iH/''''‘-4fen'iu're/ 
'■: v>l/er v.h'b! rig'' ’T/r (Vta ''■' ■/(/'' b r i s i m a S'; 
:, /:/ V>akii|g/i'o"'gb<Hl iised .kldilics (oys. / 
'■ /,|')eiuga/,par'i- :«f ./tliC';
'/an;',,.
ll.
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club
meets the second and fourth,,, 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new (o 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokcrs” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
at 4343 Tyndall Road.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sw'eet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel; 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at ; the Royal ^Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
Can vre help you? Call the 
Community Counseling Centre, 
5th St., Sidney, 24-hour an- 
; swering service. Gall 656-1247.
. Let’s raise funds together at
the PGA Community Christmas 
Fair Dec. 4 at Sanscha Hall. Non­
profit group.s may reserve tables 
by calling 656-0134.
Foster Parent Information 
night will be held 7-9 p.m. Oct.
18 at Sidney Camosun College 
campus.
Women’s Support Group. A
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9815-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-1247.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de P,aul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing fdod, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
: — canned beans^ fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna V honey, 
macaroni and cheese, Lsoups, 
rolled oats and rice are; all 
helpfuI. For pickup call 382- 
■'■;32i3v;\-;;;:;-/„T'^-
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
Offering programs for three and 
: four-year-olds? ,, The school as 
, parent-operated and; non-profit.
: For more informatiOriicaii Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[ST.AG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours are 6-10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Swap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
Beacon.
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PCA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney.
Thanksgiving turkey bingo will 
be held 7:30 p.m. in Brentwood 
Community Hall. Oct. 4, 15 
game.s $1, extra cards five for $1.
The Prospect Lake District 
Community Association plans a 
general meeting and election of 
officers 7:30 p.m. Oct. 1 at 
Prospect Lake Community Hall, 
5358 Sparton Road.
A single parent resource centre 
auction will be held 2 p.m. (view 
items noon - 2 p.m.) Oct. 2 at St. 
John’s Hall, Quadra; and 
Bal m 0 ra!. M ore in form alio n 3 85 - 
,'':JJ.14.-
; The Kids’ ShowF a fun-filled 
a f t c rn o o n o f e nl e rt a i n m e intakes 
; p 1 a c e ; 2 p. m. O c t. 11 a l 
Me Phersoh Theatre. Enj oy 
Kaleidoscope Story Theatre, a 
dog show, a magic act , music and 
balloons. Tickets $3; at 631 
Superior St. or clal 388-9314:
A vegetarian potluck supper 
will be held by the Vancouver 
Island Vegetarian Association 
5:30 p.m. Oct. 3 in Norway 
House, 1110 Hillside. Please 
bring food (no meal, fowl or fish)
to share, also plates, cuts and 
utensils. All welcome. Music by 
Blue Sky, For more information 
call 656-6583 or 656-6594.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of Icarging through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Attention Lady Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing to bowl in the 
l.adies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
industrial and other St. John 
Ambulance first aid courses 
available for registration. Call 
388-5505. ,;
Mothers Against Drunk 
Drivers (MADD] plan an in- 
forination ineeting 7:30 - 9:30, 
p.m. Oct. 6 at Spcctrutn Com­
munity School, 957 Burnside. 
For more iitformaiion call 385- 
0548 01-642-4278.
V'icloria SPCA is planning a 
coffee party for members and 
friends 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Oct. 2 in 
St. Mary’s Church Hall, 1701 
Elgin Road, Oak Bay.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corp.s take lessons at Sidney 
elementary school from 6 p.m. 
Thursdays. For more in­
formation call 656-6098.
Meet new friends, singles and 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday. 
Spares’ll ;;Pairs Square Dance 
Club. Call 652-5524. ; ; ; ^ ^
Is overeating creating problems 
in' your life? Oyereaters 
Anonymous can help you. No 
dues, no weighing. Meetings are 
; ’rinirsdays at 8 p.ihv, at;9788-2nd 
St., Sidney. Phone 656-3674.
Any ladies who wish to bowl, 
please contact Pam ai;656-4980 
or Judy at 652-4275. ,
The Ladies Auxiliary to the 
Saanich Pehinsiila ; Hospital is 
; holding a ' bazaar starting ; at; 2; 
p.m. Oct. 2 in the hospital’s 
activity room. Miscellaneous 
treasures, handicrafts, pickles, 
plants, bake table. Admission 
and afternoon tea, S2.
British Columbians have given 
the gift of sight to over 40,000 
impoverished, curable blind 
persons in Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America since 1977, and 
tvyd; of the province’s most- 
respectcdandpromihenl residents 
— Dr. Lawrie J. Wallace and Dr. ; 
Scotf Wallace -- are urging more 
Gahadians to sponsore blind 
destifule.s this Christmas for the 
priceless gift of sight. f
A lax deductible donntioh of 
$25 to Operation Eybsight; 
Universal covers cataract 
removal, 10 days in hospilab and 
eyeglasses for a blind person in 
Third World cbuntrics: 
f';;?,;;f'‘This:':;Ti(clpng'Vgift'T;ol’^?si^^
; would; be clienshed^^^ F^
Tecipieni s: A nd I he rlbnots would 
:";'nnd'B'?To^,T>eThe:fmb.sL;reA^ ; 
y bargain in (he \vorklv’,' the; two' ^
: WallacesV who are co-chairing :
this: ycnrA aitnual fund-raisittg 
•' ' cfi'm Fa i g It,; ‘5 's al d - i n ■;a pi n i,, 
statcmcni.
Donms teceive a card f'rtMn 
OFU,whi cb?gi Ves'THe'’ it am'e- an d) 
;:y age:;oFt lie: person ;whpse;eyesigh(:,; 
pTiiiSTteen;tysloi-ctl;bectn!Sc,;OlAhc7? 
donation, the place of the 
operntioni v and the attending' 
physician’s Algnaptrccttiifirni 
that the surgery had taken place.
“Mnnyy OHU,"'"5upppr(crs''‘usc''' 
the OHU gilX idea for; friends aiKl ; 
loved ones, partiiculai ly yfor \ 
special intimate 6ccasipn$, fJiich 
as;/■'ChHsttrVasyy,-? atiniyersariesi;;? 
birthdays and - nternoritils,”;thc 
Wallaces said,
.; OEll,; ayregistered i;Qanadian;.', 
organbatiotr, lias rertored the 
sigltl of more than 2^,000 
pcrsoris arid prevented htindrcds 
of thousands iiiorc fipin going 
■ blind,:Jtri;c«Jt.,s.uv(;i.,y5,00.00l),, 
" jteoplc'' Ail h ■ t yey'ailnteht sevtry;: 
vear.
yb „'Tlie.A)iganumiui>
SOTnedical teams ill dbvoiiatrfe 
throviglt the gencrobs dbiiations 
Of individualsy churelies, service 




In rtx years, British Colum­
bians have raised over $1.045,500; 
and ;the provincialvgovernmeiit 
has contributed $112,500/ to; 
GEU. The federal government; 
through the Canadian / I titer- ; 
national Development Agency, 
matches the private donations.
This year OEU hopes to raise 
at least $2.4 million throughout 
Canada to fund its projects.
There arc some 42 million 
blind persons in the world today y 
and 3() million of them have 
curable blindness. .Another 500 y 
million suffer front trachpma; 
which, if lcft unffeated, can lead 
;;tb; bliiidncss, A 25-ceni (ube of 
bint mein can cure one case of 
Trrtclioma?';:'''■/''■b/’';':/// /'■"/ ;/^
' Over 20 million persons suffer 
from parasitic iiiiection, /com- 
monlyknown/asbPi-iverblind- 
hesS,’’;and over 200,000 children 
beebtrie bl ind eve ry iyear because 
of vitamin deficiency.
The Wallaces said a $1,000- 
donation can sponsor a “maxi” 
eye camp where 100 to 200 
persons can be operated for 
cataract removal and some 500 to 
1,000 persons can be treated for 
irachoma, glaucoma, and other 
eye diseases. A $300 donation
/sponsors a “mini” cyc-camp.
Tax-dcducliblc donations may 
bc/scnl/tb: Operation Eyesight 
Universal, P.O. Box 565, Vic­
toria, B.C.,:y8W2P3,; Receipts 
, fot; incoiiie-tax win 




just roturnod from a trip? Ory 
have you had viitilors slaying 
with you? II you would like 
your social nows prinloti Irdd 
rindor the Peninsula People 
hoadingi just call the editorial,
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' As Christmas draws near you 
may be thinking about buying 
books for your children, gran­
dchildren and other small 
friends. The problem is, which 
book to choose for which child?
So, you are invited to join us at 
the Jumping Mouse Children’s 
Book Shop, 2456 Beacon, Oct. 13 
at 7:.30 p.m. for an exploration of 
children’s books. This will be a 
kind of guided tour through the 
shelves of a children’s book shop, 
and in the course of the evening 
we’ll try to give you some an­
swers to questions like: :•
what do children like to read?
How can 1 get a child interested 
in books?
At what age are they ready for 
which books?
Which of the old classics do 
children still enjoy, and why?
What are some good Canadian 
books?
Which of the new books this 
year are excellent?
There is no charge for this 
workshop, but if you would like 
to make a donation it will be used 
to help end world hunger, (after 
coffee expenses). Please call 656- 
3144 to register — space will be 
limited.
' i
green, and is liable to make you 
turn green too if you eat it.
If you want some really-early 
potatoes next year, you might 
consider planting a few un­
damaged tubers right now.
By HELEN LANG
One vital vegetable I neglected 
to mention storing last week was 
the potato. Because potato fields 
on the Saanich peninsula were 
condemned to grow other crops 
this year (since there is an in­
festation Of golden nematode on 
much of the land) the humble 
spud is apt ; to be much more 
expensive than it has been other 
years, so storage becomes im­
portant to the home gardener.
When potato tops go dry and 
brown it is time to harvest. A dry 
day with a slight wind is best, 
since this will aid in drying them 
^off.. ^
Most people use a garden fork 
to do this job, but a shovel will 
suffice, but do start to dig well 
away from the top growth. There 
is nothing more annoying than to 
find a big fat potato cut neatly in 
half when you turn over a spade 
;■ of'soil.,
i Ohce you have them all dug.
being careful not to bruise any of 
them, wash them off thoroughly. 
Using the same method as you 
did with your squashes, dip each 
one in a bucket containing about 
a quarter of a cup of household 
bleach in a two-gallon pail of 
cold water. This should kill any 
fungus disease on the skins.
Now spread potatoes out to 
dry in the sun, turning them over 
once to make .sure there are no 
damp spots. Leave them only 
about three hours in sunshine and 
longer in the shade . . . just make 
sure they are all completely dry.
Now if you are lucky enough to 
have potato sacks you can gently 
fill them; (“it” more likely,; 
unless you : are going into 
business). Store only undamaged 
potatoes •— bruised; or scraped 
ones, or those heavily infested 
with scab just won’t last.
Keep your cardboard box or 
sack of potatoes in)a cool dark 
place; light rrialces the skin turn:
My over-lhc-fence neighbour. 
Hazel, has already planted 
medium-siz.ed whole potatoes 
about six inches deep, putting a 
generous handful of peatmoss 
under each and another handful 
over the lop. She then heaped the 
soil over all. 1 think it makes 
sense;to also add a layer of grass 
clippings (not if you have been 
using Weed and Feed) or a 
covering of dead leaves, just in 
case we have an extra cold winter.
time to act. Remember the soil 
has to be soaked to a depth of at 
least one inch . . . Crane Fly eggs 
won’t be any deeper than that.
I really hate to recommend any 
jpesticide, but Diazinon seems to 
be the only thing that effectively 
destroys these destructive 
creatures. The sad thing is that 
diazinon also destroys worms.
I can’t remember whether I 
told you what happened last year' 
when 1 soaked a bed of daffodils 
and narcissus with this stuff?
During laic Oclober-November 
Dick Kecpence, from the 
provincial department of 
agriculture, suggests you plant 
both garlic and shallots for the 
biggest and best you have ever 
grown. He suggests planting 
these four inches apart two inches 
down in well fertili7.ed soil, 
somewhere where iliey won’t sit 
under watermost of the winter.
Well, those poor worms came up 
out of the dirt as though each one 
had had an electric shock. Feeling 
like a murderer 1 rushed around 
and picked them all up and gave 
them a good bath with the hose, 
and moved them into another 
bed. When I looked some hours 
later there was no sign of those 
squirming pink bodies, so I 
assume they had all dug them­
selves a home in a new neigh­
bourhood. Or maybe some bird 
thought he had died and gone to 
heaven . . . all those free worms!
Mark the rows so that you 
don’t hoe out those green shoots 
in March, thinking you have 
some new variety of grass coming 
up in the vegetable garden!
If you have had a hideous great 
invasion of Marsh Crane flies 
then you really should deluge 
your vegetable garclen with 
Diazinon. Wait until about the 
middle of October, or until yotr 
don’t see them careening about 
the place any longer. That is the
After appling Diazinon wait at 
least a week before digging the 
beds over. There is no point in 
spreading Crane Fly eggs, they do 
enough damage as it is.
Today a hint from a thoughtful 
lady who has a couple of horses. 
She says if you intend to add 
horse manure to your garden 
beds, or your compost pile, make 
sure the manure is mixed with 
straw, and not sawdust. Sawmills 
at present areonly cutting cedar, 
and cedar shavings or cedar 




The Church By The Lake iilii
EtlLtME ¥L, , M
l^lllThe corppariy of just and iiii,
ANGLICAN
IBENTiOOEl
IS «righteous.men is better - .MlSH^CHyiCH ■ ^^en the black ev^gelistv p
msknrmr ^ ^ * 792 sea Dr. iii converted to Christ he was the leader ot ihe
HAPilM iiithan wealth and a rich ;|| Brentwood Bay * lornPQt tniinhpc:t tPPnnnP nann in Mpw York Pi-
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. li estate. wm “Jesus Christ is Lord"- li largest, tougnest, teenage gong in New YorK Ul
Sunday S-Euripides ■ = 1! ' II ty, the Harlem Lords. Hls converslon was SO real
9:30-a.m. J Bn ooam Holy B that he left the gang the next day, tumlng from a






Orobronze, a skin-tanning pill, 
is doing a too-thorough job on 
some of its users — it’s “tan-
r-.,'
’ ' ' orning Worship, ^ ^ ^
I9’45a.m. Teaching
I tPOOa.m. Family Worship-IIjI ■'•





Trevor de Casseres, 
interim 
598-1935
ii Immediately there was victory over crime and
....... . g cruelty. An incident a few-weeks later proved
■' that there was victory over hate and bigotry also.
HIT Till: ,ws Slii. jilgi A very v^arm welcome awaits
Rev. AliSp Petrie He was playing a football game where his
||- ■ 652-3860 i| assignment was to block the defensive end so
IjsOSrEL II SLIJG0EIT 11 his own halfback could score a touchdown.
ning” their eyes as well as their
Resthaven Dr., Sidney! 
SERVICES
Si!?!?.
;9925 Sth Sfreet 
Sidneyy BVc! 
Sunday
7726 w; Saanich Road
9-30;a:m, ;v-;Satiirday;Stucly!ill 





back to the huddle, the bby'’whom he; haef^^W 
11 ed jumped;up:in front ok him; i 
;j| ed him in the stomach;';Then with^^^^a^^^^^^^ 
jj shouted, “You dirty black nigger! I'll teach you
III 10:00 a.m. Sunday School Ji| a thing Or tWO.”
1 ;00;:a,m,;:y Family'Worship, Ji||;... .,,.vy v:'.-




I'::Evening Service ii '
^ Tnm ^ 7008 W. Saaplch Rd.Pastor Tom Gardner Brentwood Bay
: ivyALL AREiWELCOME
Pastor A; Atwood 








Anglican-Episcopal ii ■ Wednesday......." Under normal; circumstahees:;:^
HOli TRIMITY M II Skinner would have jumped up frdm th^
Miiis:Rd. &w. Saanich ' Pastor V. Nordstrom i| and pulverlzed the White boyl BLit Tnstead, get*
' ' -RTHMNiCH i ; ting up he found; himself; Ibokiri^^^
m, V,:;.',:,,Saturday Pv: Trlrrily XVII li.......... ..652-1508 -j
MasS il 8:00a,m....................Holyf| R ; i
" ■ —■ ' Eucharist iii -" ' ULWrBtLU- ■
' Mass It ioooa,m,; ,:;:;y r . ,M()rning'a : k .II ■
y y: ; P,m,pr . ^ ^ Sklnncr sald that he was even siirpris-
y.y,„u.d'.y.«.!t,iu w.:,n,„,o,y,, ... . JIT wUSPtL’VfiArLl gp h 10)561 f:,.: bLIt-yhS;ykn6W'vltiBt.ywhut „ thG,:;Bib
llfl:
10,:30a..m. ,-JViituay
face arid; say ing;;“ You 1< ho w, because of; J e su s 
Christ, j love you anyvyay,' ’
“Golden rain”, yellow spots in 
the centre of the retina of the eye, 
has shown up in 12 Canadians 
who take Orobronze. Resear- 
. chers from Laval University 
studying 51 regular users of ! 
Orobronze found six had 
“golden rain”. They estimate it 
occurs in 10 to 12 per cent of 
! people who take the pills.
Dr. Alain Rousseau of the 
y Laval team saidy^ he has not 
detected any impairment of 
vision in the Orobronze users 
! who have yellow pigment in they 
central area of their retinas.
Orobronze Contains a !food[- 
cblouring agent y called i can- 
thaxahthine which collects in fat 
cells beneath they skin, it 
dcyeloped in France by 
Laboratorie Appliphafm, and is 
manufactured in Montreal by 






':'-.y '-y |i|ii a,|ycin-t)ononiina(ionai churctvrnfiijling 
:,Robtiir;‘Rov::.David;fullor;::,ii>ti:Y:;:;':v;::;;:;;;::"':;;::-yy:!r 
656-5322 656-7669 ii'KMtingEletrietitwy‘Sdibol:y!;:>;:''.'y'T^^^
0843 Conlrnl S.ianirfi Rd ;
' ' Church Schoial
„ , Wodnostlav
^ 10 00 a 111, Holy., „
' '"i’i Eiichfiiist ■'s ^





y '154m famiivHour iTj ot;Cli!ist,;and!it:was pci lon^^
656-3223
u no.i m vyomhip “u;









!:;!::;'''y!|i|;NKior;i(iaiir; Rom .Aiiofv 1852-265)9L - il|::;y::;',-;;:yyy:' 
u '' W(!j ciacii Diokinaon (652 3301), Oai^lci ill 










Do you have a special talent to 
sliarc with young people aged 
seyeh to 20 years? If sojyou’rc 
needed dt Central Saanich Boys’ 
and ; girls!; Club! Ttnd ex­
perience no barrier. For more 
in formation call Marion at 383- 
HOl.
■ ' '''Tj'i'lf'i
:yy:Home Bibitiy H!;: .y;;
iifi'r
pTy'ChrlBtlon Llto Sorvlcos''"
P IK. End M Y.», teii i.r:py'; '






; «,10:00T,m,' : y:
111AhgllpnirGHufch 'of .Cnnada'Ili 

















1634 Ciiltrui Avo. 
Sawnichton
ifiinNCv * NOiirii sanicii
' ■ Rrv!R,;,iioRi'pRAn;'!:;,:||
Annoinled pi nff-CSG-IVII' '»« • ftias min P ' n-nn'n m ' "" FUhIo - :HBS„ li5B-lB30 iPlilIII 6,00 p,.lh. ■y.,Blljlo MiniM ^0^
: ill A THURSDAY ' . i!!!! UI'KIO witu-SiipiUi ntKid, , ifl
.'Til 7100 p.m.;:,Bible,. Study':: . : 9',39;a,m; ,-"'I' '|i|
y'lir;,vTrohchlnatho,Christ.l,ile ' • Tii
;:,||.:Hn;phn;,lsmptlc:FullnpaB,^.:
,;, -ii,','"-:- YOUR FRIENDIT ., ;y « y L,,nri,iv'SrhDi I ■ #1
^ ;:yCOMMUNITY CHURCH :| I '.I______ f ™L ^-.'1
iBetlieiFellp^ship 
; yy BaptiskChurch
Ihiiiorania Leisure Gentre can
: fityoiiihtq Fitness anytime of the
day; Glasses ayailnble morr^ 
nrternbons; evenings!Drop ill b! 




















CENTRA!.. SAANICH' Ui!:.' 
ft!! , Rev,,M«lyln,1LAdAmiy;ii;':;.y|i,; 





10364 McDonnltl Park Rd 
! R«v. V Tlattallfl Pwitor
'.,,.';OUlce''656-3712:;'';'''''y,iil:i©II j|«w-|«||rriA'"
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Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
JZT. Ma
ONE OWNER : 3 bedroom 
bathrooms (master ensuite). 
home on cul de sac in Sidney. Fully 
developed basement has office, guest 
room, utility, sauna & rumpus, room 
with stone fireplace. Separate 
workshop measures 12x24x8' high. 






CHECK THESE LOTS , . .
Deep Cove, , 50 x 177,; Watermains
Sidney, Water & Sewer ., / : $38,900 
Deep Cove,, I /2 Ac. with Well
■Woodcreekv T Ac;^ ■ Watermains
7 -■ :y 7 ,7; $60;;000
KAREL DROST 656-2427 res.
, ;‘yV'Sidney.'.,;, (' v
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE yiHAVE 
MOVED TO 9783 7 3rd ST^ ACROSS 
FROM y THE BANK OE MONTREAL. 
COME !N AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, i MOBIL& yr HOME, : 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS and; MOTELS. 
CPECIALy ON THE STREAKER; ;A 
COMPLETE PREFlNlSHED WATERBEDy 
IN SINGLE; ;SUF-ERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY S197. (40)7
WATERFRONT APARTMENT at All Bay 
Marina. 2 bedrooms, lovely views, lots of 
activity. Available Sept. 1, $650 per 
month plus utilities. Sorry, nochildren or 
pets. Security deposit. Mr. Whyte, 656- 
2085 446-39
SIDNEY. 3 bedroom house, 2‘/? baths, 
fridge and stove, 2 fireplaces. Secluded 
treed easy-care lot. Available im­
mediately, no pets. 652-0587. 598-39
SIDNEY, new 3 bedroom, double garage, 
dishwasher. Non smokers, no pets. $800 
plus deposit. 656-5813. 625-39
NEVin“BEDROOM HOUSE, furnished.
Available Dec. 1 to May 31, Sidney area.
No pets or children. $650 per month. 
656-6523 40
SHARE HOUSE (Ardmore) with older 
person. Sharer must be non-smoker, 
(semi) vegetarian, not grouchy mor­
nings. Active. Responsible. $175 plus 
heat. Marta, 656-5283 691-39
PRIME RETAIL SP'^E, up to 1,200 sq.
ft. in shopping plaza. Lots of off-street 
parking. 656-7737 or 656-7053 
evenings 689-41
9601 - 7th STREET, Sidney. Single room 
for rent. 7 690-39
SAANICHTON, modern 2 bedroom 
bungalow,; ' large y garden, . .separate, 
garage, Adults only, small pet. $650. 
652-1672 eveingsy y 679-40
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED HOUSE, Nov'.
1- March 31. Older people preferred. No 
children, no pets. $300 per month plus y 
utilities.‘ .y ,656-2965 ; : -674-39 ■;
SIDNEY. 3 bedroom house; fireplace, 
dishwasher; drapes. $650 per month. 
.656-6620 y:y;.y- ' 7;::,;y;,;;;,7;;,;y,^
SIDNEY, 2 bedroom basement suite 
available Nov. lst.;$400 per month. 656-
;y:y'662o'^'.;' ,^'yy,.-. ' ;;655'-39;;
3'A YEAR, OLD, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, ; 
fireplace, workshop, double driveway, 
closeto amenities; No pets dr (smokers^.) 
Furnished; or ■ unfurnishedi; RehL 
; ; negotiable.^ 656-45 5,5;7. . * 687-4 IT;
H®lp j Work Work
Wanted 1 Wanted Wanted
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Responsible 
adult to care for 6 month old boy, my 
home, weekdays. Wage negotiable. 
Roberts Bay area. 656-6715. 613-39
BATON TWIRLING TEACHER required 
by Sidney Twirlers. 656-6098 . 604-40
CHILD CARE, mature, responsible, non- 
smoker required part time for 3 month 
old baby and older child after school. Our 
home. 656-7 740 681-40
TOMMISSION SALES — Fun Bars Inc , 
the exclusive distributors of Cadbury's 
chocolate fund raising products require 
sales representatives in this area. Send 
resume to: 285 Lynn Ave., North Van­




Complete repairs by European imined 
qualified mechanic to all makes ol 
garden equipment, pumps, larm 
machinery and construction equip­
ment. •









Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Aiso -— excellent crews 










custom building y, 
renovatioris/Framing 
Painting: in/outside y 
interior decorations, 
mason ry/rockerys'y
DRASTICALLY REDUCED. 3 W yearqld, ygarage,7fenced yatxty- Noype^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
3 bedroom, 2 bath, fireplace and Fisher only. References. 656-4066 647-40
stove. Patio, workshop, double ...........
driveway, garden. Over, 1,500 sq. ft.
Terms, $81,500.656-4555 685-41 piiances, fenced yard. $750 p/m
RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-
;;4035y7.':yTy„;;y;-y;;7,; ,7;y; y,; t;;y;37:-tf:,
____________________ PAINTING. 25,-wears experience.
SIDNEY,' 2 bedroorrv housey;F^^^^ Interior, exterior, papering, renovations,
.■ rt'i + i/Ke y i-im Vti onri
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple 
interested in doing gardening, painting, 
window cleaning and odd jobs. 656-9462
; 306-43
GET A CLEAR VIEW — let us clean your 
windows. 2 men and Vz ton truck for yard ; 
clean-ups and other odd jobs. Phone 
MattorBillie, 656-7775 388-39
WORK FOR 2, with 1/2 ton. Specializing 
in concrete, or will do any odd jobs. Call 
Norman, 652-2218 day or night. 425-39 / 
HOME AND YARD Maintenance. 
Painting, fence repairs' and building,L :, 
cleanup,: light; hauling, cement work, ; ; 
rototilling. 652-9935. y ; v v 401-39 ;;y 
; LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE “ has 
openings for 1-5 year olds. Hot lunches ; 
and snackS provided. East : Saanich 
Road/Wallace Drive area. 652-2472 
T;55 5'-4'oy,;y7y.:.: 7y;;7yy;y;;yyy,;')' i
; GET YOUR FALL Rototilling done now.; 
Rear tine machine.;652-9935y : 593-43; ; 
^PERIENCED CARPENTER";
renovations; additions, framing, sun- 
decks, fencesy Light hauling with pickLip.:
592T7-
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 
p.m. U
PROFESSIONALS. Are you too busy for 
cooking, cleaning, laundry, shopping, 
driving, typing, housesitting.e tc.? Let 
me help. Lesley, 652-9994. 608-43
PAINTING, Eaves cleaned. Reasonable, 
reliable. 656-0545. 603-39
CALL M.M. TUBE CARPENTRY SER- 
VICES af 656-3460, for your 
renovations, repairs, basement finishing 
and alterations. NO JOB TOO SMALL.
‘66 8-4 6
FALL IS HERE. Time to get down to 
work! Experienced secretary with small 
children wants office work out of home. 
Will do typing, stuffing envelopes,; 
collating, copying statements : — 
anything you can throw at me. $5 .00 per 
hour. Call Linda, 656-7494 660-40
HOUSE AND BOAT PAINTING, eaves 
cleaned in trade for auto, truck, freezer, 
appliances, lawnmower, chain saw, 





; For Prompt, Ptolessional; ;:
:; personalized Service.;call :;;
^^RESTSGE CATERING 
592-6791
in home; office or hall. , :,v,
COCKTAIL PARTIES; DINNERS. WEDDINGS. ETC.
■y^lETTHEy;^;'
CIASSIFII0S
SIDNEY AREA, split level 4 bedrooms 
and family room. Fireplace, all ap-
patiosydeaning gutters and basements,-;, ( Freeestimates;:Steve; 656r2526yI;:-5 
VFreeestimates..652-2176 175-47 41
SAIL VIEW - SIDNEY 
ASKING $63,000
1' bedroom Townhouse, attractive liv-; 
mg;room withffireplace;: patiO; 5; ap-: 
pliaiices included Mn/purchase^^p^ 
Located near marinas —'.bus — 
store.; -''y-'/y-'''yy"' ■ ''7fy;;y,'7;y'.
FC)( ttiis beaulifuiy? bdr: 2 bath cond'o., 
located only' 3 .blocks; from Beacon, 
Ave. Stovertridge arid;disti\washer:in-' 
.clubed7::EieValqr,::swirl poolvysauha. ; 
.workshop'and,games room-- plus a 
garden .spoty;';,';;..:.' y:;;;;::-,/;;;/.);';;';.;;y;''
Onerbedroom deluxe suite, $64,900., 
Marina onfyour doorstep, Jlevator - 
garnes room - vrork shop and more;
EXISTING MORTGAGE OF $40,200
Monthly payments $388, Term: ex-, 
pires;, Sept,; . 1,983,7Purehase, price 
just , |■ociucod’;: (rom ;7S83,000. to, 
j $7b,000,:;2 ,B(li. ,home^v;ncai,, bus, 
sphobl and
IN SUMMERGATE VILLAGE, Sidney. 2
bedroom modular home. Adults. 45 
•years or older. Available Oct. 1, $500 per 
month. 656-5695 675-40
SALE (OR TRADE] 1200 sq. ft. 2
bedroom bungalow plus garage/work- 
, shop located Oliver, B.C. Price $ 110,000
a va i I a b 1 e 0 c t; T 7 6 5'6 -4 513 ; ;596-39
y titleypof irifoi;Call 656-2722 :; :654-40
4.87 ' ACRES,('Seated ;;:on ySaltspringy
;:;isiahd:;ySemi; :waterfrpnL' property,::;'2 ,;
bedroom house, 750 sq. ft. greenhouse,; 
y out-buildings. For more info, call 112- 
,537-2184 after 6 p.rn, y,-'^?; ' 643-42(
WANTED/TO RENT,;! (bedroorfi -apart­
ment in Sidney, furnished or un- 
yfurnished,7single;seniofycitizen,7rnale;-: 
*: References;; Leave'/message;: a f,. Sid ney 
Review, 656-1151. 532-39
GENTLE, no father family (2-wonderful 
teenagers) wishing for 3 bedroom house, 
y656-7943
TO RENT: covere^storaielor
car; Sidney or North Saanich, for approx,
’ 6 months. Call 656-1750 evenings; 670- Write out your ad, mall or brirtg^^ payment, and Save 1.00|
AMHERST GARDENS 
Corner Srd St; and; Amherst
N e w 1 -2 bed room a pa r t me n t s wi 1 h;
' 5 appliances and fireplace. Now 
renting lor Oct; 1ancl Nov.yi .(Ask , 
-aboul our moving early policy, ,;







ioaviow 3 bedioom, li.niltroom,; 
iw,o;;lovel;i‘iinclieiSThjsC(i8V(Cfl,0yhaH^^ 
acto' lof la Tocatfid on Soabi'eo/o oil 
Laiidsoii(1(,Roait;('$19(7000;;(.('- ('^(^^
Spciusion ;7y(;5;29:; atiiu Tpl wllliya 
(:i(:iai;(Hf;)i:tiaol about 2 acresyi.ocaicd 
yiii Pijiugiino, a cul do:f;ac oil Lagto 





Adults ;::oniy,ii0;y pels,:' 
Refdrences and ieaso roquircdT .py 2 
bedrbom,uni|s:$47!T-57!)pC'fnibntli(:
(656^,4066(''7''('*,77y':k'7,(,:y7^
81n()ln Level.- Ranchur ? bedfoom,
?:yba!luo'nm.panelftii'(len;soparaii;; 
(lihlnd room, exCeplional cupboard; 
spacOvMl roonisv aie lai(io, Hall acre 
lot; idcal()d„ :on 'Mistvale,,(-a mu'ot 






,(1 (1 do sqyll; ,RonlalI$965; per niniitli, 
6':,';6'3'226 d.iy..
;-'''y:('R'56 - 2'3t5 8;l(:;dV(mirigs ,f'(y7y';: 
'■',((.';.("7';''vy;,;7“y .;i|n
FULL FURNISHED ONE
MONTHSyHFATlO POOL 8, SAUNA; 
FREE (PARKING AMD( CARIF ;T V, 
PMONL ()'32-%a97 ■ ' 7 -
LOT; 7055 sq, It, all city sorvlceypovctl 
road, y 20B5 Brettiouf ( Park y^^^ 
$39,500,0t)()Ti04/', ;, , 403,
'"■i'ip.rti- ■ 'tli'T nix' (srUl U t 4 V,
Lovely
SPACIOUS Va.........
OenliMtoi (vfireplace, - LAHOl’y. IN LAW, 
wjpcib'pjiT'k Itkc.loliipofox:' 200 tf. 
near tovvn77iiM$horo, Priced (ot IM-- 
MEOlATE sale by owner, 65,6,‘53C 7„ ,„57,ly 
3 9’'
«BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units, ,
, Kilchonettes, • dishes, cable■(:TV,:;'Free,;;(, 
piirkinB,inaidsorvic0,Av<iilnblowfjekly,iii 
;;Snndowh Motel. G.52rl55'l;,y'(7:;4|24Hf; 
SiDNnr ^ofIssionau-'' BUII.DIN<S 
,, ottico space lot,rent. RfMso,naWe,:,suit ^ 
' medic at y ,iccounl;»nt,' Iqy/yer,; etc - 656 - ■ 
5876 356-39 7;
y;AYWMIlyDiepM,Ry"5imSfY'''^^
roln'iiary.yNo, step!;:n'ipdlt!rn bupgiO 
|■|illy <0rnlshe(.i: Rrentwoorf; $500 00 
(, montbly,,; Mnfui'%( t'oliabloyrcouplo;;;
Absiflinors, For; care ,two'eldorty ,cats,:;,, 
i Rotoioncoo rtoquirmi 652'40,5 7, 518y19
forotilb’Dominiori : (. batik.;: - Downlown:;
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 63 (SAANICH)
Clerk, V (Execulive Socretary) To the 
Suporintenclent ot Physical, Pinni: t 
: houis pel day, ,12,'(i)0!i,1Iis ,pei: ye.li,
: ellectivo as soon: as possible, -('( (1
This position requires a person: with 
super 101 stenographic Shills, the,<d,)iii: 
::ty to be :iactlul,yind, toTiave; a:(broatl 
: 1,1 n ri m; s la nd i ng : oI';cqiilni (i n i ca 1 i on 
(Skills atirl,pe!'Sonal rolalionshinry Thti 
nia|()r yrniphaias. ot -lhiS;: :posiiibi:i^,e 
ireeorri; keeping ((yAppiirfa Ills (* ^ 
have: (iralnint): anci;;(ex(ieriun(:o, iTn 
rceord-keriping 'anci :|iav(i:(a: keen' iiv:
: toresi 111 This: lypo ml work ; T hiy jibr- 
: 5on,:Wlilibe,.rpqu|r()ti:To.,wbi:(k,TrAth,(:a 
niininuim ol 'iiipuiviMon and to siipoi 
vise olhei eimii m idalt, '
::('-Saliiry7ran()o''loi:(:idS2'(fe::$'1  ̂
y$i 1:3^,: pm- hour; Apiiikmtioru forms 
7;ife:m'/ali;lbiey(rohVlhe;‘Sclvcidl ‘ 
0ft!C(l72125llpailno Crdt-s RoadVic 
loria:; B;C., V telephoiiG :5(il)2'TThT 
Gibcinii dato-Toi -^applications 
Wednesday,:' October(5. T9B2 at 12 
:p'clnck nnpri((;,(, :;y "''7"(:y-:"' (:^^ (''y^, 
;,(V s'; Tngtamy Kocreiary,'Treasurei 
School DistiictTTo'' 63 (Saanich):
, (,'P:0,;Box.70()07v:'-7,,'; ,:(■ 
:,-7saam(:bion- B,C/'' '7:1
additional insertion^ requested (with |lhe((lnitial ;ordeh^(«
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional insertion.
I)
AVON





artross -Trom:, Safowayp'- Sidnoy,'.: $3S0y- 
,'monthly' ityiesivp, 'H2 7*2125 ;• or058 -'■ ■ 
■""'(t3237)fter(j ii.nr.yy''':"'""'"''""^ *ff"
NANNY'HOUSEKEEPER,:((or 8 ihOhllV 
hIH: "hr'gliTiiihc*' Mrtv.mmhPr, ■ Rrinntwrv-id 
;:(Bay, ipaytimtsiMonday ;-;Fnday,Tttvo-dutl' 
light hOLi$nkPppin|.|, mu{i1 bo (mature, 
oMforioncod, natvr»mokor arui (iixcollont 
,' withi ; childroit Hcloroncos - roquirod, 
Stale quahticntiprt'i and salary oxpoctod 
to Box '’U"i C/o Sidney Roviow, P.O, Box 
2070,Sidney,VRL3S5 ’ 7^^^^^^
M»ltWBrln^'torSIDNKYiBEVIEW't!LASSlHiD'8ett93i;iThlrd'%t4»?0; Box 2^i701Stdnfty, Bl.ClV8L 388
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Western Canada School 
of Auctioneering Ltd.
Canada's first and only completely 
Canadian course offered anywhere. 
Licensed under the Trade Schoois 
Licensing Act, R.S.A, 1970, C. 366. 
For particulars of the next course 





ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-FrI. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
MICRO COMPUTER PROGRAM Course 
in BASIC. Private evening instruction, 
utilizing TRS-80, level II and disc basic. 
For information and registration, call 
656-9314 536-tfn
Aiato Hefinishlsig 
2072 Henrv Ave. Sidney — 656-6812.
Quality Work 
Reasonable Rates
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
<own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
PENINSULA DIRECTORY











‘No Job Too Small"
656-5604
THorne- Lennon Electric f]976j Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SinNEY. B.C. Y8L SAG
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
actor Work
2073 Hendry AVe:, Sidney
656-7135
★ Autobody Repairs ★Boat
★ I.C.B.C. Claims Re-finishing
NO. 1 TOPSOIL and bark mulch. U-haul 
or we deliver. 6709 Oldfield Rd. 652- 
2614. Firewood available also. 535-41
I'D BE HAPPY to supply home baking, 
pies, a specialty, in reutrn for fruit, 
vegetables, eggs, etc. 656-1358 after 5 
p.m. :
FIBREGLASSER for small boat repairs, 
sundecks, odd jobs, reasonable rates. 
656-0473, leave message.
BARNEY’S BACKHOE SERVICE




on the mufflef; 
tailpipe, eochaust 
pipe and labor!









25' CENTURION Motorhome for sate. 
Must sell this fully equipped home on 
wheels for bargain fall price. Call 656- 
4015.''
PIANO LESSONS, classical and/or 
popular. Register now for autumn 
season. Limited openings, 21 years 
teaching experience. Suzuki and will 
train for R.C.M. exam. Mrs. Doney, 656- 
4060 277-41
TEACHER with computer experience 














Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sal. 7-3 p.m.
MAN AGE 21 looking for placement 
guarantee after automotive pre­
apprenticeship traning course. Anytime 
656.5738,
PIANO. Beginners. Excellent adult 
course. 656-6058. 416-39
COMMAC AUTORaOTIVE 
HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134M&D0NALD 656-7144
PARK ROAD
VIOLIN OR FIDDLE lessons. All ages, all 
styles. 652-9874 after 5 p.m. 473-39
H.O.E. FARM. Welding services and light 
fabricating. Qualified welder will make 
trailers, put on hitches, ornamental 
ironwork, etc. 656-9535,1545 John Rd., 
.Sidney.
WES lO^ES





PIANO LESSONS — Saanichton. 
Register now for fall term, and enjoy 
learning to play the piano. Call 652-0263
564-39
EXPERIENCED DESIGNER in ad­
vertising layout work and sign painting. 
Please call 656-4015 if you or your co. 
need my services.'
; Will . paint your car or
• truck, - body repair, rust 
cut out, dr fibreglasslng. 
I.C.B.C. .Tow, Reason­
able Rate. Try us Once!S ^td.
2031 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY :6S6-'2221
. ..
Crafts;
RESPONSIBLE STUDENT looking for 
after school babysitting job. Will ba'oysit 
on "weekends; CalL 656-1507, ask for 
Lisa, after 5:00: pirn. J:
Cal! 656^55^1;
IFor FREE: estimates ;
2i0i^alaYiew
Sidney






FOR SALE Nishiki touring bike, 12 
speed, mint condition,:, lifetime in/ 
vestment..%700 or best offer. 656-5981.
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to paint signs,: 
posters,: murals,; illustrations: at 
reasonable cost. Water color, Chinese 
drawings. Patrick Chu, 898 Downey: 
Road, Sidney. 656rl730. : ; 540-45
BEGINNER CERAMICS classes;
qualified teacher. ' Greenware and 
'supplies.656.3888; ; 616-39^
EXCELLENT ; BRICK/STONE work 
Experienced,: reliable, reasonable. 
Specializing in brick panels for airtight 
stoves. Full tractor services (rototilling, 
blading, postholes, :etc:). 652-3802 
:. (evenings best). ; ;
QUALITY CARPENTRY WORK or
handyman’s :work. Reasohable:; rates. 
Phone after 6 p.m. 656-6056 : ; v: ;
AJAX HORIE and nV rpels free ESTIMATES is-L ■tt;::
Homes & Ofhces' 
OmCE CL^NERS Gutter Cleaning @56-1353
Bonded & Insured ■ •
18 :YEAR OLD HANDYMAN? with good 
(carpentry skills seeking part tirne dr fuillv 
(timeTempioyment;:" Reasonable:: rates/; 








•Se\A/er Hookups; •Hydro s, Telephone Ductwork: ; 
''•Drains" ■;;; v;,;:
; 556;Downey Roajd ;; 
R.R.1, Sidney, B.C.








m/BT Ti -s!Ta<^ ‘ Walls washed —
Si Gutters cleaned






•Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts 
:(• Aj so'‘^yy I hdow: :&■ G u tter; G lea n i rig (
<Y. il.> /i v•' .s .'•rV''' ' -V.'f• ’ l n,r4Vj\\n".'j,i i fn, Ajsj v ; >Kii! i;j’. .-fV /•: Vv ,, /
OCEAN VILLAGE RESORT at
;3KBEAUTIFOL LONG BEACB st:
.BABY CAR SEAT, $40; two Realistic 
GBs, one 40 channel AM, $ 125, one 23 
channel AM/SSB, $150; Eaton's baby 
crib, $100,652-1373
SUNEMPLOYED;meeding.tp:selLipO,VW^^ 
Fastback. Good body, ' needs engine 





only *98 per person, Dble.
includes bus, cottage, sightsee­
ing, nature walks, etc,
656”0138 Weekday's
(«);
(LIGHT . DELIVERIES, (pick-up:; parcels/; 
:rubbish;and4junk;:h'aulecl,:,:Courier;ser;:: 
vice, etc. Curt, 652-1373
•backhoe service 1 
•plowing,.^cultivating;; 
■ & rotoyating ' 




1968 DODGE POLARA, slant 6,4 door, 
econo car, $499 ;00 or trade boat and 
motor. Curt, 652-1373
LEVVIS SEViGNY ISACICHOE BACKHOE
2320 AMHERST AVE. with LOADING^ § T
aeisie EXTEHDAHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS
4 jn i waterlines/ y
APARTMENT-SIZED FRIDGE, in good 
: running order, $50.; 6.56-420,6 :
ABLE-2 Construction Ltd.
Quality Workiuaushiii 
From till' Trailitidiml to tlic Uun^iial
HARRY ABRAMS:
■ • Al t e ra tin n & opai r 
• N e VV Go II s t r i,ic t ii)n "
24 Hour Service 






. P1 d Li g h i n g,.!■ e v ell ing;,;Fe n ce; 
(^ostsV; DiggihG.,;;:. 5.0 -Tin;
;; 1973 VEGA GT WAGON, 64,000 rniles, ; 
standard, 7 wheels, air shdeks) Good; 
( look! ng J 1,3 0 0; 6 5 2 -3 613 0r see at 6 819 
Wallace Dr. Y ^ 525-39
" 1973 DUSTER, : 340, (mags, yellow; 
55.000 rniles. Very good condition, 







1976 FIREBIRD, 4 speed, good con- 
edition. Offers, 656-9158 653-39
BART ' spoclallzlng in Finishing Carpen-
Bullt-Ino, Rumpiin
;: ;: Long'Tlme Sidney Buildery s' 4 ; (; Rooms, Repairs, Additions, Custom- 
; nonovBio^ Snvolf^ElTESTiMATES^^T' j-nade Wlhdow Shutters,
Call 6564915 — NO JOB TO small —
1978 FORD :i72“ TON, wtF" 197^ 
Caveman Camper. Excellent condition 
656‘2827 657(39
^ .j;974":]^bGE:':DARt::
( Extra mounted snow tirosYl 15200. 656-
MOBILE BICYCLE REPAIR SERVICE 
WE BUY & SELL USED BICYCLES
; ; T|'', G • '
BICYCLES REPAIRED, OVERHAULED 
, & PAINfED PROFESSIONALLY,
; GUIDES FOR;BIGYCLE TOURS




Renovations, atidilions, (inis 
earpentry & Custom lurniture,
Carpenter ik lolner y RoleroncBs available, 
Quality Work “- Free Esllrhalos 65S-737CI
1981 BUICK REGAL LTD in hiint con­




;::1973 DATSUN,''like now"/Ono owner, 
(excellent condliiori,;;dark: blue, white 




BREAKFABT A BED FOR TOUm
:: ■.''grants;
SMALLMQTORS
10J34 McDonald Park Road
: Ke[Vi i rs „t(.», 1 :,.nv 1 iniirv\T) rs,. (,'
'"T'lrnin^inV'i,' MivIdH'-yLli't;; olc'
rjjl lliisqvarna Pioneer :
;::;i980';rORD Fasc Vm'y'iobdwiditlon:; 
,TAII offers coriftideredj 474(2009:65T;;40;
;ilWl.isc'el*aneoMS; 
For S»le
, EIWOOB E. THOMPSON CONTRIlCTOR irO,
.^ohyeto.DijvowityG,,,:, ,, .. Concrgto Waiutpiooling ,,..Sidewalks.
:"i'isli.pQhd'!5';:::;"'''-"''' ............' lilos ■ HomoRcitovitllons














21' GLASPLY BOAT, in/outboardi ' : 
Mercruiser, 165 HP, Fresh water cooled, 
good .condition, complete with F-Z load ' 
trailer, many extras. $T'<1,500 656-5785 
6S'0-4'0.
.:(.. J2r"c;pii||‘ CRUMPL'IapSako'Miih;',::;
cedar on oak. Volvo motor and liag,new ( 
canvas top, propane stove, hoa-tl and 
: sink: Anchor,; winch, everything (or;;





9773 • Slh Si, Sidney
656•5S41"■":;;.;^
PUMP & WATER SYSTEMS
■T''662-4406 






. ^ ^ ^ ■:
: rHII5t;WA7liR FOR AMIPICA.K
■ ■ V,' ' ■ ■ ■ .. ..,r
panorama finishuw
.SliQi) luiftPiT' I'JoiK.ivMiiop Woikv '
DENIS BECHTHOLD IUis. hR(»-6721
Custom Woodwoikinfi: I Resr 6!i6;r663‘J
■(/!?)
SHERWOOD’S LiUvMMim;M; uiitaum tui.tnm.i.in rH-n ■
^"'''i''''3^'''VeArs:oxperioote'
"'" CLINIC ' "^'“'TfontC'-MamteOartce arifl RepairsITi
ts.oo AN HOUR Painting, fall cleaning,
: (MblUo ur,.putillj«, liiid Uiid |Ub* Ul uli
( T kinds, Chainiaw work UO ,00 an hour or '
Contract,CSe i358 alters p.m...... '
'TCSidheyarCS.OSS'eT'fe;:' ' '
;■:about a iob, Anyitang.requlnmg :a.twi^d.. 
....CallTjm, 652:0364. Thanks;
CURk.''ENTERPrtlSES.'A'lltypwo!g!a«, 
at; laroft;'discotmt;;pricos: "Table .;tops,':; 
ffopairs: ■Greui.ihouse:.. Glass,;;-!8;'>.18.'L: 
'/Ul. -ott:.' 'Tentpend ..Gins:;
"34'‘xC«":;ahd';76"i;'28"x.76«:'.'T20::eaT; 
9 760 • 4th SI,, Sidney. 656-6686 tt
.:#mtW6off'euT'Ta"«>iW7"ceriap.
.posts and rails, beioci.tteo tailing. USUH.. 
4713. 43ft7.t(
... Canada.'s. li»f:8esi,d<spl.ay..,.WlK»(esalo a(»d.^ 
fetaiii. f'.iue crttrtiuguiis.'tjvaiUblfi...Nor .
burn llehtinB Centre :trtc., 4600 :East 
., .Hastings. St,,'- Burnaby,-..o:c.:V5C ..2K5 
.;PhDne.299-06.66,.. . '. H
RAVEN RECREATION VEHICLES LTD.
4099 TUXEDO VICTORIA
.•■ ...... '
iift.'l !>i'i ,:.' '■
(lli.ljj,
•■ii,'!; Wj fUl'.t.V’..?ji, o.fij I ,
'-W-ilTS:
STDNEYGlASS
Marino, Auto A Safely Glass 
Wlnilow Olass -" Mirrors 
; Wlnflslilftlds Insialletl
: ln;(uifMH;r;T,::laiftis ProifiOlly lLiim
tColoune .-"•JL.WllLLHT BtSUKLIib,:"
'.'' ■'•fiiAMonci 'mwmM ''
' 2384 BEACON AVENUE Ph. GBC-Ml?
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of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Landscaping
DAN & lOHN’S NEW LAWNS, PRUNING, ETC,








Dutch Landscaping 81 Co.
10 years in Sidney, A-1 Recommendations,





Residential, Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction
6955 Vl/est Saanich Hd. 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “laeas Ttjrough Planting- COMPLETE SERMICE
o Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
• Lawns (Seed or Sod)
• Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
» Pruning & Spraying




ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD. Industrial Area
QUAUFltD WAnRANTEED EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP FREE ESTIMAtES 
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY by Contract or by the Hour. 
Complete Landscaping Service and Quality Stonework.
Call 652-9811 during business hours Mon.-Sat.
/ CAH0ECOVE 
MARINA LTD.
MARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding/ .exhaust systems. For 
pleasure,/commercial and fishing




’;,' ■ ;-’/-;■////" Paiiitm 
/’/'//./Decorating^ Ltd./
// Interior — Exterior 7 /^
;,//';:,/: Paper'Hanging:
656-4487 656-5646











/j- Einergency' Work / "; ;'-/ .,;/
Estimates 
PHONE; 656-4603
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, at the Jumping 
Mouse. A great selection of good and 
beautiful books for all ages. Beside the 
Royal Bank on Beacon. 5523-tfn
^INBOW GREENHOUSES, 2070
Keating Cross Road, 7’xl2'greenhouse, 
$180. Come and see our Hydroponic 
Garden. 652-4522 335-39
WATKINS GREAf PRODUCTS! Buy or
sell. Call me, Eileen, 656-7884. 442-40
SIDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE
MOVED TO 9783 - 3rd ST., ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. I 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE. SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE. 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $197 . (40)
smith” corona ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITER, Coronet Super 12. 
Chromatic cartridge, excellent cortdition, 
$200 o.n.o. 656-6764 566-39
FLEA MARKET, Sanscha Hall, every 
Sunday 9-3, Starting Oct. 3 . Info. & table 
reservations, call 656-5316 evenings. 
605-39
FRANKLIN STOVE, used, $50; used fire 
screens, many sizes Irom $15. Sidney 
Fireplace Shop. Marina Court. 9843 
SecondSt.656-7737. 688-41
3 DAYS ONLY, Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, Oct. 1, 2, 3, from 10 - 3 p.m. 
Shop now and save tor present and 
future projects. 25% to 40% off all 
ceramic supplies, some glazes. Some 
magazines are 2 for 1. Come se our bisk­
its mingio finished articles: Bee's 
Ceramics Centre, 9255; East Saanich 
Rd.,Sidney. 677-93
BRUNSWICK BlLLiAFtb table, 4W x 9’
$350' fold-up ping pong table one asters,
$7 5 ; '65 Valiant Signet 2 door, H.T. auto,
6 cylinder, $395.656-6537. 663:39
BOY’S BAUER SKATES, size 11: girl's
; Wit a skates, size, 1 .Both in excellent 
condition. 656-4585 , 664-40
JUNIORS 5 SPEED bike, excellent
condition $125; pair girl's size 5 figure 
skates, like hew $35.656-2085. 665-39 
PADDLE FANS — The original! fan store! ;
Wholesale and Retail I Free catalogues;
'Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery lnc; 4600 EasL- 
Hastings ; Street, Burnaby, AB:C; V 
2K5; Phone:ll2-299:P666. na-tf
WOOD WINDOWS; AND DOORS.;
LOWEST PRICES; WALKER DOOR; LTD!
MOVING SALE; Loveseat, 3 pee. dinette, 
9" table saw, shelves, misc. Saturday, 
Oct. 2 from 10 a.m, - 3 p.m. Corner 
Calvin and Forsythia, oft Bowerbank. 
656-4555 686-39
MULTI FAMILY Garage Sale. Quality 
children's toys, (Fisher Price etc.); 
clothing for all, household items, gar­
dening tools. 1930 Sandover Cresc. (off 
E. Saanich Rd. via Barret Dr.) Sunday 









1412 White Rd., 
oil Stelly’s X Rd.
652-2009
ANNIE, Astrologer and Advisor, Taro 
cards, plam readings. 901 Empress Ave. 
corner Quadra. Open 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
No appointment necessary. 1/2 price for 
readings. 386-6233 39
SiDNEY WATERBEDS. WE HAVE
MOVED TO 9783 - 3rd ST.. ACROSS 
FROM THE BANK OF MONTREAL. 
COME IN AND SEE A GOOD SELECTION 
OF WATERBEDS FOR YOUR HOUSE, 
APARTMENT, MOBILE HOME, 
TOWNHOUSE, HOTELS AND MOTELS. 
SPECIAL ON THE STREAKER, A 
COMPLETE PREFINISHED WATERBED 
IN SINGLE, SUPERSINGLE, DOUBLE, 
QUEEN OR KING. ONLY $197. (40)
COUNSELLING for families and in- 
vidividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9815 - 5th St. Sidney. 656- 
1247. : ; , / tf
SEEKING weekly support group, coping 
with separation/divorce? Professional 
leadership, also public monthly in­




APPLES. Wealthy, Mac and Spartans. 
1040 Maple Road,656-2637. 678-40
Furniture 
For Bent
WEIGHT-LIFTING and BODY BUILDING 
EQUIPMENT. For catalogue and price 
list send $1.00 to Wolfe Equipment, 
45983 Reece Avenue, East Chilliwack, 
B.C. V2P 3A4. Phone 112-792-2570 




3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month. :
833 Yates 383-3655
^Li¥est©ck:
HORSESHOEING; ; Certified - Farrier: 
(1973). Michael Carnmack.; AIF work 
guaranteed;383-9766i ; 503-39
CHICKENS, f7e~TO good home(s),:
preferably NOT for the pot. Motley crew 
ofV Leghorn and - Bronze Gomel. Good 
layers, very spoilt, 'excellent: pets. Feed
SENIORS [60 OR MORE], New to Sid­
ney? Don’t know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaveri or call us at 656-5537. ;tf 
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION,- 9788 2nd ;St., is the,
; information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a fevy hours a 
; . week to help others in your community,
; ; please call , 656:0134 .for .further in- 
,:";:;Tormation. /'.‘r. T'-;'/'T'';tf;;'
CENTRAL SAANICH PHOTOGRAPHIC
Society presents a camera course, 10 
‘ lessons. Sept. 28, 7:30 p.m. Instructor 
Mr. Eddie Lee, Kits Cameras. Fee $30. 
Regular meetings held Central Saanich 
Municipal Hall, 3rd. Thursday each 
month, 7:30 p.m. Info. 652-4444, local 
25.01-652-2769. 39
THANKSGIVING TU~RKEY BINGO, 
Brentwood Community Hall, Monday 
October 4, 7:30 p.m. 15 games $1.00. 
Extra cards, 5/$ 1.00. 39
VOUjnTEER sitters for infants and
toddlers are urgently needed IVz hours 
weekly by the Sidney New Parent 
Discussion Group. Info, call Shirley Lyon, 
656-4396. 39
"SHOW BOAT" bus trips Seattle,
starring Donald O'Connor. Oct. 26. 
Vancouver, Roger Whittaker, Gordon 
Ligljttoot November 13; Charlie Pride, 
November 19. 477-5259. 676-40 
b7c. ASTROLOGICAL SOCIETY regular,
monthly meeting, September 30, 7:30 
p.rfi. 1450 Elford St. (near Stadacona • 
Centre.) Speaker, Erin Sullivan-Seale. 
$2 entrance fee. Tea, Coffee, cookies. 
INfo. 595-2054. 39
KALEIDOSCOPE STORY THATRE, is
having a fun filled afternoon of family 
entertainment THanksgiving Day Oct. 
T/jllt Tickets $3.00. 388-9314 for 
■reservations. 39
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP. A
Jdiscussion group for women meets every 
Thursday 10 aim. at Community 
Counselling Centre, 9815 - 5th St. 
Sidney. New participants welcome. 43 
SINGLE PARENT Resource Centre
Auction, October 2 at 2 p.m. Viewing 12- 
2 in St. John's Hall, Quadra and 
Balmoral; Feature will be a Celebrity 
Auction of persona! items contributed by 
Canadian celebrities and VIP's. Crafts, 
baked goods and games, activities for 
children. 385-1114 info. ; 39
SIDNEY TWIRLERS and .Drum Corps
lessons at Sidney Elementary .Thursdays 
from 6 p.m. 656-6098. :
LADIES WISH!NG TO BOWL, please!
contact Pam, 656-4980 or Judy, 652- 
/4257; ■
FLEA MARKET Sanscha Hall, every 
Sunday 9-3. Starting Oct. 3. Info and 
table reservations/; call 656-5316 
-/evenings./-:.’ ,■'■'■:./,///; 606-39;,,-
ISLAND CAT FANCIERS monthly
meeting October/6 - 8 :P,m./at^.P.G;A. : 
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by / Boardroom, / Napier/ Ave/ Everyone ./
/welcome. Info. 385-7289. ^Sidney Prospective: Chapter :bf Sweet 






SPANIELS, liver and v/hite. Many field / 
trial champions in pedigree. Excellent 
pets and hunting dogs. Pups lor sale, 
$275/ Phonei 12-5 9 3?4 318, na-39
group rnost Mondays,
/ Legion /Hall /on /M i i I s/ Roa d; I 
/:656^5 301/or 656-7828/
AUXILIARY Saanich; Peninsula: Hospital::
Bazaar,i October. 2;at; 2, p.rn;/ Saanich ■ctr InriiiripH ^ singing/ teel welcometbloin our friencily
?>i39 9^5 b m 39 group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at Jhe :;. Peninsula Hospital Activity Room. Misc. ■
' ——1— ' ° . nformation, treasures, handycrafts, games, etc.
' tf Admission and tea, $2. __^
IS OVEREATING CREATING problems in LADIES AUXILIARY to South V.l. Zone 
your life? Overeraters Anonymous can Royal Canadian Legion, tea, bazaar and
help you! No dues, no weigh-ins. bingo, Oct. 1 from 12-4 p.m. Esquimau
-6829. Meetings are Thursday,s 8 p.m. at 9788 Legion, 622 Admirals Rd. Proceeds to
^ 3/4. HORSE AND STOCK TRA^LERS^.Wme^or 2nd,St.Sidney.656-3674. -tfn J.O. Anderson Housing Society. 39
CAW-FOrSMALL BOAT OWNERS. M.A.D.D. - M(others) against Drunk- 3566, Powell River. 485-9744. Lillooet. ”
^ 25’6-7501., • Winlaw, 226-7343, VnMfi PhfnP n? 5?? 98
/ Whitehorse:.667-7332:____________ B^.V1T6M6 Phone 112-5.2-98




, 9MF^N:SIZE: BED:^U ^ ANNUAL / BONOPARTE/RANCH
or of^^s, 2 drawer filing cabinet, dfer^ LIMOUSIN PRGDUCTION/ySALE/^,
Wednesday, Octobei 20, 1982, 1:00
, 7'-9 p.m.,'-Sidney/North Drivers ~ information meeting, 
, 10091 Resthaven ' everyone welcome. October 6 from 7:30-
Drive, Sidney. Pre-registration, 656-. 9:30 p.m. Spectrum Community School,




957 Burnside Rd. West, Victoria. Info. 
642-4278:385-0548. 39













/ older white/sinkiw/taps/spice cabinet;;'/
//outdoor Christrrias/lights: tlowr/pols; /: /:_ _;: 3 g : / 
652-9592 evenings./ / / ///;583^40
r-rppu n r Otterine 35 Group meets second Tuesday each LADIES AUXILIARYUo Army, Navy and
-.pH pnH 3 nprrpntapp females month, Sept, through May at 7:30 p.m. Air Force, Unit 302, monthly meeting on
br iT?-457-9584 Presbyterian Church, 2964 Rich- Oct. 3 (Sunday) in the club rooms. All
moiid Road. Visitors welcome. 592-7519 members urged to attend.________ ^___^///
Licensed Plumb&r
Heati ng
// ’/■;:; /'/v///,: Now;Constructi6h'and'Ropaim:'.-j;/;
• ' Spoclalizing in Hot Water; Healing
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 056-1580
•TYPESETTING •BUSINESS FORWIS 
•PRINTING *PH0T0C0PIES
Sth & Beacon (Driftwood Centre)
COLOUR TV, /19/inch;/ Westinghouse,;
: V.H/F//and Y.H.F, / instant-on. Good 
working order, $ 150.652-5543. 586-39 - 
WINDMILLS. Ever thought of harnessing / 
/free/energy? We are the distributors fbr / 
/Bergey/Wind -generators which have,/ 
some new ^design/ featurs based on , / 
/ aircraft tchriology.: For details send 60c/ / 
or;/$4.80 for complete nianuaI. E/T.S. / ' 
Electric / Shop,! / 543 Powell St.; Van/ ' 
//couver, B.CL V6A1G8/
AVOID EMBARRASSMENT. Portable / 
urinal for boat or car: Male or female. 
Disposable bags. Only $3.95 plus $1,55 
handing charge. Black Sand Industries,
/; BOX3344, Kamloops, B.C. V2C6B9, na/
//3 9///7:/://:://
/"JUST ARRIVED.”/ Carnation dog food 
and livestock supplies. Cair652-5754 .
/6^6;'l-'4 3'/'‘' /////'/:/-'■’":'/'//;//
C.K.cT REGISTERED German Sheptierd
puppies/ championship/bloodline/652-
0290 or C52-1088, Sheila or Doreen/
/■'6’4'6 ::3 9■■:/.;/;•■":/://;"■/
■“/'///i/for'info/ '747;:
/ PROSPECT LAKE District Cornmunity 
Assoc/ annual General / Meeting /and 
/ Election of ;Officers, October 1/at 7;3(j 
/ p.m. Prospect; Lake/Comrnunity/Hall; 
: 5358 Sparton Rd:;; ' / /
//SURVIVAL in Economic Hard Times". A/
free discussion to all interested persons/ 
„each Tues. and Thurs. 7:30 p.m. until 
’bet. 19, ;in/the;AuditbriuiTi,;2334;Ti^e^ 
St. Victoria. Into 383-9721, weekdays,
•10-3 p.rn/''' ... -..r,"-
;///'/BUSineSS;/.;::/;
Opportyflities;
SEWAGE TREATMENT PUANT - 5000 
gallons per day - brand tiew, never used/ ; 
$14,00(7.00.27 foot Holiday Trailer, self/ 
contained 4 ,• piece bath, floor furnace 
etc, $4 ,90b:Phone 112-487-7225. na-39 '
CRESTED WEAR7Add to your income! A 
young dynarnic company requires part* / 
tune roprescnialivos III your local area, 
/Phone (403) 437:0195: na-SO/
Graham’s Roofing
656-0626





INVEST IN YOURSELF! You can averoRO 
$70,00 and ore per year with $ 18,200 
investment For more informatioli phono ' 
(604) 294-2375 or write: Westland, .385 
Boundary Road South. Vancouver, B,C. 
'■■V5K 4 SI;^"";//: na-39-',,/,;. 
EASY HOME/INCOME, Sell books by. 








40 INCH REBOUNDERS. $ 159,00; two 
:: year warranty, prepaid shipping, Doalei 
' / enquiries, welcome; Volume discounts,
/ earn extra mbnoy; Call cpiloct (403) 346/ ' /envelope for Iroe'cielnilS,; Ffeply to Box //
, ;• ion . Visai Mastercard,/ :;// 03*42 c/oSIdnov Review; P.O, Box 2070,: 7
........... ...................... . Sidney, VfiL. 3 S5. 673-41
'REwOriwt'^^
iir the North bkanagaiv Valley on main 
/highway. Good; family bporalltin; Fpr 
'/; more information phono 112;764 -8485/^^;^^ / ;, 
nai39 , , ■ _ '
7;;7: BUSINE^ IS. GREAT'UTRlVliSTOKElT,/';; j';
7STEWART & Wi|.tS0N ROOFING
VVe snedaihe '> > estimates



















WANTED; t*baf stool/fenco/posts and
page wir0 (01vcmg, suilabk 
:652*9519 orG58'5647 / ;;
i/fOi:/'Sheep,'
;’■;,'/;,//;';7,3,9"
WANTED; vyfiT tirade hail •/ bur/cfop'Ol
rSafJOm rigs lOi U5»e Oi yPUr
,.65 6-5 918 ■' //';:'';7"/'/'/'//,:':/7;/
)LA/L|t Ui ytrl ■*
;'/.///ll/''7"'M0'
'WANTED: china, gloss and any /small
items. 652.-4297 alterS p.m, ,,/,/. 669-42
"/ J '7' ' ; ' " . I.'.'' .. . '/'. /
/'.'■/^//./..../I'Cia'raQe
’//,';'i'7;;:';;''::/;salefl''/
/, 'Mb't«ls7'' Wpar1fnot:dSi ' 'Shbb'/SlorpV
;;'/: Rest a'u’ra rt t s, ■T rb i ibr.Fa r k s / ’; C a nv- 
/■ pgrpund/;/Bakeryi/ We;;/|nvite. Al.1./;
/ inquiries to Century :2l Mid?Moun1aln ;
' Realty Ltd 7Box 999j RovoIsloke. B.C- 
VOI; 2S0; PhoneT 12-837•2123■ ';/na)39 
', FORCEDTAWWrribrO^^^^ 
reduced, from/ $1 70,000.00 to 
$85,000.00, Easy Terms as -low as/ 
:/$15,000 00, 7 down. ' / .Grossing 
' $10,0p0.00. Room fnr oxpansior). Phone/
' .l,l2-67'2';9443.
;. i-gpi'/xWoFFlfilTfER
' ir) n/ new career?; Wo; are ripening a now - ; /; 
school ' lor,';; Sculptdred.7,Nails,;/’In’,:,the/ 
wroa/Forohlyb'smali fwbl :/
- II I I . J . $500. you can learn the ar? of applying a
:: Homebaking, floworR, fruits, plains,-and beauiitul, riaturalTw'jking heiLin bnly hvo r
: short.".;.days::' Reserve.., .now,/; limited;, 
'’scaling,'.available,7Call ;,112:463,5025,/ 
(dHys):li:2'';4'SZ*75877eves); ':/,;;//■ n»'40,'//:
of PROFESSIONS/GOODS and SERVIC|S
4H OARAGE SALE/October 2 from 9*5 
p.m.. 7961 East Saanich Road (across 
from the Saanich Fair Grounds) "
many / other, 'Items.: as .' well ;as;„Eoat. 
manure. Donations of pop or beer 
lioHiesappreclatod, lnlo;6S(j*6166; 29z- 
/October 2 and 3, from 
2214 Mills Rd : Sidriny '
UPHOLSTERINO. Wtfi;
• (.lunrrtntMd CiiMom Vyn-k iKliihl.ty r/mnex
■■■ "'i.lerry




THIS SPACE COUtp BE YOURS 
FOR OMIY *20 A MONTH
GARAGE
in a nv'. 'T p ff
October 2 and 3 / 10 a, m / • 4 p.W! No
,'early;i(iidi" .please., ruinituic./hccKc^^
/''equipment,'/ /toys',','/'Rardeh/,';,to'ols",;/,;.'7RELAXATICN,'''','-',''TAPES'’ 
glasswaifi./ many tnisc, items/ 10348 / , SUBLIMINAL SUGGESTIONS by Clinical; 
' Arbay Clos#, oft Aid well. 667-39 ■ ; Psycholngifit'/;; 12';' lilies inrliide' .'Stop,
6it^A51™EAt’.WrSatlTiTb^ ^m’day": '■ -' /ii'niokiiif’. 'Weifht"cOnf rot; Concentratiein
;,Oct,. 2; artdT,:. 9; a.m.,'''!i'p,.m.',.Fishinfi'/';:.;/and/Studying,;Sports;;:Tr»inirig,./U4,J6; 
■'hb'us'e'hold, items,.. clolhin'g.'::misc';"^ 9518'.';-"'each ,':B'0,x:6926?, VMi-irouver/B.C:'Phone 
Maryland/Oceanside.off Weilor. 684-39
' ’‘/U ■: '
UPHbLSfERV SERVICE CENTRES
SOfAS/CHAIRS,/HECLippS, ETC;•REUPHOLSTEE 
•REPAIRS -r SmiNOS. FRAMES. WOOD REFINI8HIN0 
•3 STEP UFHOIGTFRY R CARFFT m.mm 
• *‘soil BUARO" FABRIC PFIOTECTION
; "Smior ttifmm Discount'':'':,;
'TH IS; spAbE; douLOiBe .yduRs 
ONLY32b A MONTH
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Crisy; lo-u&c'touch controls, Vn:inbie pov,'c; kivnls (70700 V/i Auto Weight 
lOelrost And.^lAutosWelght'Cook/liinctiqils; accurately (iolrost or cook: mcql 
Audi poiijtry iby w:cighi7 soAherA islno sot; time and:temporatiire.
I'hreo-stngtAmomory/vnelay/standiCvcIie'dolrostvAdtomaticlliCQOk'A’ 
i BOuritl'/Matjnotic Aairntablo::c'ohtirnioiiAiy:rototbR loods:asAfe^ 
coertlmp liinction Multi-lunrllon digital clock/rfodout, CookhOok,
S$.
lalk;, ,, Wir^iilT,'. c
Variahic power lovolo piovido choice ol cooking power (70700 W), Dial Compact oxlcrioi, momy 0.01?() rn’ (O.Oh cu, It ) intonor. Variable powoi 
control with sixi power selections. Temperature probe with aiilomnlio'sliiit i- A- levels (50, cAOp W):Wltll,Slide coritrol: Deffps|/Tlnsli:;]or lh(!jvic|ua(ipprtiops:!? ,(
Qll .when food:reaches desired :internaldontperalure,,Delrost/,llaslca(drost; ,;,:iUid srnaii se(wieg!i id;yular (lollphi setting lpi.M(gera|uaj)i|h^^^
settings, Cook:A-nound; l\/|agnelic lumtable continuously lotntos loods as _ Cook-A Hcmnd Magnetic luintablo continuously rotates foods as,they cook. y,.*
they cook to cinsiiro even crjoking lhirjur)houl Clnlaiy timer with beep dO-inmnK' lot.iry iimoi lor (|iiirrk time soltinr] Convenient cooking guide I'*''. ,'.v>
isignal. Convenient cooking guldfj on panel Glear-viriw oven dooi allows you pnntnd on rontrni panel givos appropriate power seltlrigs (or a variety i3l \
tfj view cooking progrossiwilhoiit opening the oven. Cookbook melutlod, loorts, Cloai'View oven rlooi tillews you to view cooking progioss Cookbook ,
_ _ Included
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The 1982/83 school year was 
well underway when Claremont 
siudents gathered for their first 
day of school - Sept. 8th.
After a long summer, an 
enthusiastic student body was 
ready to begin the new school 
year. Activities which had not 
started during the summer began 
the first or second week of 
school. The cross country team 
jumped the gun, beginning 
practices on August first. Senior 
boys soccer, both boys and girls 
junior and: senior volleyball arid 
junior rugby all started the first 
week with a kick a smash or-a 
grunt. 'V'
Claremont student council f 
executive converied parliament « 
over the summer to plan pur [' 
highly successful “Goodbye to. 
Summer” dance, while the 
concert and stage bands were 
busy fund-raising for their trip, 
already booked tP; San Francisco 
in the spring.
Claremont Players have wasted 
rip time. Work has already begun 
on the; Christmas play, a 
traditional English pantornime, ' 
“Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs”.
Other clubs, such as the an­
nual, canteen, .outdoor, chess, 
student council representative 
and jazz dance have all gathered 
early preparing for this year.
Roni Anderson, left, presents 
Paul Varga, Jill Mack le, Dan 
ceremonies of new library on 
tiny readers.
"‘snake" she made to Parkland school K.E. V. Club members 
Varga and Kim Kpsawan. Presentation was made at opening 
Rest ha ven where snake cushion will be used for enjoyment of
Tom Cronk Photo
any indication of Claremont’s 
coming year, it is going to be a 
super one!
Club registration
Registration for Central 
Saanich .Boys’ and Girls’ Club 
will be held 4-6 p.m. Sept. 27-30, 
at the old fireball, 7856 East 
Saanich Road. Activities include 
floor hockey, crafts, babysitting 
, , courses, special events. More
information 383-1101. .
; : By IAN CARPENTER; :
/ The; experts say. the first month 
biack toj school is the hardest for ' 
students and teachers. But if this : 
September is any indication of 
the year aheadv it’s gorina be a ;; 
great one!
Already all sports teams are 
Out in; full: force / working up a 
sweat and / paying for their ; 
laziness over ; the surrimer: with ;/i 
pain. Exhibition games are sure ; \ 
to follbw tvith the senior girltand 
boys ; volleyball/ teamsi jumping :: 
off to an early start against 
Dunsmuir and Parkland. Field 
hockey has started and the girls 
have drawn one and lost one.
•The first full student 
government meeting was held on 
Sept. 22 with, for the first time, 
grade representatives. Instead of 
having a person from each 
homeroom attend-the- meeting.
each grade nominated and elected 
five people aS their represen- '
tatiyes. jWe feel this new system ' 
will; be more productive in 
arrangiiig , student activities:; 1/
; would; alsd: like; to: formally 
welcome Mrs, Linda Giles as the 
/riewstudentco-ordiriaiorj:-
• •Congratulations ; to /Dan , . 
G i r a r d w h o c o m p 1 e t e cl: t h e: 
Victoria marathon in 3 hours, 10 
rriiriutes:and 52 secorids/;Dam is: 
affectionately known at Stelly’s 
as mr. Marathon as he completed 
the: yancbuyef:^^M aralhon earlier
this year. Congratulations also to 
Richard Cracknel! who also
completed the race in 3 hours, 38 
minutes. Well done. ’
•Our grade 12 cornmunity. 
recreation class went on a 
canoeing trip’ last week and 
enjoyed a mixed bag of weather, . 
ranging from sunshine to clouds .-v
to some rain. But everyone was in 
agreement / that it was the best
ever!/' ,■/ ■. / ' ■■■'
; Oct. f is theday when Stelly’s 
will have its first: Mad: Hatter’s 
Corn Roast; and /Sports Day. 
Students will;be gettirig involved 
in Sorrie crazy/events with : each 
grade / competing for prizes. 
Afterwards a/corn/roast will be ' 
held.
/ //•The Buzz/nexty week: will: be 
under ; t he capab 1 e di rect id n/ o f; 
executive council as; Jay: Gargus; 
and 1 will be in Ottawa attending 
the Terry Fox Youth Gentre. Our 
week - will be centred on science 
and technology and we will be 
learning about our topic first 
::hand by; visiting: various centres 
and factories. The program was 
designed to promote national 
unity and understanding between 
• high school students. .-i
It’s Septemberand once again the lights of “Broadway” have been 
turned on over Parkland school — the home of Parkland Theatre and 
The fabulous Grassroots Theatre Company, this talented troupe of 
high school performers have been entertaining and delighting 
audiences in Sidney, Victoria and many cities across B.C. for the past 
ten years.
Their productions of Carnival, Oliver, Codspell, Fiddler on the 
Roof, Cabaret, Hello Dolly, Arsenic and Old Lace, The Miracle 
Worker, and mo.st recently The Songs We Sing have been smash hits 
wherever they play.
This Grassroots theatre season promises to be another “must-see” 
on the theatre goers list of great shows. Director Doug Bambrough 
has chosen the smash off-broadway hit musical. Dames At Seaeis the 
season opener in December. Dames is a wonderfully romantic romp 
through the 1930s song and dance, and is based on the campy 
nostalgia of the Hollywood musicals of the era.
The spring season promises even greater value for the entertainment 
dollar locally. Four productions are waiting in the wings, they include 
The Valedictorian, Laddie Boy, and Krapp’s Last Tape, all award 
winning one-act plays schedulled to be presented in the Parkland 
Theatre May 5, 6, and 1. Hurray For Johnny Canuck complies the 
group. ^
A new and exciting dimension is being added to the Parkland 
theatre scene this year as well. Bambrough has formed a new 
organization to work hand in hand with his talented statge performers 
and outstanding stage crews. "Friends of Grassroots”, 2i %\xppov\ 
group for his high school troupe, will draw on parents and adults in 
the community interested in, and wanting to become involved with 
theatre, working in the areas of set construction, costume, make-up, 
transportation, music, and even performance.
“I’ll take any adult who wants to join with us in producing exciting 
theatre,” says Bambrough. “Musicians, performers, mothers, dads, 
friends — anyone who wants to help us.”
First meeting for the new group is Thursday, Sept. 30 at 7:30 p.m. 
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By WENDY LAING
I’d like to welcome Ian Clar- 
penter, new columnist of “The 
Buzz From Stelly’s.’’ Good luck, 
Ian, and best wishes in dealing 
with a recurring problem called 
“blank-mind”.
®At noon Sept. 24 our main 
hall resembled a Vancouver 
traffic jam. All our Panthers 
crowded into the area to watch 
the hilarious antics of Parkland’s 
grade 9 Initiation Day. Each 
grade 12 student was given a 
junior for the day which they 
“initiate” to the school by 
comically dressing theii, etc.
The day though, is mainly t.o 
welcome new students and help 
them get to know our Seniors.
operate. printed a superb sign for student
• . and the show is on the council, listing local businesses
road! Auditions have been made who supported our student card
and the cast and crew selected for discounts. Our appreciation is
Grassroot’s musical, Dames at again extended to these mcr-
Sea. Best wishes during the next chants.
two months of rehearsals. •Upcoming in the near future;
Parkland’s theatre company the fabulous Harlem Clowns
has also developed a group of basketball team! Returning this
interested parents and adults year they will once again try
called Friends of Grassroot’s. tokeep up to our senior boys.
This support group will aid or while leaving the audience in
students in all aspects of theatre; stitches. Advance tickets go on
acting, dance, costuming, make- sale in the main hall Sept. 19.
up, technical, music, concession SPORTS NEWS 
etc. Both our senior volleyball
teams are on their way to great
seasons. The boys plugged
enrolled in the Science and 
Technology field, so will have
Drama director Doug Bam­
brough explained,“There are „ • ................,I I 1 J 1. . Reyno ds tn two straight sets, times w'hen 1 need an adult to „ •Sept. 20, Tony rloor with im­
pressive play whomping Dun­
smuir Sept. 22.
•Last Thursday social studies Our female counterparts
play a certain part.” The next 
meeting will be Sept. 30.•Parkland’s president John . ,■ f . -1 different experiences comparedMackay made his first council ^ ^ j T , v ,■ , , I to Suzanne and Jack (who
announcement o e ^^s u em 5gp^_ 26) who were classes were visited by speakers of defeated Reynolds last Monday,
° ff^v ^ ’d * t interested in Canadian Institutes. the World Hunter Project. Their with rookie Lara Melville
specia ^ air T>ni Next week 1 will have a report on presentation was not only in- showing outstanding ability. In
(^thned the next few months ot who have just retur- teresting, but horrifying. 1 their Sept. 22 game, the girls
the student counc. calendar. certainly hope they accomplish , smashed Stelly’s and Leslie
ntra-rnuia vo ey a ^ earns iave Tony is taking an Adventure their goal of “ending starvation Braun and Carol Pendray were 
een cioseri, so we re o an into Industrialization in the east, by the end of the century”, consistant with their great play,
running.^^^^^^ ^ ^ through Sidney Rotary Club. through the united help of the •The girl’s fieldhockey fought
•Both Sieve Tisdale and Tony This trip is to familiarize a rural world; Parkland will play its part extra hard, but couldn’t quite get
Moniz arc also off to Ontario. student with the urban life in a by participating in National Food a goal, so settled with a tie
Steve is the latest Parkland city. Visiting for a week (Sept. DayOct. l6.: ^ against Stelly’s Sept. 21. They
student to visit the Terry Fox 26-Oct. 2) Tony will learn how "A special thank you to then were topped by Oak Bay
Youth Centre in Ottawa. He has large factones and power plants Sig^raff on Tfarbc^ir Rd., ^y^'ho 23 but gaye^itAh^^U.^
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday Wf Friday 
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After summer glidinf* at Princeton, liX^y three^^m 
Sidney 676 Air Cadet Squadron have quaiified for fiying 
gilder wingse Corp ora is Tim Wait (top photo), Harr) 'Vet rut 
and Hariing Park are congratulated hy Capt. Thomas Mur- 
phyV base commander, CTB Esquinuxit.
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Here in B.G., most of our 
energy now comes from oil, 
natural gas, and hydroelectricity. 
Alternative sources that show the 
most promise for the near luture 
in B.C. are geothermal, coal, 
small hydroelectric plants in 
remote areas, and biomass.
Solar and , wind energy may 
also make an important, though 
smaller, contribution to B.C.’s 
future energy supply*
: .Geothermal-;;;'
The interior of the Earth is
very hot. Some of that heat
1 '■ ■■■■■
creates volcanic activity in 
various parts of the world. Where 
that activity ; has occurred 
felaitively recently, large; pockets 
of hot water, steam, or simply 
hot rocks sometimes remain close k 
enough to, the surface to tap for 
:;energy. ;•;■ /r;,;,'; ■■
Meager Creek me^
With federal and provincial 
support, B.C. Hydro has :been 
exploring there since 1974. The 
methods used are very similar to 
oil or gas exploration. So far, the 
■ results are very promising.
Hydro is now drilling one of 
several exploratory wells to locate 
the exact source of Heat. If the 
temperature, pressure and 
quantity of hot water or steam: ; 
are suficient, a 50 megawatt 
demonstration plant could be 
built within the decade.
IprbjectTn operation today;is 
Geysers,: 160 kilometres north pf 
San;Francisco.;The field supports 
^several generating; units ranging 
; from 50 to;d 00 rncga>yatts. The, 
total capacity;installed so far is 
nearly 1000 megawatts;
expeHed TO kpfpduce ;2000 
megawaits pf electricity, which is 
about foiir-llfths the Mmouni 
produced at: B;p.’s Bennett Dam 
on the Peace River. While thC; 
Meager - project, if developed, 
would probably not be as big as 
the Geysersf it could still make a 
significant contribution to B.C.'s 
liiiurc energy icquircincnls. 
Biomass'f,-,;
Biomass energy is solar energy 
plant life and organic
derivatives.
It’s possible that somcda> wo 
could cultivate fast-grow ing 
-^, ;■ V; foresi- specicS"jiis,lTp;,fiktlfhenual 
electric plants.
Biomass also comes in the 
(\yrnt of urban t el nse and gttr*
bage. In large urban areas, where 
garbage is available in large 
amounts, it can be burnt as a fuel 
for generating electricity. For 
now, however, the cost , in 
Vancouver for this power would 
be about five times the present 
price of hydroelectricity.
Another use of biomass is 
ordinary wood heating. Although 
many people now heat with 
wood, its widespread use is 
limited: I by supply, and also 
potential pollution problems:;
; But' wood -wastes from the 
forestry industry already are 
providing; about 20 per cent of 
B.C. ’s total energy ; supply. Hog 
fuel (bark, sau'dusf and shavings); 
and ‘‘black liquor” (a by-product 
of the pulping process) are burnt;i f 
to make steam: The steam is used ; 
for; process heat ;and, in some 
cases,for producing electficity.
; vFofest: companies increasingly 
are /using,; !hese -wo^odfwastes: to:; ; 
co-generatc both process heat 
and electricity. In the future, the 
companies may produce more 
electricity than they need and sell 
the surplus to B.C. Hydro. - 
The principal advantage of 
wood waste is that it’s a ^ 
renewable energy source. One 
main disadvantage is that its 
supply is usually not dependable 
enough for ongoing electrical 
generation.
Coal
; Goal can ;;be;burritftb> pirpdutc 
steam to generate;; electricity* :
; B.C.; Hydro has proppsed a cpal- ;
fired thermal plant; at; the Hat 
; Creek coal field; vvhich is one of;
: thc 'world’s thickest deposits. ;
■? :; New technology :;dtas reduced ,
: , the amount of air emissions from 
: inbdern;; thermal ; plants. Blit 
; people ard -stiU; very; c 
: about the cnyifbnrncntal effects 
both of epai; mining and coal- 
';;;fuelcd plants*:
C^pal also can be converted to 
oil or gas fuels. The cost, 
however,; is fairly high. Until the 
technology is improved or the 
cosi of conventional; fuels is 
higher in comparison, coal 






;; of ;ppwcr.: Njosi of, these; pjartfs :
nld; lodav- tllC :
Half costs
from ©If
Over 18,000 B.C. home and
apartment owners have converted 
from oil heafwith the help of the 
Canada Oil Substitution 
Program (COSP) by the end of 
its first year of operations in June 
of this year. ; v G
Part of the National Energy 
Program, COSP provides taxable 
grants of up to $800 to cover half 
the cost of converting oil-fired 
space heating and wafer heating 
systems to other fuels.;
Apartment ;buil^ 
eligible for grants of up to $5500, 
depending ; on the * number pf 
suites in the building.
; A hurhber of guidelines apply; 
to the program:
® Building owners in B.C. can’t ; f 
convert to electricity if natural 
gas is available at the property 
line and at no cost. They can, 
however, convert to a heat 
pump, or a propane gas, wood, 
or solar-powered system, as 
well as natural gas'.
o A heat pump can also.be in­
stalled to replace an oil-fired
heating system anywhere else 
in B.C., but on Vancouver 
Island, the oil furnace must be 
. retained as,a back-up. .
« Each system covered by a grant 
must displace at least 50 per
„rm„ rl, a, n,ea,er Creek, near Pen,„er,on. .Here e.plo, a„on is un.cr.ay ,o assess iHe ' ^
area's potential Jar geothermal energy. plants.
projects.; Small hydro facilities can Council, along with B.C. Hydro Anyone converting a heatingTins is particularly true for s 'be built without a and the provincial government, system to natural gas should
large utility providing an in- dam, so environmental impact is condtietcd a. onc-year test o( a 50- consider converting the^ water
tegrated ; province-wide power minimal. B.C, Hydro is studying kilowatt vertical axis windmill at heater as well. Gas-heated water
syGtem. It^ m be more a po.ssiblc project at Bella Coola Christopher l>o.inl on Vancouver systems provide substantial
;Mnomically feasible, however, could be built as early as Island. Investigations, now arc savings in Itiel costs and faster
^ 1985. A number of other sites are tindcrvvay to c ctcrmtne il Ins water heating,
individual cntrcpreneurs to build aksp imdcr invcstigatioii. type nl windmill can be used to ji* decide not to
a small hydro fudlity iivtheir replace costly diesel-tueied convert your water heater now,
area. atoiig y^^j should have an inexpensive;;
The power from a new 2:5- disadvantage of being a diffuse the northern B.C, coast gnd in tie left in the gas linef This will;;
jnegftwait plant, j'or example, source: It'Vould lake Htindreds of f * the Queen
would cost aboiil five limes as large wind (tirbincs to equal the
much, ifhtiili by.Hydro, than the power production of one large ; By government policy, nuclear heater with a gas heater,
power from the; 2700-mcgawatt hydroelectric plant.; Moreover, energy is nm Tarc^fthe ^ More information landTa
Riwelsiokc projeei. now under the wind comes and goes. So scenario tn B^G. Whcthci wt wnow under ; the wind comes and goes. So scenario tn jj.v. Yy''ubvi; wv w.. plication forms for COSP grants 
coiisfriiction.^ ; ;f there, wouki still have to be evei use I*’ arc available front your local gas
....... ated cbm-; : conventional; energy sources tp ; sonic titfine tltim^ win;But ;many tsolatcd 
iiuinitics tcly onGxpcnsivc diesel-'
powered plains ;io;proyide Ihcir 
electricity.; Wlicrc
are.Ttiiriy: ol : fithd; l dtiy' the 
- ifajconOmicS':' '''bl;'"" 'scaleG "seem ";-':t O; 
.G"; f a V 0 u r-: ■■ .’in u ch'V';;,fa rge i::,- '..po'vy e r;;
G'''TG"‘'‘'G'f”Tv;T-MT’;p;,^ ordcctriculilityr^^F^^ back up the windmills. dnrgelyon the ‘’b'mriir ol B.C.^. - ^ wood, propane,:sblar or fithcf
Nevertheless, in remote tireas tesitlents, nnuiy_of wlionmtia
,,,vv...v,........- with strong svinds, it may he voiced strongobicciions to it. As : ^osP, program,
sites exist, li tviiglit be practical to feasible to build wind turbines to well, tlie ccpiionucs, pi imcltar , ,,A,,,,,4r lUo Pr,/ir(»<; MinWTihrt 
build Simill liydio plums for these supplement the cner"'' ‘•"nnlv fnr
'' L»..»*»■» k i.>« ■ 11 .'ur-:. jii t k-t
i t ti l m h ;cepi pimc * r luiuym ^ ^
t e rgy supply o energy have :
reintite locaikins, ' niid sd;ouf ; coiiinuiniiies currciilly depciutent lavonrahle as reguiaioiy an i ^alf, 5021 kirtgswayGBurnaby,;:
■"■■ need for imported ; :
:■ ';''The’-';':'';Nnt ionaf;'"':;':Reset
down on oui 
oil. ;N (it tonal
'■- ;h
That friendly fire cheerfully 
crackling away in your fireplace 
is Avnnning your heart but 
probably not your house, In fact, ; 
using a fireplaceGevery night 
during the winter can raise your 
inoniltly heating bill by asmneh 
■.'astcn'pcrcenu'-;. '.■:''-G',GGG-;'..;f-:,';f-;' 
Here’s how it happens; As the 
Tire TroNvs''Tigger''and,:%aG'’‘^G: .h',
.t3i,aws'more and;mprc;,room 'rtlf'y
up the chirnhey. This In itirn 
sucks coldct air into the rpoirt ;
from omslfle. tliroiiglv ;oracks 
aroiind doors niid wiinrloWs; So 
thecolderjtisontsidc.thcgrcatcf 
will bcthc'lpss,',oferi'ergy through;'',' 
ihisairGsw,. ’„' t-,.,;
■';';';"'tevcn-.'-'wiihf,the'';'nre;:put '-and; 
damper closed, a considerable 
amount of heat escapes tip; a
nreplace chimney. When the 
damper is lefi open,:morc heal is
1 lowcvcr, there are sonic ways 
to reduce the heal loss: ;
• One of iltb tiew tyiies of grates 
' fircplacpi liners will
■ Tiiercasc the of your
■ im’p;;ihe;'rootn";ancl lcss;up'the':;
''■■'■'"'''Chimney';’
G* Another idea is to close the 
; rloprs of the room where you 
' are nsing a fireplace and 
; slightly open a vvindow in the 
samc.;;,room'.;';' ;Tlns'";T>rovidcs;. 
fresh ait for bOih yniv and the 
'fire, ’ Ini t 'pre ven t f t he'f ire; from-; 
dr iivving cool Tni t side * aif i tv 
ihrongliout the einire house, 
t Von might also think about
using a fireplace cover to 
reduce tlie amount of warm 
room air drawn up tl'C
'."'Chimney.;;f'■',;'
• Specially-designed glass dpors; : 
can be used to cut down on f ;
heat loss, but only if the; 
fireplacc is adequately supplied :
■;;,:wii.ii' f.o'iitsidc ....aif ,;T'o,r;:;,; com'
' biistionl!''"';
• When no fire is burning, an 
incxpepiiivc fireplace plug
made pf plywood and in-
; stilaiipn caivbc uscd to fill th^ 
lireplace opening completely.
• If you have a fireplace that you 
never use, it should be scaled 
off completely to- stop heat 
lossf -One simple and inex*
.; ■f.q.Wmive •w.a'y.to'do t.his .is t0;'put;'; 
r Continued,on page 1)2: T ,
■aiiiiiiwiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiii
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After it is installed, insulatioh should be covered with a six mil layer of polyethylene to pre- 
■ vent moisture problems.
I To replace a faulty switch, add another wall plug, connect an ap- , 
1 piiance or add another light in one of the rooms or basement.
Qualified Journeyman Eleictr • 'an. Licensed and living in your area j 
- can provide prompt and L it service.- '
Your house, like most 
everyone’s, could probably use a 
good energy check-up to find all 
the problem areas that are costing 
you extra money.
Heat loss is the biggest energy 
waster in homes. The most 
economical way to minimize heat 
loss is to have adequate in­
sulation in all the outside walls, 
ceilings, and floors.
Insulation and Air Leaks 
Since warm air rises, one of the 
most important places to check 
for insulation is at the top of the 
\ house.;;',:"
Someone agile and with a good 
sense of balance should climb up 
into the attic to determine the 
type, condition, and quantity of 
insulation there. If the insulation 
is less than about 180 millimetres 
(six or seven inches) thick, you 
needmore.
The attic also should be 
checked to make sure there are 
air vents to circulate outdoor air 
through the attic space. They 
should be open and working 
properly.
Openings that come up into the 
attic from the ceiling for such 
things as recessed light fixtures, 
wiring, and plumbing shdiild also 
be checked. These will have to be 
sealed with caulking compound; 
; of blocked ' with ;; polyethylene 
before new insulation is added.
I This prevents moist air; from: 
inside the house from getting into 
the insulation and reducing; its 
:''^effectiveness, '"(s 'f;;;'' L'
Insulation must always be kept 
away from recessed light fixtures. 
And sinte heat iabdund tb escape 
through these uninsulated 
“holes,” it would be best to 
replace recessed fixtures with
i Free Estimates on Electru. ..c f'a^rerwifesofyne^cpnstructiori';
Continued from page Dir. 
a piece of plain fibreglass baft ' 
across the smoke shelf, and 
then close the damper on it.
freally; wahtstd; use;^ 
your home, a good airtight, 
controlled-combustion wood 
stove fitted to the existing 
; ; chimney; \vould be A m^^^^
efficient source of heat. And 
some types have windows so you 
can still see the bright, cheery 
flames.
■ While this may not seem as 
romantic as those crackling fires surface units” 
in your fireplace, many of these
new stoves now corne m at- the ceilings is the insulation in the 
tractive shapes, sizes and Hornes built before 1946
decofafive colours. You may won’t have any insulation in the
walls — unless it was added after
Caulking on the outside of a • 
wall should only be done where 
rain can leak in. Otherwise, the 
outside surfaces of perimeter 
walls should “breathe,” allowing 
any moisture that gets inside the 
wall to get out again. Weep holes 
in the bottom of brick walls 
should never be sealed.
If your home has a crawl 
space, it should be insulated next. 
The easiest way is to put the 
insulation up on the underside of 
the floor above. If the floor is 
insulated, any piping in the crawl 
space ' will require freeze 
protection and heating ducts 
must also be insulated.
Alternatively, the walls of the 
crawl space could be insulated. A 
sheet of six mil polyethylene 
should be used to prevent any 
moisture problems.
Above-ground basement walls 
should be just as well insulated as 
main floor walls. The lower 
concrete portion should also be 
insulated down to at lest 600 mm 
below the outside ground level.
After the basement insulation 
is in place, cover it with six mil 
polyethylene to act as a moisture 
barrier. If you use a foam in­
sulation for your basement walls, 
you must cover it with a; fire­
proof barrier, such as dryTVvaU.
half-inch (13 mm) air space 
between the layers of glass. It 
may take some time for energy 
savings to pay back the cost of 
the new windows, but the 
reduced condensation and added 
comfort are often worth it.
And if windows are completely 
replaced, serious consideration 
should be given to reducing the 
size of heat-losing north-facing 
windows, and enlarging sunny 
south-facing windows. 
Thermostats
Regardless of the other energy­
saving steps you take, you should 
; be sure to check the brain of your 
home’s heating system, the 
thermostat.
The key to using a thermostat 
efficiently is to set it for the 
temperature that best suits the 
activities of the people in the 
house. For watching television, 
about 21 °C is usually com­
fortable. For more active things, 
such as doing housework, 17°C is 
often more comfortable.
If the temperature at night is 
lowered by five to seven degrees 
Celsius, about 10 per cent can be 
saved on heat costs per year. 
Many people find lower night 
temperatures rndre cbnifortable 
for - sleeping, andi healthier for 
many plants. You can also save
satisfying as your old fireplace.
PRICESLIKE 
THIS. UP TO 
70% OFF
1; 40.000 fiinoio rolls oi 
'dlscdnlliiuod wfitlpnijor pricotl 
;;liom,JiMlo;iO.£)B8/r>llinl'«
no Bdconds prlrroOiilnh), , 
.LsoloctiOnvurliss lioin bloro lo'i-:
V/ aidramrisuivociiRpiiiyaVdii 
‘ ;;w(iiipnj)fjr ia'm'optisiadln;,::'';'': 
piirwrn, y/inyin, otc,
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; A GREAr hUY!;
3, Sdidolpd Walipniior Books.
30% OFF
i’^^loco R^ior Kit "* 
(240 mm), Ron; so.oo op.
OiTromoInd fliiBipnlnl
25% OFF
' rotibito' roli'iil prlcjo.'
WONDERFUL
WICKER
construction — e^^cept m. nor­
thern areas where sawdust or 
J.;.- similar material may have been
Il used.
g Insulation in an exterior wall 
^ ; can be checked by drilling a srhalf
II conspicuous place, like under a
sink. Then a thin wire or 
straightened coat hanger: can be 
used td;p6ke around inside the; 
|l wall.
i| You can also test for wall 
Il insulation by removing an
electrical outlet or switch cover 
and poking around behind it, but 
|| you must turn off the electrical
; circuits before doing this; ;
; I ; walls, cellulose insulation can be 
I (blown into the wall cayiiicsi
% Ally holes; dr ppcnirigs : from 
the inside of (the yvalls into the 
wall cavity should be sealed with 
caulking corn pound to stop moist 
air from inside the house getting 
vinto the'insulation.'-;.'.v;''s;';,:;:,(,.;(:'-:v,;.' 
( Places to check . closcly^;;T 
holiA arc Ahcrd: \ya meet the 
; I’l 00 r - or in as on r y (like a 
I'iveplacc), around door and 
window frames, and where
electrical dudcts ahd^^ 
jichtil rald the; wall . The electrical 
( diitlci holes can; bdsealed with a 
very; ihexpensjvc “rubber” or 
Ppnpcr” gaRkcl.; Ariy' gask^^^^^^^^ 













: ' ' , i oriiill Homs.
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carefully; examined for 
; where cold; air can leak ; inf A 
common problem area ;is where 
f the concrete and frame portions 
of the vvall are joined, though i 
newer;homes are generally sealed 
there. Other areas to check for air 
leaks are around plumbing and 
wiring holes.
Cold air leaks can be found 
with a simple draft indicator 
made by attacking a piece of 
plastic wrap or tissue paper to a 
coat hanger. Any draft will 
flutter the hanging material quite 
noticeably.
The floors of rooms built over 
carports and garages should have 
at least 150 mm of insulation 
(RSI 3.5 or R20). The easiest way 
to check and insulate this area is 
from below, by opening up the 
ceiling in the garage or carport.
;; Drafty doors and windows also 
; let in cold air, and should be 
sealed. The correct materials 
should be ; used job*
These are readily available from ! 
most hardware or building supply 
stores.
Windows
w e a t h e r sealing h a s b e; e n
; bhecked( it’s time to d 
;;;;;winddws'.
( In most houses, more heat is 
; lost; lhrdugh^^^;^fw 
anywhere ; else. Even double- 
glazed windows lose about ten 
; timek the amount of energy that 
escapes through an insulated 
( wall. One way to reduce the loss 
is to add another layer of glass, 
Storm windows installed on the 
inside can provide energy savings 
; at; a;fairly reasonable cost, But 
sincc dhey- are sometimes not as 
airtight as outside windows, you 
could have condensation between : 
them; To avoid this, make svire 
( that your inside windows are the 
tighter fitting ones. ;
If windows are being removed ; 
during renovation, they should 
be replaced with scaled, double 
;; br; t
down during the day, whenever 
your home is vacant.
An automatic thermostat can 
be installed that will raise and 
lower temperatures ; /at ; pre­
determined timesf This kind of
Hot Water
Next to the energy used for 
home heating and running the 
family car, the average family’s 
biggest use of energy is for hot 
water.
In many homes, the hot water 
thermostat is set around 50 to 
60°C. This can often be lowered, 
while still providing sufficient hot 
water for normal use.
Energy and money can also be 
saved by making sure the hot 
water tank is properly insulated. 
All the pipes going to the faucets 
should alsb be irisdlated. And 
whenever possible, the tank 
should be located as close to the 
major outlets as possible,
The amount of hot water used 
in taking showers can also be 
reduced considerably; by in­
stalling a restrictor On the shower 
head. This still provides enough 
hot water for a good shower.
To save hot water in the 
laundry, cold water rinses should 
be used for all fabrics. For 
washing, the lowest ; Jiuilable 
temperature of water should be 
used for individual fabrics. With 
many new detergehts, cool or
wide range of fabrics.
Another way of saving energy 
in daily household operations is 
by not using the drying cycle of 
the dishwasher. If the dishwashcr 
door IS opened after the rinse 
cyqlc,;thc dishes will air dry,;
; After completing a thorough 
energy check-up, ; a homeowner 
will have a very good idea of the 
improvements needed to increase 
hbiiseluild; energy; savihgs.^;A 
one; of ( the biggest fc\^ 
conservation is just how much 
belter; an chefgy^ e^ 
will feel.
energy
^ The nckt lime you plan to buy 
a major appliance, you should 
consider the cost of the energy 
ybviMl need Io operatc that ap- 
pliance over Us expected jifeiimc. 
This may be just as important ns 
its initial cost, since many major 
applUtnecs will last 10 to 15 years.
If the difference in energy use 
between two refrigcrators, for
instance, is ;50jk kilowatts |>cr
rnohth and the cost of electricity 
is 5 cents per kilowatt, theenefgy 
(("costdifference;'' ovcr;;:;a;^ 10'>ycar 
period wotild be
.;;;::M''To;.;;,hcip;;.;consumc'rs;;;shop;';:;
nrotmd and compare the energy 
efficiency of diffcrent appliaricc ; 
models, the federal ministry of 
:''"'cbhsumef'and ^irpotraie; affairs';''
has developed the EnerCluide 
V: Program; 'Every' major; appllahce;; 
Is now required to display a label
stating its typicai monthly 
electrical consumption in 
kilowatt hours, as tneasured 
under pSA test standards.
Mhc OnerGuide label Is 
prominently displayed ori the 







The federal consumer ministry 
also publlshcs ja directory each 
year listing the energy con- 
siimptioii of all appliance models 
sold in Canada, Copies of the 
directory arc available from all 
regionar and district bffices*of 
rofisiimer and CorporaicVkffalrs 
;;',Canada^j";Thc; directory „;cafi' also,; 
be examined at your local B.C.
: Hydro office,.':';,:,"'("V
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ATTIC VENTILATION
CSA Fertbmiancc Certified 
power altic vent.
An Energy Efficient Home
LIGHTING
Supplementary light 
switches and pilot lights . 
Fluorescent general 
lighting in all major 
task areas (laundry , 
bathroom, workshop, etc.)
WALL INSULATION 











Gas and oil 
et|uipment nutst be 
checked and 
adjusted to ensure 




RSI 6.3 (R 36)
.FIREPLACi:S:
Must be equipped 
with metal or glass 



















caulking and door 
sill scaler.
WINDOWS
'I'otal wiiKlow aiui 
glass door area 
should not exceed 
15% of the gross 
floor area and 1 {)%> of 
basement areti.
Triple glazing for 
very cold areas 
exceeding 5,800 




only for areas below 
5 ;800 Celsius degree
insyliife
If your home insulation needs 
upgrading, biit you’re a little 
short of the cash to do it, the 
Canadian Housing and Mortgage 
H Corporation' (CMHC) and B.C. 
Hydro may be able to give you a 
hand. .r
If you qualify,"you can get up 
to $5,00 as a grant from CMHC’s 
Canadian Home Insulation
Program (CHIP), and up to $500 
as a' siiort-terniv low-interest^^l^
from B.C. Hydro.
Eligibility for CHIP grants has . 
been extended to include B.C. 
homes Ifuilt up until Jahuary 1; j 
1971 .V Themust be a 
principal ( residence and three ; 
storeys or less.
( Only one ( GH IP grant per (; 
house is allowed and it is taxable
V . . U.
.'■■■.(as income.';',":;': (
The grant covers the full cost j 
of insulation rnatcnals up to : ; ^ 
$^50, and dne-third of labour 
costs up to $150. This adds up to 
a total possible grant; of $500 for 
!i detached, semi-detached, ot: 
row house unit. "An apartment 
btiildiiig has a slightly lower per- 
unit maximum. A'i giants are 
taxable as income.
.'"v;:''' ;'To; qualify jfoi’";a;GHIP ■ grant,':;;;y. 
the insiilation for houses built 
be lore January 1, 1961 must have 
been bought and installed after 
b'Aprlif 20d,l 979.; Fordioitses'-builtr:,;',-^;:
'betvycci);''',,l„9,6j^ukI'-:;:"!971Jhe;"V' 
insulation must have been bought 
hiiti instaiied after April I, 1982, :
If’;-yovtV;Jtotiglu :;:and:;;:.'uscd;:.';;::"
; Inalei inis before these dates ip 
tipgriideva dvyelliitg built beforC; 
1946, yoti are eligible for two- 
thirds of tiie costs of tnaterials uii 
to $.350.
,C(U'itracUU’S' ;,;,whd'';.iiis|all'''in-':;';;'. 
: sulation tutdiJ' Btan's tniist^^^y y 
beiisted by the Gaiiadian Genet nl ; : 
Staiulards Board (CGSB). This ; 
means that their personnel have 
passed;!, examinations for each y 
type oi insitlation niaterial they 
'install.,''■■P'';:,':".."
Tun- fiuther inforttiaiion abo 
CHIP grants, call collect to the 
; office in Vancouver, (604) 666- 
"T(27d,7Vdr:Writ'er((''V;;
About W(i of your home’s energy 
goes for heating. So that’s the 
place to s^. in your efforts to stop 
burningraoney. Andthe tiiue to 
stall? K^t now—before 
heating seasohbegins!
own Energy Savings and Finance Plan can 
provide shori-terin funding lip to $500 at 
a very layourable 10% interest.
Little things tliat meaii a lot.
(5) %clso in the M^ ground
level windows can be blocked with W ply­
wood panels, backedwithMinpato^^^ 




waster of all So at today’s lliel costs, 
insulating to recommended standaids is ail 
investment tliat pa^sIpr itself on the 
lavei‘a|epin'jle^sihaii^Evc5:yearsfAher;t1iat,;lt 
dt pays dividends forever!
losersT little energy enemies which together 
;;^,;can;add^up^to|,;idl'ofwastc,:^^
(1) Clean or replace the furnace filters at 
least twice during the heating season.
■ '%(2l;';$etthddhefni,ds,tat';dack^ 
time and wh(5n the house is unoccupied. lU y 
am save you as niuclTas;ld%,0n your 1^^^ 
y fid make these savinglaijtdmlticy yd 
look into the:ndw:pr6graihn'ia&^
or insulation panelsMde for easy^^m^ 
and replacement, as required.
New—plug into savings / ”
with these electrical / ( , . '
outteUnsnlators. /;■ '%/
This new insulator reduces 
dralls blowing in through 





Because newer homes may heecl additional
selves up ancl dowri to iireseleeted settingsp
(3) Consider the installation of insulated 
sldrm Windows througbpLii thelipusel
dr departnienf slore-yiu^ 
:'lrce'deiTQhstdiddii;§rn|)le'fi^;Hp 
check the coupon below.
, i s
,1:'^GpdBQXdlKV'y,:;:::,",', ,,, ,':',y:,",„;„:
y ; y bPoMnl Sifition Si. Enurciyt, "
bvci) if yupr home, duusii'i
qttalify for rt CHIP graut, '«
T;' ;i':,: ■ '■'';’,',v(;'rv'^...''Well; ■"'('qualify',' •■for :;B.Ci
r;,;':::,i'iyai'u'’G''v:iton)c:'4',tu5pi,«ii'o'iiG
: Idurtncinl iartii, which applies 10 ;
i; yd';'"';..all :,h0,mej.''' excepl,;lhpsv currcuilyy;'y 
,,;undcrconsrrucn,on,,;:■:'■;■
Uiulcr , this plan, you can
■""'' ^ ''dro'rrow"';:lp'„ to'',$50a"b ':upgrada''';'|;
your lipmc Insulation of install ' 
PritUiplc-gla/cil pylndowsY
jauin tell uoor a.
Program has recently been Extended to 
provide a grant of up to $500 for homes built 
before 1971 (rather than 1961, as fonnerly).
And, for qualilVing Hydro customers, out
':proi')crly sealed.' .■:,''4:-
(4) Many older homes lack a proper sM 
betv^een foundation wall and framing bas 
plate. Check to sec if tllis heeds caulking.
Helplroiiil^^
Ifyoii’d like more infoiinatioii about:;
four home’s energy costs, contact yoiir lodal 
B.C.Myclfb office or rhail this coupon.
i Hydro’s^^W^
IheasC'Send nie die':lodowing:%'d4;';:^ . y::'':,'y
I a SanipIc Electrical Outlet
1 'ADDUliSS
\
B.C.Hydro Gonseivalipn Sciviccs,' 
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Many Canadian families have ' 
been looking to good old- 
fashioned firewood as a way to 
heat their homes, reduce energy 
costs, and avoid possible future 
energy shortages.
But this time-honoured fuel 
doesn’t automatically fill all of 
today’s home heating needs. 
Homeowners should look 
carefully at their own particular 
situation before deciding to 
switch to wood.
First of all, wood fuel can be 
just as expensive as oil or elec- 
tricty unless a reasonably priced 
source is available.
Cutting with chainsaws and 
transporting long distances a}so 
adds to the energy cost of wood, 
and wood harvesting can be 
dangerous, even for the ex- / 
perienced.
' But, at its best, wood heating j 
can bi^ reliable and economical.
When forests are well- 
managed, wood is a renewable 
resource, and proper harvesting 
can actually improve the quality 
of a forest or wbodloF A one- 
acre woOcilof in a coastal a.rea;can :■
- yield one cord of wood a year.:
Fi re wood can also be found i n 
places that have waste wood, 
siichas logged areas and beaches.
There are also the personal 
benefits to be gained from 
gathering your own supply of 
: wood fuel, such as exercise, fresh 
air, and self-reliance.
The actual burning of wood 
for home heating wUl cause sorne^;^.^j\ 
air pollution in heavily-populated 
areas. But the proper installation 
and maintenance of good quality 
burners can keep this problem to 
a minimum.
The potential fire hazards of ^_




minimized through careful in- Effkient wood stoves come in a variety of attractive designs and colours.
stallation and maintenance 
procedures. These are outlined in 
a number of publications, in­
cluding Safe Installation of Solid- 
Fuel Burning Appliances, 
(Copies of this arc available by 
writing to the Office of the Fire 
Commissioner, Suite 1,2780 East 
Broadway, Vancouver, V5M 
1Y8.)
Once a homeowner is satisfied 
the air pollution and fire hazard 
concerns can be resolved, and has 
found a reliable and inexpensive 
source of wood, it’s time to think 
about the actual stove or furnace.
Wood stoves that burn most 
efficiently are airtight, with 
controls for adjusting the amount 
of combustion air, and baffles to 
catch and burn combustion 
byproducts.
Chimneys of all wood-burning 
stoves and furnaces must be 
cleaned at least once a year to 
avoid the creosote build-up that 
can cause chimney fires. :
Because a wood stove provides 
radiant heat, it should be placed 
near the centre of a house where 
heat will reach as many rooms as 
possible.:,;'
It’s a good idea to have wood 
■stoves ihstailed by experienced 
professiohals. Proper cleararices 
; have to be maintained, and wall 
and floor protection may be 
necessary.;;You may also need to 
build or install a chimney, which 
could require a building permit.
Finally/ home insurance 
specifications: sometimes change 
with the 'addition of / wood-: 
: biirning/apliances, so insurance 
agents should be notified.
You can get more information 
; /about wood heatihg;by talking to 
reliable wood appliances dealers, 
from home-owners already using 
. wood heaters, and from the many 





' ' IIC.'Si ldmc Program means housing security lor everyone 
in the Province.
ll provides immediate relief for people in danger of losing 
their homes because of increased mortgage payments.
It makes homes currently on the market affordable to 
: |3epple whose iniepmesa^
tsmmawiini < f mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
New Eirlstifig up to $60,000!
Merc’s how the program works.
Iji'l’hd'ihtc aU morigagiiHj tioth new and
existing, up to $6(),000rincluditig niortgagcs on mobile 
httmes in mobile borne parks. ,
'lire 1 Vtivincial dovcrnmehttiipyers tbc portion of mbhthly
12% fory ;
3 years. If during this period, your mortgage comes up lot’
' rcaicvval, the reduction is based;on the ohc-'ycar Nl !A i '
;;/;'::;;ihsurcd'nttcihen"ayailablc,y/y'V.y''’'y'. yV'--;';;:.
ll'the current mortgage rate is higher than 18%, the maximum
percehtage points, y
.After J years of interest relief, there is an additional year ^ y 
interest-free before repayment neetl begin.
^^vFayiiig.Ba^ -^tSie Subsidy,
; ; l]ic recovery fornnila enables B.C. homeowners to pay : 
back the subsidy when times are better,
'The cost of tlie program will be ptiid back by those who 
lAJicfn ftuitj it. 'I'licrc win be no long -icrrn burden on other 
H.cy taxi'taycrs.
Ittiercsi reduction lunds advanced during the 3-ycar period 
may he Milled into ilie hotncuwiicis lauiigagc at the chd^^ ^ 
t^f the program, bprihoscwho wish ii, thc B.C'.(iovcniment 
can provide a repayment plan tit available ntiesyy ! /
:,::'RcpaymdntAvou!d Be^required upbh ialc of the property:'''y'^ 
or on reltriahctng alter Septetnber, 1986.
* Relief nowAyrepay later when times are betten 
^ Nbw aiid exist!
Government covers portion ol'payment to ■ ■ 
:/;yrcdudejnierbst';i’aie'tO/;12':’B.;'y'A
ircurreni rale (or nue on cxisiing morigage) 
y ishieher i
::;^;'"Fu'hcls::adyaneed:(pr;mbh'ga'ge;re  ̂
free lor 4 years.
'»,;Repay meni,,Tequif ecpoii/sal e' .of' hoipe.




BntislvColumbia call start working aiKi biiilding again.
The 1 lomc lA’ograin will stirniilatyour lynne cpiM 
industry, creating employment tind spiraai benclits (or 
llie Province’s liomc supply businesses.
It will give the B.C. forest iiuitistry a boost. H.C., 
wood products will be in di'mancl iVtun a revitali/ed iKunc 
building market.
':'/'"::y;y;4Yen'lbrcstryB'ttrks,TlittisH:Golitmbia:Wbrksiy^
jPL Program ihat Wor&s!
The B.(1 lome Program will work.
It will help homeowners 
; ihrpughput iholTpymcc.
y y : it will rcviuilizciihc dema , 
generate new housing starts.
All part ()!' British ColtiChbia’s ecotioinic recovery pkiii ,
■y.';''''^:,Hel{>^,'"VbiM:seE^; ':y;';y'.:
Application Ibrrns are now beitig prepared and the 
public will be inlbrmcd through the news meijiiit as soon as 
bthey''areftyailablc.by;.;';-:';;';';.;,:;/':'/"; 
y 'rhe plan will be administered with the co-openition of the ; 
Ppivince’s banks, credit unions, mortgage and mist companies, 
thus strengtltening lliese llnaiicial insiiiuiions: ;
'8b,''.Britid'i'C'Blumbia,,b'':v,b. 
help; ypurseinb
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The B.C. Energy Picture
in ^ 23«3% Imported Oilr OO/: /IDT326.4PJ
You hear a lot about the 
recession and inflation these 
days. But what ever happened to 
the energy crisis?
It’s nearly ten years since the 
1973 Arab oil embargo set off the 
so-called energy crisis. Have all 
our energy problems now sud­
denly disappeared?
Actually, if you’ve looked 
beyond the main headlines, 
you’ve probably noticed a 
number of news items about 
energy during the last six months 
or so, like:
• People are driving less in B.G., 
and gasoline consumption is 
down.
• B.C. Hydro has postponed a 
number of large proposed 
power projects.
• A large liquefied natural gas 
plant is to be built in Prince 
Rupert.
• Severe instability continues in 
the Middle East.
These and other stories say a 
lot about B.G.’s current energy 
situation.
Take our lower gasoline 
consumption, for example. It’s 
part of a worldwide reduction in 
the use of oil and oil products. 
This drop in oil demand is the 
result both of increased con- 
servation and the current : 
r ec ess id n. Oil - p r o ducing
countries are now scrambling to 
sell their surplus, and at reduced 
prices.
While we can take short-term 
advantage of this situation, we 
can’t count on lower oil prices to 
last or imported supplies to 
remain i secure. The continued
retain more of our options.
Fortunately, B.C. has far more 
energy options than most other 
places in the world. Although we 
have to import over 75 per cent of 
the large oil supply we still use, 
we do have four other, abundant 
energy resources: natural gas, 
coal, hydroelectricity, and wood 
waste. We can also exercise 
greater energy efficiency and 
begin to use new energy 
technologies.
Even though B.C. is well 
endowed with energy, each of our 
resources has some questions 
attached to it, particularly in light 
of the current economy .
Natural Gas i
Over the years, B.C. has relied 
on gas exports to finance the 
investment necessary for natural 
gas exploration and development 
in this province. Until recently, 
B.C. has produced about twice as 
much gas as we needed ourselves. 
The surplus was exported v ia 
pipeline to theU.S,
With the recession and the 
drop in U.S. oil prices, B.G.’s 
American market for gas has 
been cut in half. This has put a 
strain on provincial revenues and 
hurt private gas producers as 
■ '"'well.';';
This loss in gas sales might be 
more than made up for by several 
projects, including the recently f 
announceci plan to build af 
liquefied gas plant near Prince 
Rupert. The plant would use gas 
from Alberta and B.C;, and the 
product wouldV be shipped to 
Japan.
: Me ah w h i 1 e, ;gb y e r n m e n t
political instability in the Middle policies are also directed at in-
East shows just hows fragile the creasing our own consumption of
Western world’s oil supply is. the natural gas we produce. Taf 
Shortages and price increases make it more preferable as a fuel,
could return as quickly as they’ve gas remains priced at about 80
seemed to disappear. per cent of the cost of oil.
It was in response to this In a related move, the B.C. 
unstable oil supply that Canadian government decided that a gas
and B.C. energy policies evolved pipeline should be built to
over the past ten years. The basic Vancouver Island. The island is
policy now is to achieve energy the only large populated area in
self-sufficiency: to move away B.C. not yet serviced with natural
from imported oil and rely on gas. The pipeline will reduce its
other energy resources we current dependence on oil. In the
ourselves produce in greater coming months, the B.C. Utilities
abundance, including electricity T Cprnmission; will public
and natural gas. hearings to select one of several
The current; economic companies applying to build the
downturn has thrown a bit of a T‘peline. T ^ 
'''v:-''ytwist'dntb'This;-,strategy,;Tt'.: costs, 
money to become self-sufficient;;
{ changing over to other fuels
such as replacing an oil furnace fOres^^^ rnining and natural g^s
with a natural gas one — requires industries Have all been in a
a^^contracts 
In the recession, few people^- ^ been signed witlv
can afford to make all the desired Japan,\ Korea, and several 
changes. So while seir-sufflciency Europan countries, 
remains ihc{long-tcrm goal, in : At current production rates,
bad economic times we may have B.C. has enough coal toTast at 
to move a little more slowly and least several centuries. But so far.
nearly all our production is 
exported — mostly to Asian 
countries, where it is used to 
generate electricity and smelt 
steel.
We could use coal ourselves to 
produce electricity, but many 
people are concerned about air 
pollution. Goal-burning power 
plants can be built today under 
standards that virtually eliminate 
pollution. But the cost of these 
pollution controls might make 
the plants more expensive than 
other kinds of generating 
facilities.
B.C. Hydro had proposed 
building the province’s first coal- 
fired electric plant at Hat Creek, 
the site of one of the world’s 
thickest coal deposits. The 
project has been postponed a 
number of times, however, and 
its future is uncertain. 
Hydroelectricity
B.C. is unique in that nearly all 
our electricity is generated by 
water power. Unlike thermal ; 
generation, hydro power is clean 
and renewable. But it has itS; own 
environmental problems — 
namely, the flooding of valleys. ;
Because the :best pptentia.! 
hydro sites are mountainous and 
distant from most towns and; ; 
cities, long, costly /transniissiph : ^; 
dines are also required.
;; The Current recession 'hasy 
caused B.C, Hydro to postpone 
several of dts,/ proposed 
hydroelectric projects^' including / 
Site G on the Peace River and the 
Siikine-Iskut and Liard projects 
in the far north. According to 
Hydro, the reason for these 
delays is that the province’s large 
bulk users of electricity, mostly
;i Pet:ijoule (PJ) =460,740 barrels of oil or 
equivalent energy
Source; Ministry ofEnergy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources, June 1981
,.Eiiergy;f,f'{{;:{/';; 
Exported ;'';::; - 'i;;
Goal ' { ; 61.1% 




the forest and mining industries, 
have slowed down during the 
recession and are consuming far 
less power than forecast.
, One difficult problem for 
B.C.’s energy planners is to judge 
how long the current economic 
downturn will last. When the 
economy picks up, so will the 
demand for energy. But large 
power projects must be planned 
at least 10 to 15 years in advance 
to have enough time to approve 
;7'a'nd'builTtherh'.;,:v/.^A;:;;:v,:f'‘';;''''
Another problem facing B.C.
;; Hydro and its customers is higher 
i electricity rates: Inflation,.rising 
interest rates,; and: the : lower; ;
: the financing^ costs / of Hydro’s; 
large constriictibn debt , "f :
■ ' These costs; plus the increasing ; 
; taxes and fees (such as water use 
charges) that Hydro pays to 
governments, must all be passed 
oil to cu4omers in thc form pf 
'."higher prices.;; ';7
: : Current restraints may hold
some increases back, but the
trend; is definitely toward more 
expensive electricity.
^: Another;'; si tuation: ; now: 
developing is; thaLwith ; demand; 
lower in the recession. Hydro 
may find itself with surplus 
power it can’t sell. Normally the 
province exports surplus elec­
tricity in years when snow and 
rainfall produce ' extra water 
behind B.C. dams.
When the Revelstoke project 
comes on line. Hydro may have 
even more surplus electricity. But 
there may be no market for it if 
the U;S. economy hasn’t picked 
up, or if there arc competing 
surpluses'vin/;; the fU.S. ' Pac 
Northwest.
Alternafiye Energy Resources f
Riglit now,; geothermal energy 
has the greatest potential to 
beconie a miajor new respufce for; 
:l3;C. N encrgyAupply{ l^Mring the;: 
next few years: tlic B.C: Hydro 
exploration program at Meager
Greek, ' hear PembertoPyf v^^
: determine; : whether:;;the:7unsv : 
derground hot water ahd:stea.m:< 
there is adequate for efficient 
generation of electricity.
Other alternative energy
technologies — including solar, 
wind, and biomass — aren’t
likely to replace our dependence 
on gas, oil and hydroelectricity in 
the near future. But they will
begin making more significant 
to our overall
energy supply.
As the costs of traditional fuels 
go up, the costs of these newer 
technologies may become more 
Vacceptable/Mass productioh may7 
also make some systems, like 
solar energy cells, cheaper and 
more competitive,
Energy Efficiency
Conserving energy through 
more efficient use is itself an 
energy :fesburce.:; Every bit of 
energy we save means that that
V'::
much less heeds to be produced in 
some other way.
Of course, there’s a catch here, 
too. Energy efficiency costs 
money, insulating a -house, for 
example, or buying a more ef­
ficient water heater requires an 
investment.
During difficult economic 
times, many people just don’t 
have the money to improve their 
energy efficiency, even if they 
would save in the long run.
It all comes down to a question 
of how quickly an investment will ; 
be paid off by the savings that 
resu It. A two-year payback seems 
clearly worth jt::But;when you’re 
out of works dr worried about: 
losing a job, a five-year payback 
;ma]^eem too long.
' wvertheless, energy prices are: 
/going: up: So using 
efficieently and wisely possible: 
is becoming more and more 
iimportanl all the time.
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Insulation Value of Various Materials Resistance Value
RSI R
Insulation Per Metre Per Inch
BATTS AND BLANKET
Mineral Wool (fibrous glass, rock or slag)* 18.7-24.3 (2.7- 3.5)
' LOOSE FILL ,
Cellulose fibre ^ ^ j
(milled paper or wood pulp) (blown) 24.3 (3.5)
Cellulose fibre
(milled paper or wo(xi pulp) (poured) 25.6 (3.7)
Vermiculite (expanded) 14.7 (2.1)
Mineral wool (pouring wool) 21.5 - 22.9 (3.1 - 3.3)
Mineral wool (blowing wool) 13.2-14.6 (1.9-3.3)
Expanded polystyrene (extruded) 34.7 (5,0)
Expanded polystyrene (molded beads) ■ 24.9' (3.6)
Expanded polyurethane (aged) ^ ^ 43.8 (6.2)
Mineral Ebreboard^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ :",25.6 (3.7)
A '•A:'19.4 (2.8)
Cork A'.'''''" : a: '22.9 (3.3)
■::'A:'OTHER'::'t'':' ■,:'■; .■'■'..■ ■;■' ■•■'■■■ :.' ' .'T' ■ A
Polyurethane V;'43.0'; ; (6.2) ;
Planning increases
/^ Varies with mamifcicturersVsel^ct by RSI (R) value; mt by thickness.
Spending money now on home 
insulation is like investing in a 
bond. It gives you comfort now 
and pays dividends in lower fuel 
costs on into the future.
To get the greatest value from 
your insulation dollars, it’s 
important that your insulation be 
adequate and correctly installed.
The basic purpose of good 
insulation is to wrap a blanket of 
comfort over and around the 
whole house. Years ago, when 
fuel was cheap, a fairly thin 
blanket of insulation was enough 
to keep annual fuel costs within 
the average family’s budget. But 
today, a thicker blanket is more 
economical.
No insulation completely stops 
the flow of heat out of a house, 
but it does slow it down. This 
makes it easier to heat a house in. 
winter and takes less energy to 
maintain a comfortable inside 
temperature.
The “RSI” or “R” number 
that appears on an insulation 
package indicates that material’s 
particular resistance to heat flow. 
The R number is the old Imperial
measure, and the RSI is the 
metric measure.
For example, R12 is equivalent 
to RSI 2.1. The higher the R or 
RSI number of a particular 
material, the more resistant it is 
to heat flow, and the more ef­
fective it is as insulation.
Do The Most Cost-Effective 
Jobs First.
Present standards for the 
amount of insulation required in 
homes are minimal, and don’t 
relfect energy-efficiency con­
siderations. So most existing 
homes in B.C. need additional 
insulation.
Some insulation improvements 
to existing homes cost less and 
save more energy than others. 
Most experts recommend the 
following order of insulation 
jobs, beginning with the most 
cost-effective:
1. Seal all cracks and gaps 
around window and door 
frames, baseboards, 
fireplaces, and other masonry 
with a good caulking com­
pound. Weatherstrip all 
windows and doors, and other
openings such as mail chutes, 
pet doors, and milk boxes. 
Caulk all openings in the 
basement, including around 
door and window frames, the 
sill plate area at the top of the 
foundation, the dryer vent, 
plumbing and wiring inlets, 
and so forth.
All caulking and sealing 
should be done from the 
inside. (With all the above 
measures taken, most homes 
will still have adequate 
ventilation for fresh air.)
2. Seal all cracks, holes, and 
openings in the attic floor 
(that comes up through from 
the ceilings of rooms below) 
with caulking compound.
3. Insulate the attic to at least
RSI 5.25 (R30), and
preferably to RSI 7 (R40).
4. Basement walls should be 
insulated to at least RSI 2.1 
(R12).
5. If the exterior walls of the 
house have no insulation, 
consider having insulation 
blown into the wall cavities. 
If,however, there is a plan to 
replace exterior siding, it; is 
quite cost-effective to install 
insulating sheathing material
T.' 'first."
6. Add additional layers of 
glazing to any single layer 
windows. If any windows 
need to be replaced, iPs: a 
good ideato replace them with 
quality hermetically sealed, 
double-glazed window units. ' ' 
The best time to put insulation
in a house, of course, is when it’s 
being ;built.: It’s easiertd put it in 
c6iyectlyThen,"arid;ib will last the 
lifdime of the building.
Mow Much Insulation Is 
Enough?
Even for new houses, in­
sulation standards today don’t 
, ■ yet . reflect energy efficiency 
. ■ considerations;';-But new. stan-; -
dards have been proposed ^by 
varius industry groups. As well,
.V:,' Pi'
'^coiiimumtyliydrapi^
W studyingin; our; 
^ isearch;Wr alternates.'^ 
slMws s{k;cM prpinise;™^^
illic Chnstoph(2r Siirf
1(1 ill prcscnl^liUe 6rtlevciopmcn1vW 
lop cbstlyibf lai'gC-scaleulilitjt user ab(3utfiYCitim^^ 
exI'iensiVc as;liybi’O; But in rcnible;cornmiinilies: 1 pcalccl;/ 
in windy iu'cas it could liclp ill replaciiigaireyen r 
costly option: oil generated power,
I'
Rcscarcli Council and B.C. Energy, Mines and 
: il^eli’oleunyRelourccscliayc bcciTlakinga 
: old ancl, inexhaustible power resource: At: Cdir^
Pnintrttf Vhnbfuivf'r lulnnd Wo’uo hr*nn cfiulvirm f hn ^







libints aibng the coast to deterinine whether the;
Hli/9
cflcctiyehessbf ah experinTchtal verliciil-axis wind ; 
'':geiicratbCilhci‘'eggbcatci’” type shown iiVtlic in 
Gbnclusion? Wind power can work. v
Wi'!
'ests ,f, vvt ct
the installation orproduction units, to reduce 
local depcudcncy oh (licsel power.
;HydW^:i^lleiTOti^;Energ^^^
cconornical leyel.
V^slbpowen liCS maior sou^
energy) is (he wood waste from our fbrbst products 
industries. For years, Hydro lias purchased surplus
; pfovince-wido powergrjd,
Small liydro j)r(ijccls, Wre studying the polenlial
lini 1
don’t require (Jains, to replace the use of Cosily 











V The tNatibnal; Research :C 
has. published recommendations 
entitled “Measures for Energy 
Conservation in New Buildings.”
Some of these reebm-^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
m^ndatipns have been adopted 
• by the Canada Mortgage; and 
Housirtg Corporation. And the 
Canadian Electrical Association 
Was launched an energy efficiency 
jn^ogram for homes that calls for 
R40 (RSI 7) insulation in ceilings 
: and R20 (RSI 3.5) in walls. These 
; can be considered as; recom- 
mended hiinimums for insulation ; 
in new houses or for major 
renovations.
S^^^^ intcfcstcci : groups arc 
now ciisguJising ,what the stan-: 
dards \yb!i(ld' be for a “super 
insuiateU'' House. These houses ; 
would probably have ju’r-t ight 
yapbur barriers, RSI 10.5 (R60); 
ccling insulation, RSI 7 (R4p); 
insulation in 300-uim-thick walls, 
and triplc-gla/ed window.s 
covered wirh shtiUcrs at night.
Even basemettt Hours can be 
insulated during construction by 
putting ; insulalibii ; lUKlcrneatii 
i before tbbcbhcrcte is poiirctl,
A few progressive buikleis 
already are building houses like 
this in colder areas of It.Cjyntid: 
they arc now commonly built in 
T'^baskaiciiewa:!).' b::;
Different InsulatltMi Mnleriiily 
for Different Job.s.
The most readily availtihle 
insulation matchals ip bo :cou" 
sidered for inslaljatioh are ihainly 
made of ndncral fibre, cellulose 
fibre, or foamed hlnstic. T 
Glass fibre ihsultMion in Uhe 
^ form of batts, fs T»i;obbbly the 
most common: U'is resistant to 
damage, naliirally fire resistant, 
and msiially has a reasonable RSI 
value of 0.023 per turn (IT value 
of 3,33 Plh inch),,. Frictiott-fit 
balls can easily be plamt between 
; : wall studs, and must be covered
'::yupoiir bairicr., ,
, ,:„:six:: miii:)uiyethyiciie::jjs",:. tiic
;■;;; vi pou r':';, .'bn r r i ei-;;; ;■' nl a t c'ti a I';;,
:. :;;,Ttccomihciidcd ■ dWb'm«i^t:WHpcrts,;'
"''tenrs, ; ;nr ■ '■; eufS''; iir-'' tbe,’'; 
vapour barrio? slumld be repaired 
before it is covered with waif , 
.:::fin p i ng.bT
: Cellulose ftbie instilaiion is 
: ::'madc".:::''frbm"; :■ waste ■'"■'newsprint'':" 
‘ treated wiili fire retarding and 
rodent ' repclllnt cliemicals.
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Here's some tips Guidelines
Electric utilities across Canada 
have pooled their resources to 
sponsor the Energy Efficient 
program for building new homes 
and renovating old ones.
The Energy Efficient 
guidelines are useful for homes 
heated with gas or other fuels, as 
well as for those relying on 
electric heat.
Prepared by the Canadian
Electrical Association, the 
program offers a total package of 
information. In addition to 
detailed guidelines for insulation, 
windows, and other structural 
elements, the program covers 
efficeint lighting, appliances, 
space heating, and water heating.
Both the federal ministry of 
energy and the Consumer’s 
Association of Canada have
supported the CEA’s Energy 
Efficient Home Program.
’ If you are planning to build a 
new home, you should ask your 
contractor about the CEA 
program, or contact your local 
B.C. Hydro office for pamphlets 
and booklets on the Energy 
Efficient Home guidelines. 
There’s also a special booklet for 
people planning to renovate •
bottom) regularly.
» Refrigerators and freezers are 
most efficient when they are 
full, but make sure food 
doesn’t block air vents.
You should al.so try to organize 
your use of your refrigerator 
and freezer to cut down the 
number of limes the doors 
have to be opened. With just a 
little thinking ahead, you’ll 
find tills is much easier to do 
than it sounds.
rinses for everything.
• Using the water level and cycle 
most appropriate to each load 
and trying to make up full 
loads with each washing are 
also important ways to save 
energy and money.
Clothes Dryer: You can avoid 
wasting the energy spent in 
overdrying your clothes if you 
sort the clothes by fabric weight 
and set the clothes dryer time and 
temperature to get each load iOW
mui
Free draw every two 
weeks for a Travel 
Bag.
> Enter at Brentwood Office
1297 Verdier - Brentwood Bay -- 652-3981
^ :.:V WELCOStflEMOARD;;
Join your iriends lor memorable iun-tiiled : 
days including organ mini concerts - full 
concerts -workshops - contests - prizes 
>and' a ; Gala’'New: Year's Eve. party dn 
board the:FAiRSEA; ::, :r ;d
.Welcome to rtheUuxufy:-- relaxation : and;: 
"adventure ;of:;;a:Sitrhar Cruise. To this; 
spacious ship and. ^uncommonly large 
cabinsTdo finetrestaurants;and;skilliully 
. prepared continenta.l cuisine. To friendly, 
Italian ambiance. AndJo an abundance of ^ 
;pleasurable activities.'Behind you lietthe;: 
cares and worries of yesterdayrYthead of; 
TypuTierthe. glamorous adventures;df;the' 
: vacation of which you’ve always dream-
Be sure to reserve early for choice of 
cabins! Tell a friend! mm
one week
air fare & accommodation 
SQOOfrom;
one week
airfare & accommodation 
from ^539®®
An inexpensive rubber gasket prevents heaP^ electrical outlet holes.
at approximately the same • When you plan to be away for done Just right.
lime. This kind of menu an extended period, of time, • Remember to clean the lint
(both from Vancouver)
planning will chaUenge youf ; you should empty and clean screen after every 
wits while giving your wallet a your refrigeraior and freezcr,Y^^^^^v^
■j.:;.’;;::'';':T’^,;’''^:;;;;T;:.,':';':;uiVnlut>;thbim;from'Their electric'''" .vpntinp
load, and if 
periodically clean the
break. unplug hem from thei ; ye g duels.
• If you ha\Aj; a freezer, ybU; can ! out let s, and prop t licii; doors
.'Tsave;'''''cooking■';:chergy:;';by;;:::’ ■.'•■/.open.;;
donbling or tripling
that require Ipng c^^oking ^ ^^v^jci- j^oi^^y,Nippon, you should 
times, and freezing part for ; Q^jy y^y,- dishwasher for full 
later use. You’ll also be laying
in a stock of your very pyvn ;o cycle alsowastes ;
convcniehcc fpod.s.. energy, So turn it off afici fhe
: • Don’t preheat ypur pven unless final rinse, open the door, and ‘
; you really need: ;to, Most
roasts, casseroles, and as quick. On /
; homemade convenience' foods; : newer; Tnachines set ihc '
: you’ve frozen; don’
preheated oven: And don’t
.■';/apciv';thc ;,ovciYdoor;:any.„more;f;;;'''/>" ■/■ ■;.„.; ■;’;■';
than absolutely neccssafy'whlle ;'^
you’re cooking. biggest uses (d energy m :i
• bn llic top of your range, try houschokl is water heating, Y«ni
to use cooking uten.sils with be able to save energy by
Hat bottoms that fit smoothly setting 'he lioi water heatei 
on the .Stove’i elements, Use thermostat lower. The coireel
/:/:'/tighily/Jltting'; lids iU);:keep!rihel;';’;’;:.;’'Pbmg_,,:.,J,of',.;,ttll.:,..^kitchen
heal in the pans. Also, use the latmdiy use is AO’’ to I ho
low'cst element lemperaiures icmporaiui e can he set even lowei 
yy,, can, >f yt^tt don't use a dishwasher.
• Finally, for the most efficieni * f P'PF"< carrying hot wiuei
'.'■I ■■
cooking, you thould keep bur Irom thb water; heater to
oven and the reflector pans hobselibl^b fttt'vets Avtme. energy
below the ' stiil'nce" clfeinaits ; 'brough heat loss, All hbtWater 
clean at all timts, ; pipes should be; winpped wlilv,
y,/';-;, ■';insulaiion,'-:'Ahd:'if..you;can..do,'^:TT',
: Hcrrlgi^rntoriFreczcr: You lieaier should be '
probably already know that your tupved^ as close possible to ;
refrigerntbr/freefer should not 'be tnajbr points ol use.
DC near heal sources, such ai the - t 
range, dish Washer, heat ducts, or One^drip peiT Soanid wastes, a
direct sunlight. Yoti may
r;'j;;:';:\.'one:'weck.,t;::
kbu^^^^^^a Cloihcis 'Waslicrj Ybii ptoljably
culaiion over find around the know by iiow that vvai nt or cool ,
condenser culls all the back, and vvuiei will wash inusi fala ics as
;’’’;whcrt^,,kod'...«oakcr’sbre’;Yh'e;'';a'b“:;;;'w‘ell:as''of;lKitcr;thaif ^ wniciT:'''.;vi., 
pliahcc is level. riini’s great because you can
■•You should ret temperatup' really 'avc by u'ing hot' 
coni I ols propo ly. Rerrigerator oiily svhcn realty necessary,
,'setlings;:should';bc.betvyeerr.3f,;;;*.:::The; tcmperaiiirc for^^^ :
and "and,.ti'cezers,:!should:^:.;:rwashiiig depends;,'OiiT'lietyt»c of. 
; be ; epidcr; tittin nnnus^^^ l^ . fabric and what jijs been soiled
J ;Y’hA/'k Ihiil th(* rlnnc (laskel uiili f'rtW wnlcrdoor gasket Dll It. Cold wafer Tlelclgetiis 
and clean com Work with Watei 15''C dr 
''dcnseroebi!S'''ift'' ihe'':back'-''(br"/'''''-;'';; wnrmcrV''.;\ttd’'voif carriisccold'





The battery is just one part of 
an automobile’s charging system. 
Just because a car starts 
sluggishly — or doesn’t start at 
all — it doesn’t always mean that 
the battery is the culprit. Some 
other electrical component might 
be draining the battery of power. 
A faulty alternator, starter, 
voltage regulator, cables and 
terminals — even something as 
innocent as a belt — can all 
interfere with a car’s starting 
ability.
Electrical system
With winter weather; ap­
proaching, give some extra 
thought to checking out your 
car’s electrical system. Doing this 
as part of your Winterizing 
schedule could save you from 
frustrating moments in the cold 
mornings. Here’s a checklist of 
areas developed by The Gates 
Ruber Company to have your 
serviceman examine before the 
cold weather hits:
1. Battery. Most battery 
failures are caused by problems 
im bther areas of the electrical 
system. But, you should still 
check to be sure your battery has 
the electrical capacity to perform: 
; dp;tO specifeatibns. A lpad test is 
; the basic test of a battery’s 
starting capacity.
Fowr varies
The power required to start an
engine varies from car to car. It 
depends on the number of RPMs 
the engine requires, compression 
ratio, cylinder wear, tem­
perature, weight of the oil anti 
the number and variety of ac­
cessories on the vehicle.
If the test performed on your 
battery determines you need a 
replacement, install a unit with at 
least as much starting power as 
the original equipment battery as 
shown in the car manual. If you 
want added .starting insurance, 
choose a battery with a higher 
cold cranking rating.
2. Worn belts or loose fan belts 
can slip, causing a voltage 
shortage to the battery. The 
drives for your alternator, water 
pump and other systems must be 
maintained at all: times. You or 
your serviceman can visually 
check for glazing, cracking, 
splits, oil and contamination. 
But, because of the types of belts 
found on most cars today, eyen 
the best of mechanics can’s 
always spot a failing belt. So, as a 
rule of thumb, if your belts are 
four years or older, replace them
— even if they don’t appear to
V -heed it. Replace them sooner if 
you dp a great deal Of driving.
3. Starter. There used to be a 
general rule of thumb: suggesting 
' that : a; battery: should .have: one 
amp df starUng bpwer for every
cubic inch of engine 
displacement. Although this rule 
generally held true with 
yesterday’s Vs’s and big V6’s, 
today it is simply not a valid 
statement. The ability to crank 
the engine efficiently without 
draining the battery, but with 
enough speed to start the car, is 
measured with an amperage draw 
test. ■'
Trouble spots
If problems with your starter 
are indicated, trouble spots can 
be pinpointed with ground circuit 
or insulated circuit resistance
'.tests.'
4. Alternator. An amperage 
output test should be done on 
your car’s alternator to determine 
if your alternator is performing 
well enough t,o keep the battery 
charged arid serve the needes of 
Other electrical systems. 
Defective alternators will not 
supply enough voltage to 
recharge the battery. When 
necessary, full field voltage and 
circuit resistance tests can help 
isolate problem areas.
5. Voltage Regulator. A faulty 
voltage regulator will over or 
undercharge the battery, possibly i 
shortening battery: life. Under-f 
voltage and oyef-voltage checks 
are essential for determining if 
your battery will stay charged or 




WINTKHl’/JNC A CAU requires more than just eheekiii;' llie tires ami aiiti-free/.e. '1'lie 
roolinj’ svstehi lias a \ ital roll- tliiriii" eolil weather <lrivin“. All N -belts ami hoses, the iher- 
iiiostiit, anil the railiator eaii shoiihl he iiis|H'eteil lo r near anil possible I ail u re. Hi-fianlli-ss 
of visual eo ml it ion. 'The Cates Kuhhi-r (loin pan y siififiesls if belts ami hoses are more than 
four vears olil. ihes slioulil he rephieeil.
overheat. Circuit resistance 
checks should be performed to 
identify potential faults .
: 6. Cables and Terminals. 
Dirty or loose connectioris can 
rob a battery of the; current it : 
needs : to operate : efficiently.:: 
Terminals, conneetdrs and posts 
should' be cleaned as necessary to
allow maximum current to flow. : 
Visual checks^^^ ^ ^
In addition,: frayed or corroded 
wires and connectors can hurt the 
battery and the starting and 
charging performance. iVisual; 
checks as ' welT voltage'1 
drop/resistance tests, should be 
performeditopreverit trouble. : :'y
With winter around the corner, 
a thorough check of the electrical 
systerh should be a part of any 
winterizing schedule. But, this 
alone will not guarantee ,you 
safety from cold weather 
problems . A winter tiine-Up arid a 
complete cooling system ycheck 
are also essential. ' V
If you’ve decided to insulate 
, your home- to improve its 
comfort and value — and the job 
is too big to do by yourself — you
do the job properly.
Incorrectly installed insulation 
is not only a waste of money, it 
can cause expensive moisture 
damage to a building’s structure.
While most contractors are 
reliable, yoiu- charices of getting; 
the best job done are better in 
spring or sur)nnter, when tiidre’s : 
less demand and thus more 
; contractors available.
But you should always be 
careful in selecting your con­
tractor. Here are some pointers 
you should keep in mind.
•Make a list of three; or; 
contractors recommended; by 
neighbours dr other people 
Nyho've* bad satisfactory: work
done. Get a list of the con­
tractors’ customers and check 
their work.
*As of November' 1981, con­
tractors must be certified by 
the Canadian General Stan­
dard Board for any installation 
that will be financed by a 
Canada Home Insulation 
Program (CHIP) grant.
•Find out about the financial 
. reputation and stability of the 
contractors from your local 
: Better Business Bureau.
•Make sure the firm is bonded; 
so you’ll have legal recourse if 
your home is damaged in any 
way.
•Find out if the company’s 
installers arc paid by the hour 
or by the job. If by the job,
: they;: may: try to ■' rush their 
::,wo:rk.,
•Good contraetbrs will check 
ydii f house t h o rou ghl y (i ns id c
and out) before giving an 
estimate. Follow them on the 
tour of your house and watch 
for their attention to detail.,
•Get a detailed written estimate 
from the contractor for any 
job you want done. It’s im­
portant that you specify your 
insulation needs in terms of 
RSI or R values, whicb 
measure the effectiveness of 
insulation, not its thickness.
For example, get a quo’te for 
adding RSI 4.9 (r28) insulation 
to your attic, not for adding 
200-250 mm of insulation. The 
contractor should have a 
manufacturer’s CMHC- 
yapproyed “auic cardj” used to 
determine; the number of bags 
of; ‘insulation ;necessary to 
produce the desired RSI or R
required have actually been 
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